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Joseph Baldwin (Place' 1); 
Duane Davis (Place i); 
JtySOOTT TAGLIARINO 
Ttfn Staff Writer 
Students will go to the polls Wednesday to bear 
responsibility of electing a new Student 
^sppampus provided IheFW* 
^identification card with them. 
^Government. 
Qace*,& student has 
punched by the poll 
voted, his card will be 
operator to lessen the 
contenders include Gshel Bar-Adon, " Si nate candidates and their .respective college1^ n eij. 
fayBruyere.Frank Fleming, Jean Marie KeUy/plac^ mclude:, , _ ^ ^ Graduate ^ 
Mark Miller, Lee Rohn, Ruth Ann Shope, Norma 
Solis and Richard White. 
ore this change, students had to vote at their 
|? ^hoose a Student Government president and vice* Respective college or school's polling place. Also 
Anf • (aim* Bann^AM i > I In (wa r'/L.An OaamI a J J _i* 
vice-presidential 
it .^ipresident, four senators at-large, two Co-Op Board 
;^^eiiibirs:'' 
Sf&m- * . . - . . , ... . 
i^mem fers and 32 senators from 13 colleges or 
ij;. ̂ Schools; , 
"A larger tarnout than last year is expected if the 
^weather holds up/" Robert Lanius, chairman of the 
j^&lpha Phi Omega Election Commission, said 
^IfTuesday. He also said that the greater student 
|?5;^wareness and interest in this election would. 
p'^fjrobably increase the number of voters. 
"r. Under a new election system implemented by the * 
V.'cElection Commission, students from all colleges^ 
a and schools ay vote at any of six polling places on 
this year a driver's license or other identifictioii 
will not be accepted. Only student IDs will be usedii!tf 
The commission has permission to punch the 
cards in the Cultural-Entertainment Committee 
slot in this election. If the system works, a special 
slot will be designated next year for Student 
Government elections, Drew^JTalters^ a 
commission representative said. $0 'grlf. 
"In addition, we will cross-check the six rosters 
after the election to make sure that students who' 
own more than one ID did not vote more than 
once," Walters said 
iiham 
position.- - - „„ , ' ;ty-.3 
Senator at-large candidates aire Linda Crooker 
(Mated pfg||f 
Madeline Hartwell and David Hall (Place 1); Carol 
Crabtree -and Richard Price (Place 2); Greg 
Powers, Cheryl Toubin and Olga Zapata (Place 3) 
and Robert Dees, Deborah Stanton and Katherine 
Edwards, a write-in.(Place 4). ^ 
, i .wry. ^ '-.".(•trSK] 
Architecture — Robert Ike) (Place if ' f$Caball 
Business — Steve Anderson, George Kennedy and. Korp and A1 DuPree (Place 4), 
Riggt iari Pw»l^, Humanitlas w , 
pson <Place 2); Howard Crenshaw and Paul Law—Royal Masset (Place 1). , > 
Peinberg (Place 3) and John Derichsweiler and Natural Sciences5 — BeVerly Hammond anil; 
t^JWaUy Rosenblum (Place 4). , 'Robert Panzarella (Place 1); Davis Nichols an4' 
ftti Communications — Jerry Presley and ShelleyrRaymond Hapes (Place 2); Mike Ledbetter(Placel 
Friend (Place 1); Burke Armstrong and Robert 3), and William^Carswell and Janette Ingranpl# 
Napier (Place 2). y.-; m Place 4). 




r. o «• V- - - - TrTT. V. ,rv„— — w. ...... x- • •• ... 
(Place I); Sam Wisialowski and Robert Maggiani Social and Behavioral Sciences — PhylliaSauer 
(Place 2); Carol Bennie (Place 3). j*<and Lyn Breeland (Place 1); Robert Orozco 
- Engineering -^ Philip Hatley. Gerhardt Wissletaposeph Bloom (Place 2); Stephen Williams 
- .and Rodney Witcher (Place I); Michael Swenson$ltSamuel Byars (Plate 3); Cynthia Vaiadez, Pamela^ 
J- «.J D..J.1I mi... «. n mi . •• ,n>. . .. * 
* 
w 
Douglas Speaks to Union Crowd I 
Reversal Urged 
(Place 1), and Deal Orril^ ffid "Frederick Todd and Randall Williams (Place 2). 
Place 2) are running for Co-Op , General and Comparative Studies — Robert Rice, 
l^^perree Bowers, Eric Hagstette and Craig Iscoe 
Kostas and Russell Tidwell (Place 4). 
. Pharmacy — Jacques Lewis (Place 1). 
Polls will be open from 8:45 a. m. to 4 p. mV 
fMI 
?r'' ^ 
By PATSY LOCHBAUM have gone to nuclear energy, Ihfe 
Supreme Court Justice William 0. , dangerous fonn of power." 
Douglas Tueday night asked his overflow 
-audience to "reverse the downward spiral 
of today's society^Jby getting ..or^aiuzedU 
^politically." : \ 
"Claiming to have "lost his notes," the 
civil libertarian refused; to answer 
controversial questions while being 
solar' ^''l^0GL#"^^EStEl5*'Baf'a 
energy plant be set up in the Middle East 
to power and irrigate the land, resulting in 
"the biggest boom in the history of the 
i,world. 
sewage plants or aid in soil conservation ^ 
Environmental, safeguards have been 
^accepted by Congress as fundamental to 
liberty, where pornography has not, 
Douglas said. •ilssiwi •ms 
ft? i 
recorded. Despite a clause in his contract 2 
allowing press coverage, Douglas had 
requested that no recording devices be 
allowed in the Union Main Ballroom. 
Douglas's antipathy toward press 
recorders and cameras was shared by the 
audience. Shouts of "Press go home" and 
'^Turn off those lights'/ were met by 
thunderous applause. 
"I HAVE THE greatest respect for the 
presk, but r have been 'done in* too many 
times by recordings of the press. You 
• don't know the fine art of tape splicing," 
. Douglas explained. "Of course, I'll be glad 
to answer any questions. I have a loto{ 
ObQbbigs^'' 
Douglas did not Iftnit his CoirifnCnts to' 
his hobbies. With a dry and ready wit he £ 
parried1 questions fromjpresi3 and 
audience. Several times the 75-year-old^ 
justice analogued current events. ^ 
, Douglas, second youngest- justice to ±~ 
serve on the Supreme Court, wais 
appointed by Franklin Roosevelt in 1939 at 
" 7 the age of 41. Considered by many the 
most liberal justice on the court, he has 
campaigned .for ecological reform, equal 
rights and civil liberties. 
When asked the inevitable question 
about the constitutionality of 
impeachment, Douglas said, "For the 
benefit of the press I shall not answer 
that." ' - . 
"Why don't people investigate the power 
of solar energy? It's because nobody owns 
the sun," Douglas said. "Instead we have 
alternatives of losing our mountains for a 
few more years of automobile usage on 
, i A «J li V "• 1, 1 ^ s n I J FJ •«» v ^  r- t  > 
"Improvement groups, like the 
engineering corps, should have their 
powers extended," he said. "Instead of 
. just being authorized to 'improve rivers^' 
they should have the power to build 
"I HAVEN'T HAD much indication of 
-hope of reversal on the court pornography 
decision. Maybe things will look better in~ 
'10 or 20 years," he said. 
Summing up his philosophy, Douglas 
said, "I used to fish a lot, but then I found 
that there were more people than fish. I 
finally came out on the side of the fish. 
-. "It's all based on cooperation. In 100 
years we could have a Common Market 
for North and South America, but we'll 
have to begin it with intellectuabbridges. 
. kAnd .that is the duty of your generation,"^ 
. he concluded 
Unsure 
Of Oil 
T T . - '  : ' ' v W * V  -
By The Associated Press 
State energy officials say they really 
can't tell whether, the oil companies are 
delivering all of the gasoline they're 
supposed to under emergency fuel 
allocations ordered late last month. 
l4v'We have no precise way of knowing," 
said James W. Cook, the energy 
coordinator of Illinois, which was 








drastically" after Feb. 22, when thfr 
second emergency allocation was* 
announced. He also said that service* 
station lines seemed shorter. - *' s 
Federal energy chief WilliaWi:. SimoC" 
Said Monday that the allocations had* 
succeeded in cutting down the wait for! 
gasftUne*'; ; 
Connection, officials agreed ~that"titer 
5^- JUftictt Dpuglas: . 
J»?ficesSpeec/> CanfroversYOgg;  ̂
:allons -<ff gasoline added to its regular 
"ebruary.. «jUocati«n,, of 313.6, ^million 
Pennsyivariia energy IsKiet William 
Wilcox said he didn't even know how much 
the regular February;allocation would be. 
until Feb. 20. "We're flying blind," he 
said, adding that he-has no idea whether 
all of his 25.2-million-gallon emergency 
allocation has been delivered. 
The Federal Energy Office, in two 
separate orders, directed the oil^' 
lines are shorter and said, therefore, thaC 
the extra gasoline must be arriving. But; 
the state Energy Emergency Agency sayfr 
it hasn't received any reports from the oil* 
companies or their distributors and can't 
really tell v.)tQvumucb fuel has beeft 
delivered, 
The best way of checking, said agency; 
officials, would be gasoline tax records,! 
but those records aren't compiled until a* 
month .after collections. 
companies to release extra gasoline from-^f, 
(ItoUrtMl Stod»», Pag* 1A.) 
.-Wi 
^ ^ ' 
ij inventories to 26 states and the District of John C. Tolson III, the chairman of the*. 
Columbia.. The emergency allocations' North Carolina Energy Panel, said he; 
^ totaled more than 315 million gallons and asked the oil companies to advise his-
- ^ 3-^. _ 1 ̂  M boosted tto original allocations by 10 office how mych fuel was delivered and to IfI KBS1TQ f fliftCf .I*. . ' ^hom. Thus far, he said, Ws received no 
7 The 
•- -"Texan Staff Writer 
Twenty-Four Corporation 
lit 
* BUT HE LATER made references to 
Watergate and a new limitation on 
admission of evidence. 
. "1 didn't follow Watergate, there are too • 
many other things that are important to 
me. Besides I figure that some of these 
things will get to the court eventually 
anyway and I'll leam about them then,"." 
Douglas said. % r „ ^ 
Mentioning documents stamped "top& 
secret'.* as a "good way to cover 
tracks for at least 10 years," Douglas told 
his audience about Section 506 of anew bill 
that allows any document marked secret 
or top secret to be admitted as evidence. 
. / ; .. ;v. ' '• » 
_:Advocatingthe 
priorities toward ecological reform, 
Douglas said, "Priorities t^v date have 
been the Pentagon and . the civil police^ 
.force. Since World War II, 85 percent of 
national research and development funds 
Channel l-p r was granted a 
temporary restraining order by Judge Charles Matthews in 200th 
District Court preventing the University from prohibiting 
cameras and tape recorders during Supreme Court Justice 
William O. Douglas' appearance at the Union building Tuesday. 
The University originally had banned the cameras and tape 
recorders after Douglas had requested the stipulation be included 
in his speaking contract. 
Robert Thompson, assistant president of channel 24, said 
conflict arose when~notice of the speaking engagement and the 
banning of equipment was distributed to the local media. 
Since no specific reasons for the request were given,'only 
personal preference, channel 24 presented a petition for the' 
restraining order to Mathews, who granted the order under the 
constitutional First Amendment guarantee of a free press. 
J. Thompson emphasized the helplessness of the University in 
this situation, sinc& Douglas has been known to walk off the stage 
University of Wisconsin this 
whenrCatpa-ai 
. HOtably at the . year.; 
''But we want to work negotiations with Douglas if distractions 
are the &ason," ~ Thompson 
Before the restraining order could be issued Tolbert Foster, 
president of channel 24, had to endorse the posting of a $10,000 
bond. — — -T' 
*81 ate off icials cotrtavt^—irt an reportsand doesn't know-how much of the- ; 
Associated Prpss survey said Tufe^y^iocation jas,arrived, J (k. 
that they generally had to depend on^l George Roclericics, w|«o ®Tieadihg thiT 
— it. -i. •— — gas allocation program for the District of 
-Columbia, said he received telegrams 
from the major oil suppliers telling him. 
reports from the o l companies and 
service stations in trying to determine 
whether the fuel actually arrived. They 
said service station lines seem to be 
-shorter, indicating that there probably is 
"Ten-thousand dollars is a lot of money to argue an academic1, more gasoline available. How much more,, 
point," said Thompson. ^ey don t kn0W a< 3 
: ^Thompson also hinted that the arbitrary action of the 
University was partially responsible for the conflict, 
v"Sometimes they allow coverage; sometimes they don't." 
Did the gasoline get to flie jiiiblic? "We 
don't have a formalized checking 
arrangement," said Cook. "One of the 
_ most significant checks is'the number of 
' 'This should come to the attention of the Board of Regents and / energy officeir' isSid calls dtftpped off . 
the setting of some guidelines," said Judge Mathews explaining 
that the second hearing may then be looking at a Mmoot 
the fuel 'Kad been delivered. He said the 
extra gasoline enabled 40-stations in the -
district to open for two hours a night last 
-toupifttr " v Sfc- - , > w 
T* Vvl»» ,.J, r-v; '* ' 
; Missouri officials had anothe^'problem. 
The Fuel Allocation Board said it was so 
busy trying to fill requests for gasoline 
and other petroleum products that itdidn't 
have time to keep track of the extra 12.4 
million gallons in the emergency 
allocations. * v1 ,<•/, 
Nature Provisio 
Delegate Arguments Clntef-pri Ediiiation Artic '̂̂  
m 
ssfr-fa 
- • r t7 BxBILL GARLAND 
Texan Staff Writer I ; 
It boiled down to a Single proposition 
Tuesday at the Constitutional Convention: 
'pure" Versus "limited" provisions in the 
^ After concluding section-by-section 
debate on the Education Article, delegatels 
listened intently to arguments calling for 
elimination of all sections described as 




cast calls for con­
siderable morning 
cloudiness/ turning 
partly cloudy and 
;warm in the after­
noon. Winds, will b 
Southerly 8 to 1 
m.p.h. The low will be' 
in the mid-60s with thel 
high near 80. 
Houston Rep. Jack Ogg, who favored the 
"pure" reading, told delegates prior to 
their vote on whether ; to trim the article 
down considerably, " You're either for one 
(a shortened document), or not for one. It' 
is time to fish or cut bait." , s »• 
Convention memjbers chose on a 107-56 
vote to keep the^'limited" version they 
spent two weeks of half a.ipl .1^11 day 
sessions carving out. 
"Every group that has a paid lobbyist is'f 
well provided for. But what have we done 
for the kids?" he stressed and vthen 
stepped down abruptly from the podium 
while a person nearby lightly applauded, 
-making the only sound in the hall;— -
Williamson's plea mustered 74 votes,-
but 90 delegates chose to stay with the 
nine-section , article hashed out on the 
convention floor. 
: With that, the final vote of the day, the 
•, (Ralot*d StoriM, Pog* 16.) 
convention stood ready to give a final yea 
or nea to the Education Article as a whole. 
Rather than cast one vote for all nine 
sections* Houston Rep. Ray Barnhart 
moved that a separate vote be taken on 
each section. 
. Wednesday 's .session will begin with the 
'section-by-section vote unless a motion is 
sustained to suspend the rules and cast a 
single vote for the entire article. _ , 
Provisions stating- legislative 
guidelines, restricti<ms and methods for 
carrying out constitutional intent make 
the version "limited" by going beyond 
general principles such as those found in 
the U.S. Constitution. 
The-"pure" version, proposed by Fort 
Worth Rep.. Bud Sherman, consisted of 
three sentences in a single section enjtit}#^ 
"Supports-Free Public Schools." 
Following^'tlie failure5" "mf' la^^rifi^' 
Education Article, Tyler Rep.. Billy 
Williamson moved that the article be sent 
back to the Education Committee for 
further revision. 
iti^ i 
more important — IoImk at 
some fictitious timetable or the 
responsibility of submitting a constitution 
the people of Texas can have confidence 






Campus polling places 
are at Gregory Gym, 
Main Mall, 2Sth $treet 
and Whitis Avenue, 
24th and Speedway 
Streets, Bast Mall Foun* 
tain and the School of 
Law, 
Section one contains the controversial 
"equal educational opportunity" clause 
which was barely approved early in 
education debate. Barnhart has becai. 
outspoke against the clause.-'- f • 
Prior to votes on flie '!pure""artiele and 
-on the move by Williamson to reconsider 
the article, delegates rejected education 
provisions prohibiting discrimination and 
making it the responsibility of local 
districts to provide school facilities, 
- Rockdale Rep. Dan Kubiak argued 
against the antidiscrimination section on 
grounds that the already approved BUI of 
Rights tool care of prohibiting 
discrimination in all the articles. 
Barnhart introduced the section on 
construction of school facilities to prevent 
an interpretation of the equal opportunity 
clause calling for the state to equalize 
public school equipment ^ ̂  ^ ti 
"The logic is quite clear. It'is now the 
state's duty to improve the facilitiesr" -
Barnhart told the delegates. 
His proposal was tabled 98-65, perhaps 
indicating that equal opportunity still has-; 
a majority vote. - • 
The Wednesday session will b^in at 
1:30 p m- following morning committee 
m e e t i n g s .  ' s - ' -
• • 
The Constitutional Convention's General 
Provisions Committee voted 12-8 Tuesday -
to include a controversial "ri^it-to-work" 
provision in the proposed constitution. 
They voted 15-4 not to recommend that 
the provision be placed on the ballot asa 
s e p a r a t e  i t e m . j A ' i m  
Such a prdvlsiori wotld 
• mandatory memberehip in a labor union 
as a requirement for getting of 
maintaining 
Labor union 
they will work against a new j 




—Sketch by Marit Volwrpy 
Cric 
According to Observation 
By BRYANT BOUTWEU^f 
Texan Staff Writer ^ 
ood cricket is a squashed cricket? For years the lowly 
®3 . 
Who says the only 
-cricket has suffered a I 
Despite this poor popularity rating, students in Dr. Daniel Otte's anfcpal 
behavior class, Zoology 354, are finding that the cricket does a great deal more 
than just eat, sleep and chirp. 
For the last six weeks, these students have been observing at home in self-built 
cages a number of small field crickets supplied for the course. The object is to 
observe these small creatures at different hours of the day and night and record 
with precision every behavioral pattern that occurs.. 
' The results have been impressive. The various activities of a cricket as he daily 
goes about his business of grooming, courting, feeding andtrierely moving about, 
requires pages to record. Although he is not noted for neatness, grooming alone 
requires several hours of the cricket's busy schedule. ; I 
To get a good grade on the project several semesters ago, one former-student 
reports, it took four single-spaced typed pages just to produce the outline fpr 
behavior he observed^ That student may never stomp another cricket for years<ti> 
come. * ^ s ,' ' \ 
Keith Olander. a junior biology major presently enrolledln the coiirse; o6tes 
that when one stops to compare the relatively simple anatomy Of the cricket with 
the numerous behavioral patterns, the behavioral study of more c#nplclt 
organisms seems almost frightening. ' ->< 
Olander quickly adds that his roommate will shed no tears when the projiH^l 
'ends this week and the crickets go. The chirping freeloaders are not only overly 
vocal after sundown but extremely fond of his roommate's favorite corttflak<& 
m 
w'SSF' S* 






t'lSt,-?: \r2s. ilftftV* oning 
. request t<» the City overlooking Lake Austin Is 
Planning Commission uqder contract to Coleman 
Tuesday for postponement of and Associates subject to the 
hearing eased for SO days the Zoning Committee's approval 
controversy surrounding the 
imposed construction of 199 
townhouses on Mt.Bonnell. ; flnl a letter sent to the 
'Planning Commission's 
of a building permit. The land 
is owned, by Fred and Polly 
Eby. 
Residents* questions 
icerning the proposed 
IT- T""~ ' 
looko«jt Mountain M 
"We are trying to work 
completely with the land and 
the surrounding people in our ' 
develo|»nents," Roy Bechtol, 
landscape architect for the 
Cat Mountain Corporation, 
M^untahi^ 
, 
Corporation^ 'which itfll 
construct the development, 
intends to have three units 
consisting of townhouses, 
single family units and units 
connected by patios. Plans are •< 
also under way for tennis 
Courts, open play areas, 
trails, a swimming pool and i 
other recreational facilities. WM 
WIMM 
t preceded tbeshooting. 
Hunter had been dating a 
By J&T SOUTH 
Three Sunday morning Brown, shot when he rang the _ 
gunshot deaths hi a Northeast doorbell of the Solomon home girlfriend,- Janet Burns, until 
Austin home were ruled at 9702 Cottle Drive, was Mrs. Burns broke off the 
homicide-suicide in an inquest listed in serious rnyiwnn relationship. 
verdict Tuesday by Municipal Tuesday afternoon. ^f-W.i|p''He picked her up from 
• . B iV|IUKU
Zoning Committee Tuesday,, construction site include how 
W.R. Coleman and Associates , connections will be made to 
—atted-for-thne -to worii-out—--^sewers . and the 
c ollections to tbe proposed preservation of the area's 
development with both the topography. 
Planning Commission's staff In other acubHf t&eZoning : ' "M* Km • 
and residents near U»e Committee approved tbe A |#«Alf Ifl l^lf il I#1 
proposal building site, Mifc planned development -of 372 VffwW * JTf Vrfff I f f V 
The 43%-acre ptof- single-family dwelling units at 
Decision 
. Court Judge John Brady 
\V}1 After William L. Hunter m 
«hot and killed Mrs 
"of Wim&rley~ari3her son-in^ 
law, David Solomon of Austin, 
the SO-year-old Austin 
VOTE 
DICKPRICE 
Student Senate at Urge PI. 2 
ill--Platform ^slSi 
• MKampw parking . 
wofgannid to favor cuipooh 
"• Used book sal* at tho ond of 
each Mrimltr 
• Building of uatkiiig garagos 
• Expansion of minority recruit­
ment • 
QUALIFICATIONS 
• taw Student : . 
• Exporionc* in student gov't, 
at IIT and tWo othor vnhrer* 
sitioi. 




Encouraging students to 
seriously •, consider 
determining their careers 
during their freshman year, 
of the University Career 
Choice, Information Center, 
spoke before jucareer clinic 
Tuesday night: •—-
The too-day clinic, designed 
especially for the black, 
chicano and older-than-
average student, is sponsored 
by Ethnic Student Services 
and Continuing Education of 
Women and Mot. 
.The clinic, originated to 
explore career interests and 
option, provided resource 
persons from the Career 
Choice Information Center, 
the University placement 
office and professionals from 
it: 
the Austin community. 
Ip':'The pr0cess;i|p0Jf 
determining a career dbefrn't 
when 
elor or master 
degree. It is an ongoing 
process," Murff said. 
The career center, in Jester i 
?gServices to Mrs. Roe, 45, 
Niill^ibo^^rhel^iiat;'-;2 p.m. 
Pennington FuneralHome. 
Police said that Hunger's 
construction worker turned a kmHy had not yet stated what 
semiautomatic rifle on should be done with the 
himself. J-.4, gunman's body; Hunter's body 
Solomon's vrite/Diihe, was is unclaimed at the Hyltin-
reported in critical condition, Funeral Home, 
at Brackenridge Hospitalfffjim Collier; chief county 
.from wounds suffered in the "criminal investigator, 
work last Wednesday and held 
her overnight in his 
her and himself if she would 
not come bacX „to. hlna, 
while the car pulled up to the 
bouse. 
..Patrolman Brown 
responded to the "armed 
man" radio call. Police Chief 
R.A. Miles said. ;; 'r 
Brown, standingat tbe front 
of the house, rang the 
the door and was shot in the* 
back of the right shoulder. Ill I 
Hunter then fired tbe rifle atfpi 
four Of the six hostages lying V 
ce down on the floor. % 
Colliersaid. 
Early Sunday' morning, 
Hunter forced Mrs. Burns' _ , 
parents, Lawrence S. Roe and "-'v|Roe, 54, Mrs. Burns, 22, and 
his wife, to drive him from the "her 2-year-old daughter,^ 
Roe's home in Wimberley to Shannon, escaped unharmed, 'gi­
llie Solomon residence, where Mrs. Roe ami Solomon dieds -











Center, was established^ a SCOTT TAGLIARINO t 
year ago as part of the 
U hi vers ity Cou nseling 
Service. 
"What we are trying to do in 
the career center is to help 
students have a clear idea of 
the number of careers offered 
to them," Murff said. 
The clinic will continue at 
8:30 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Union Main Ballroom. 
Placement center 
representatives will discuss 
current and future job 
markets' for minority and 
older students. Professionals 
from the Austin community 
also^will be available 
Wednesday to speak with 
students about, job 
opportunities. 
Gripes Withdrawn;^ Two Exonerated 
Texan Staff Writer ;.t-
Chances" for a complaint-
free Student Government 
election were spoiled late 
Tuesday when Steve Ross, a 
University law student/ filed 
against presidential candidate 
Lee Rohn and senator at-large 
candidate Dick Price for 
alleged campaigh violations. 
But after a hodge-podge of 
legal arguments at a 10:30 
p.m. Election Commission 
hearing, Ross- withdrew his 
complaint and exonerated Ms. 
Rohn and Price from any 
wrongdoing. V'":? • 
: Ross' original complaint 
centered around 1) the sale of 
Salvation Sandwiches with a 
sticker endorsing Ms. Rohn 
and 2) the use of the Texas 
Law Forum, the law school 
newspaper, for political 
endorsements. 
At the hearing, Ross 
represented himself, Dennis 
Hutchinson represented Ms. 
Rohn and Price, represented 
himself. ^ j£ *" 5 *11 
Korum which printed the Salvation Sandwiches came to Tf 
endorsement of Ms. Rohn by me and said that if I supplied ^ 
him with the stickers he would Ave law students had not been 
filed with the Election 
Commission, and therefore 
was a violation of section 7.38 
of the code. 
He also charged Ms. Rohn 
with using her influence as 
Student Bar president to 
"unfair disadvantage against 
the rest of the candidates" as 
far as the use of The Texas 
.1 
The student committee organizing the UT 
mt Conference on Latin America stilt 
needs papers.., 
DO IT NOW! 
We need undergraduate papers to make this 
conference. 
We need undergraduate papers so that your 
views are heard. 
Any paper on U.S.-Latin American relations 
(social, political, or economic) are accep-
table. yr 
DO IT FOR US! 
Before the hearing began, 
the Commission rescheduled 
Price's hearing directly after 
Ms.'Rohn's. 
Feeling that the 'Salvation, .J^aw Forum was concerned. . 
Sandwich qualified as a • Price was charged by Ross 
"handout" under section 2.07 
and' 2.08 of the Student 
Government electicm code, 
Ross claimed that Ms. Rohn 
was in violation because 1) 
she had not filed the entire 
package (or the sandwich) 
only the sticker, 2) it was 
unclear that a qualified 
endorsement had been made 
by Salvation Sandwiches, and 
3) it would be an equitable 
unknowingly, pay for 
campiagn literature (by 
buying the sandwich). ;. ' 
"Having the endorsement 
^ right there on the sandwich is 
what really hacked me off," 
Ross said. 
Ross further argued that 
that portion of The Texas Law 
with having an endorsement 
of himself in the same Forum 
issue as Ms. Rohn's. This 
allegedly put Price in 
violation of the same election 
code rule which requires 
candidates to file all handouts 
with the commission. 
Hutchinson began his 
argument by explaining that 
The Texas Law Forum, as 
defined;.Jn the Law School 
Handbook,; 
not a handout. Therefore, it 
did not need to be filed with 
the Election Commission. 
"Furthermore, it has 
always been the policy of the 
use them as his publics-
endorsement of my' 
candidacy." " ~r - - i-
At |he beginning of his 
rebuttal argument, Ross 
apologized to the commission 
and 'Ms. Rohn and withdrew 
his complaint concerning the 
Salvation ~ Sandwich 
endorsementr 
Ross then decided, after, 
listening to Hutchinson's 
rebuttal on the concept of The 
Texas Law Forum and its 
endorsement policy, to 
withdraw all complaints' 
against Ms. Rohn and Price. 
"After hearing the*, 
arguments in behalf of Ms. 
Rohn, I decided that they 
were better than mine. My 
ignorance concerning the 
election code may have 
caused me to act hastily in 
said. 
Ms. Rohn said, "It is 
unfortunate Mr. Ross went, 
this far before realizing his 
mistakes; had he come to us 





\ iJSmma Vemgas •, 
JeffYusen 
Contact: Janis Greer 
Institute of Latin American Studies 
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BACKGROUND 1 
President - UT Austin Community Television '73-'74 
News Editor - Video Co-Op Spring '74 
Field Advisor & Administrative Assistant - Protein Expansion 
Project, Bangkok, Thailand '72-'73 
Reporter and Special Feature Editor - Nation Newspaper, 
Bangkok, Thailand '71-'72 _ r 
Editor - Children Publications for The International School, 
Thailand '71-'72 
Dean's List - Wheaton College, Massachusetts '70-'71, Universi­
ty of Texas'73 
Proctor - UT Ed/Psych Curriculum '73-'74 ; 
Texas Law Forum to print any / could have answered any 
questions he might have had." ̂ 
"In the future, I hope people: 
who plan to file a complaint 
will pay closer attention to the 
code," Robert Lanius,, 
E lection Co minis sio n 
chairman, said. 
contributions a^nd even 
endorsements by law 
students," Hutchinson said. 
Concerning the 
endorsement sticker on the 
Salvation Sandwiches, Ms. 




Business PI. 3 
Student Senate 
pd. pal ad*, by B0 Cntohtw 
Informal Class Program 
Classes in: American car repair, birdwatching, crochet; dye­
ing workshop, advanced guitar, jazz improvisation, kundaiini 
yoga, mosaic, sailing, stitchery, tatting., 
Plus: View frontier furniture, quilts, tools, buildings: and see 
demonstrations of pioneer crafts (soapmaking, fireplace 
cooking, shinglamaking) on a Saturday trip to Winedale Inn 
at Round Top, Texas. 
Register Union 342 — 
Wheihcr-MMK) or 
Hie Elected Have the 
Not It 
Each year as oloction time rolls around, in campus elections just t>s in statB politics. * ' : 'S • am - m - - * 
there s the recurring problem of an elite few, armed with money and driven by special in­
terests, who wage convincing professional campaigns, obtain office, and then use that of- i 
fice to further their special interests and broaden their own power base. 
The past year at the University has seen Student Government falfcinto the hands of a  ̂
small clique of law students. These budding young politicos lobby more for their own I 
special interests and political futures than for the issues that concern the student body at 
This year T urge .you to let the politics of experience run counterpoint to the efforts of our 
campus politicks. Let's take thcr responsibility for the pursuit of student interests out of the 
grasping hands of the law school elite and place it with those who«re truly concerned with 
the humanities. Lefs demonstrate there can be more to the Student Government than 
swigging scotch with Erwin & Co. or furthering a boyfriend's statewide political career. 
Lefs reestablish life shattered lines of communication that once connected the Student 
Government with the needs of the student body. With your help I can do the job'. Vote to-  ̂
Student Governmentannuallyspends 
100,000 dollars on projects that directly 
. . affect students. 
. Whether 4,000 or 40,000 students vote 
in an election, and regardless of the 
number-of candidates, the person 
elected to that office has the same 
power and influenced 
. ^ For this power to , , 
TT: be Wielded effectively, it must be , . 
handled by people truly representitive 
of the student body. This means that J 
more students must participate by E 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS 
Prwent jrour Lt>. at any of the following locations: Gregory^ 
l£iZi% Gym, Towhes Hall, Main Mall, 25th Sc Whitis, 24th (k ! 
-iLMMII A. . 
» \ A j * j 
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t'. 
-rf,sion to setup historical zoning 
districts and consider re­
quests for construction and. 
^'demolition permits for' 
historical properly. 
", The ordinance .has drawn 
.criticism because of a clause 
'which would give the land-
^mark conimission and City 
^Council the power to postpone 
«k»*® wft t>v^n 
« 
Bicentennial City, 
proved, witt be forwarded to 
the American Revolution 
Bicentennial Commission of 
Texas 
Joe Ternus, director of the 
City Urban Transportation 
Department, will present a 
comprehensive transit study 
plan, and Mayor Roy Butler is 
procedure for the handling of 
police misconduct charges. 
isnrfi 
oh 
, 9y LINDA FANNIN demolition up tQ 240 days but 
Tewui Staff Writer -mnot the ability to doty It. & 
City councilmen are exB w The final decision on the or* 
pected to make several impoit^dinance was postponed so 
taut decisions concerning a' several amendments, iri-
is^ proposed historical zoning or- eluding Councilman Lowell 
'dinance, a creeks protection Lebermann's proposed 
! N Ordinance and changes in city revolving fund could bw 
.Jpas during Thursday's studied. Under Lebermann's 
kf ^council meeting. ^ " suggestion, the city would 
Public hearings on the ^matetaiw * pymiHpat fund tn 
[tdHa zoning ordinance and be used to purchase en-
request by Southern Union 
ras Co. for a change in the 
ijdty 8as rate ordinance, which 
"Jwere postponed until further 
Research could be done, will 
'"|be continued at 1 p.m. in the 
J City Electric Building ing $600,000, gas, price in-
fAuditorium. ,.M , . creases cannot be passed onto 
The historic^ zoningor-- * 4 e — consumers until the end of the 
.fdinance, if passed, will es- month. 
dangered historical buildings 
and resell them .-at' low In­
terest rates. 
Under the current 
procedure, which has resulted 
in unrecovered revenue total-
pressed disapproval of. a 
16 the gas rate or­
dinance presented by 
Southern Union during the 
first hearing, a decision was 
postponed until attorneys for 
the interested parties could 
' produce alternatives. 
The public hearing was re­
quested by Southern Union 
-after-City Atty. Don Butler 
advised the company that a 
surcharge tacked onto gas 
bills to recoup the losses was 
' illegal under the city's gas oiv 
,, dinance. 
The creeks ordinance, 
which was postponed one 
week until changes in the wor­
ding could be made, also will 
come up for council approval. 
Under thei 
officials told the council dur­
ing the hearing Feb. 28, that 
price increase estimates by 
Lo-Vaca Gathering Co. caused 
Southern: Union to un­
dercharge customers 16 cents 
per 1,000 cubic feet in 





any substantial cbnstructibn 
or cutting of trees cQuty take 
place in Creek areas. 
In other business; "t 
malized plans for Austin's 
participation in the Bicenten­
nial Celebration will - be 
presented to the council. 
Austin's application for /of­




Uniform Electric Rates 
By CHRISTINE GILBERT 
Citizens for Fair Electric 
Rates is beginning a cam­
paign this week to collect 
signatures for a petition re­
questing the City Council to 
initiate a uniform basic rate 
for  homeowner ,and 
businessmen. * I 
Hunter Ellinger, a Universi­
ty staff computer programer 
and coordinator for the group, 
-said. 
to £0,000 signatures of 
registered voters will be 
collected, which would re­
quire City Council either to 
pass the ordinance or put it to 
The University has been 
awarded |40,000 by the E.I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Com­
pany, Inic.Y as pact, of the 
firm's educational 
program. 
The grant is part of du i 
Pont's $3 million program to 
support mechanical and 
chemical engineering educa­
tion and to stimulate student 
interest in science and 
engineering careers. 
Half of the money will be 
used as a du Pont Young 
Faculty Grant for the Depart­
ment of Chemical Engineer-
Streef Sculptor* 
Anothe# Improvement prefect began Tuesday with the 
widening of Trinity Street from 23rd Street to the law 
- Th It it i l i'i Iki'MBii; 
hool. Workmen broke up sktewalkrtfml elea redo way 
crete and earth behind the Art Building. .: .:V 7--
Says^NCAA Rule Violated 
M'fiws 
a public vote. 
The proposed ordinance 
would require the council to 
set a uniform basic rate for 
electrical power which would 
becharged to all jisers except 
public schools, j-? 
Above-average residential 
users and any nonresidential 
users would be required to pay 
progressive rates in which the 
creases when large? amounts 
of electricity are used. At pre­
sent, the price decreases for 
increased use, Ellinger 
pointed out. 
Ellinger said the ordinance 
would reduce the rates for 
small users and more than 
double them for large users. 
A booth will be set up this 
week on the West Mall where 
people may sign the petition 
and voluhteer to circulate ex­
tra copies. Volunteers are 
needed to man tables and cir­
culate petitions at such places 
ing. It will be distributed to %Culty athletic represen-
new faculty members to help tatives and directors of 
Student Government Presl- ^universities rifcfe in violation of integral part of the student . awl basketball players to live 
dent Sandy Kress accused the the policy, no serious sanction body." C,-.3n segregated wings of onr.. 
Will IN brought against them , * Chapman said athletic doif^&ampus dorms.; f 1 
by the NCAA. ( mitories are ''separating the ~ Kress said he plans to have 
to his lettw, Chapman said student-athlete Jtsro the st^^e|u»rd 
intercollegiate athletics dent body." , ,;r fCfcuncilstudent represen?! 
-should be maintained "as an Contradictory to NCAA tative, bring up the issue fair 1 
in tegra l  par t  of  the  pol icy ,  the  Univers i ty  re-  re-evaluat ion a t  the  next  cow* 1  
educational program and an quires all unmarried football cil meeting. 4.4-
Univers i ty  Tuesday of  
v io la t ing a  Nat ional  
Collegiate Athletic Associa­
tion (NCAA) policy against 
"athletic dormitories for stu* 
|£ent atUeteB." 
All chief executive officers, 
them begin their research 
programs, Dr. David M. 
Himmelblau, chairman, of the 
department, said. - ~ 
A |5,0Q0 grant was awarded 
t o '  t h e  D e  p a  r t m e n t  o f ,  
Chemical Engineering and a , 
$10,000 grant to the Depart­
ment ofvehemistry. 
An environmental grant of 
aashopping centers jor^ustin—^OOO^wa^presented-totheen^-
neighborhood meeting.?, vironmental health, epgineer-
Ellinger said, ' ing program. 
athletics of NCAA member 
colleges'were informed Of the 
policy Feb. 11 in a letter by 
NCAA President Allan J. 
Chapman. 
Kress said although many, 
Texas Union Ideas and Issues Committee 
presents 
\ \ |  ana 
Constitutional Rights 
* ~ ' with _ , 
- Lino Graglia, Professor of Law 
Wed., March 6 
12 noon . 







PLACE 1 11 - m ' - ;> 
v ^T-
• RESPONSIVE STUDENT SENATE ' ' • 
• CAMPUS AND STUDENT-ORIENTED STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT v 
IMPROVEMENT OF MINORITY RECRUITMENT 
REVIEW OF STUDENT SERVICES 
EMPHASIS ON TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS 
CONSCIOUS COMMUNITY PLANNING  ̂ „ ^11 
Linda Crooker is a Pro-Law Government major with 
75 hours. She has served on the Social Hind Behavioral 
Sciences Council, Ideas and* Issues Committee, 
Academic Affairs Committee, and! Spooks. 
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jFLIGHTf, 
Lv. Austin, March 30 
Return Any Day. ̂  
•145«=r: 
Only a Few Seats UttL 
Coll 478-9343 i 
HARWOOD 
TRAVEL 
"The candidates who say lets get Student 
Government out of the city and state and back 
to the university are naive. To accomplish our 
goats uw must work oh many levels. One of the 
most critical levels is that of getting 
legistaltorsi members of the city council atid 
prominent citimens to fight for student in 
terests. These people fight fo 
we are a political force. 
r ua only because 




Outstanding Mid-Law Student award . ,.'4^ 
Texas Union Board of Directors 
Women's Law Caucus ' •%;; 
Navtyo Indian Reservation intern ^ 
Curriculum Committee ; .,1; 
pd. poL adv. fryLetJlohn 
'*^1-
C~F? 
SENATE AT-LARGE, PLACE 1 
Pd. Pol. Adv. by Dave Hall for Sanatm Comm. 
1 
(any style) A ">(h 'r 




Actor Robert Vaughn is one of many Hollywood f 'M 
celebrities whose time is too valuable for long, 
involved sessions in bi&er 
shops. He travels a lot, bo; 
but no matter where he is on 
the North American Continent, 
he can and does get any ^ 
s ty le  of  cut  he  wants  a tar i -
O'ROURKE CERTIFIED SHOPl 
What's your time worth? 
Find outwjiy so many 
famous men in Amerioa use 
the O'ROURKE TOTAL 
)yQrtOOM|NQ CONCEPT. Your 
first appointment will show you I 
; What's more, we don't expect 
you to leave until you are com­
pletely convinced you've Just had 
the best hairoutof your life! 
Cdll this number for an appolnt-
wment at the 9hop nearest you: 
474-2666 or 474-4370 
RIVAS of TEXAS 
3004 Guadalupe No. 6 
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platform in g 
leather and ^ 
wood; today's 
look of nature. 
Dark leather 
On-th^Drag™ 
Wednesday, March 6/ r974 THE 
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le movement to end American involvement in the affairsof Indochina 
received a small but welcome boost Tuesday through local response to the 
Indochina Peace Campaign. IPC pledges have been signed, and the news 
is good. In State Rep. Larry Bales Austin has its first national House can­
didate unequivocably opposed to American military Involvement in: 
SSSMfi-THE IPC CAMPAIGN is natioMlfi scope and^cpiiSis^ tif three basic 
requests. Incumbents and candidates fop House and Senate seats have 
been requested to (a) pledge opposition to direct American military in-., 
volvement in Indochina, (b) encourage a political settlement based on the 
peace signed by the United States and (c) oppose all funding of police and 
prison systems. 1 pi 
Rep. Bales signed the pledge Tueday, making the following comments. 
"To spend any more dollars', to drop any more bombs on people halfway 
around the world, takes a warped set of priorities. Solving our energy 
problem, solving our poverty problem and solving our law enforcement 
problems will require vast sums of money. We can ill afford to <k>ntinue 
squandering our'precious resources in Indochina while human needs ga 
INCUMBENT JAKE PICKLE also indicated that he would sign the 
pledge, with an important qualifier. Pickle supports holdings the South 
Vietnamese to the Paris peace accords, but with "the same strictures 
applied to North Vietnam." According to Pickle it is an "impractical 
proposition" for the United States, Russia or China to be tellin two other 
countries what to do." To The Texpn this represents a somewhat naive 
assessment of America's role in the war; a presence which presently sub­
sidizes the "legal!,' imprisonment and torture of 200,000 political 
prisoners. 
It should be remembered that Pickle's qualifier has been used on many 
other occasions to justify American support of Nygen Van Thieu's op­
pressive regime, -, •> - - ' 
Many in the University community have doubtless tended to forget the 
Indochina situation with American "withdrawal" from the area. The 
following excerpt from the March 3, New York Times serves to show just 
how important that involvement really is. According to the Times: 
In neighboring Cambodia, where United States policy consists of shor­
ing up the regime of Marshall Lon Nol, American involvement is feverish. 
"You cannot imagine how much time we spend just seeing that barges 
full of rice and gasoline make it up the Mekong to Phnom Penh," said one 
exasperated American diplomat* Without the barges the Lon Nol regime 
would collapse. 
In Thailand, the United States is keeping about 35,000 troops and almost 
600 warplanes, apparently as a "deterrent" to North Vietnamese inten­
tions in South Vietnam. 
"The Amerieanshave done their best to keep the activities of thei 
Thai-based pilots a secret, but last month it was disclosed that Phantom 
jets have been flying "reconnaisance" missions over Laos, Cambodia ant 
South Vietnam. * <- fi 
The impact of American iaid tin a war-ravaged land has been made clear 
again, and again, and again. Our tax dollars are even now used to prop up 
unpopular, dictatorial regimes the world over, for reasons unknown to the 
American people. The election of Larry Bales to the U.S. Congress will 
represent a substantial local step to right that wrong and end the fighting 
in Indochina. ~ — M.E. 
to 
After three days of persistent attempts, The Texan remains frustrated 
in its pursuit of the facts behind the November $50 donations by UT ad 
M^iistrators to the Dolph Briscoe campaign. This is because System 
lobbyist Dan Petty will no! return our phone calls. 
• TEXAN READERS will recall Petty was the man who admitted to 
soliciting 14 donations on Nov. 5, 1973, but could not remember at.what 
time of day the money was collected, or whether the money was in cash or 
check. Readers will also recall other administrators shared a sudden at­
tack of amnesia. 
"I'm sorry. I don't re'member that far back," said UT Vice-President 
Ronald M. Brown. . 
* "I have no recollection," said Assistant to the President Robert 
Mettlen. 
"No, I can't remember off the top of my head," said Deputy Chancellor 
William Lobb. Vice-Presidents Dr. James Colvin and Dr. Stanley Ross 
refused to comment. 
PLACING THE ETHICS question aside — one must make allowances 
for System kingpins— the key question is whether Petty solicited the 
donations on state time. If he did the donations were illegal, and Petty and 
the administrators are in violation of state law. We're still awaiting a 
clarification from Mr. Petty. ! — M.E. 
Houston's 
reoate: 
If you ever go to Houston, do not get into fights with undercover nar-
§&• I- cotics agents. 
In the aftermath of just such an episode, two members of the Bandidos 
motorcycle gang were indicted Monday on charges of murder. 
ACCORDING TO POLICE reports. Glen Wilhelm and Gary 
Lichtenwalter scuffled a county narcotics agent, Rodney Morgan, in the 
I restroom of a local tavern. '' 
Another undercover agent apparently came to the rescue, fired a war­
ning shot and pinned the two men up against the bathroom wall. Morgan, 
in the undercover garb of jeans and an embroidered denim jacket, held a 
gun on the two. v . 
r 




Bring the eagle home from Indochina 
By CRAIG MUESSIG 
time when all of us are feeling the 
Squeeze of a shrinking dollar, more and 
more Austinites are becoming outraged at 
^Austin's give-away program for 
"tlevelopers, utility"~rebat«f (refund con­
tracts). Austin paid $1.3. million, for 
rebates in 1973 with the prospect of a 
larger amount this year, and many 
citizens are clamoring for a repeal of this 
• sys tems^  ••  :V \  :  
: Rehashing the issue 
f Rebates are not a new issue; Jeff Fried­
man opposed them before and after his 
1971 election and was able to get a public 
hearing after first taking office. The 
public was less than excited by the issue 
-and bankers (witness eight bank 
' presidents sitting in a row in front of the. 
. council) caused the City -Council to yote 
%-down. a.repeal of the utility rebates. 
"* This year, however, things are deferent. 
After all, how does Austin benefit by pay­
ing over t>ne million dollars annually to 
subsidize new developments? With an ex­
pected doubling of water rates in the near 
future, a repeal of rebates (which are paid 
for by 75 percent of water revenues) could 
possible forestall a substantial rate in­
crease for some time to come. 
Aiding growth 
^ Rebates encourage growth, of course.' 
Instituted in the post-World War II boom 
period when Texas cities were competing 
heavily for industry, rebates were only 
one of many devices used by several large 
cities to make them attractive to industry ? 
Now Austin is the only large Texas city 
which offers refund contracts. But with a 
growth rate 130 percent above the nation's 
average, Austin needs to offer ineentive^-
no longer. 
Is encouragement of growth the only 
purpose of rebates? When I asked Ewald 
Bunge, manager of the City water and 
light departments, whether there were 
any other purposes for rebates, he said, 
"If thej-e are, I sure don't know what they 
are." Bunge's office administers and pays 
the rebates to developers. 
• Still, many defenders of refund con-
BuUe^^ferotft^ui^sesof rebates. By 
helping the developer pay the cast of in­
stalling water and sewage lines (90 per­
cent of expenses), they argue, we not only 
drive down the cost of housing, but we en­
courage low-cost housing.If they are cor­
rect, no doubt tfiey will somedfiy tel us 
why only 0.8 percent of all new single-
family dwellings built in the past two 
years can be considered low-cost housing. 
And since the refund is less than 3 percent 
of other housing, it can hardly be argued 
that the cost of any housing is significantly 
reduced. . 
Rebate,.benefits - -
Because refund .contracts force 
By JAMES J. KILPATRICK 
° 1974 Washington Star Syndicate, Inc. 
WASHINGTON - Last week's dis­
closures in the Kalmbach-Symington af­
fair doubtless will provide one more log to 
feed the fires of federal campaign finan­
cing. Before these flames of enthusiasm 
hand, some cool reflection is in 
4 O T d e r , ; -  y : :  :  
Wh'a't we are led to understand is that 
Herbert Kalmbach, the President's 
onetime personal lawyer and fund-raiser, 
made an outright deal in 1970 with J. Fife 
Symington, a wealthy Maryland politician 
and airline executive. Symington wanted 
to be named ambassador to Spain or Por­
tugal; he had excellent credentials for 
such a post; Kalmbach, so we are told, 
offered him such an appointment in ex­
change for a $100,000 campaign contribu­
tion. 
Kalmbach has pleaded guilty to the 
charge, a misdemeanor under federal law. 
Symington at this writing has made no 
comment. He never got the nomination. 
; From time immemorial 
The story ^ hoCpretty^but it ought not 
Subsidized campaigns 
On Feb. 6 the Senate Rules Committee 
approved a bill to subsidize presidential 
a(jgi congressional campaigns in 1976. The 
idea is to fix a limit of $24 million in public 
and private funds for each of the major 
party i 
each such candidate for the House, and 
$175,000 for each candidate for the Senate. 
The purpose is to put an end to reliance 
upon the tat cats.-
bill also would establish a ceiling of tions of First Amendment freedoms 
$3,000 on the gift of any single donor,Other ? , limit nf ^ „ anv inHiviri„al>s rnn 
to state regulation. 
Towards popular elections 
Once we get into federal financing, we 
embark irreversibly on the way toward 
national primaries and direct popular 
election of our presidents. The people may 
" polls say they-do 
but so drastic a change^ in our basic 
federalism ought to be approached with 
great care. • r 
The Senate bill also raises large 
provisions deal with minority party can­
didates and with the financing of presiden­
tial primaries. The bill is long, complex, 
not easily summarized. But this much is 
clear: if the Senate bill is enacted into 
law, or anything like it becomes law, we 
will have made a fundamental change in 
the whole American political process. 
' The various proposals demand far more 
thoughtful debate than they have received 
thus far. Under its power to make 
regulations, prescribing the "manner" in 
which senators and representatives shall 
be elected, Congress may have authority 
legislate as to them. The bill is on much 
with candidates for president. We do not 
vote for such candidates: we vote for elec­
tors in each state, and the electors are 
GEX CAU6HT? 
to be overblown: From tiihe immemorial, > to 
no matter'Whlirti party isih "pbWer, major shakier ground when it undertakes to deal 
diplomatic appointments have been close­
ly tied to campaign contributions. Nothing 
new will be learned by laundering dirty 
linen. Had Symington actually been 
nominated, the first questions asked at his 
confirmation hearing would have exposed 
the gift. It would all have come out in the 
wash. Senators, having heard all this 
before, would have yawned and confirmed 
him anyhow. 
The story, however, comes on top of 12 
months of related disclosures, hearings 
pleas of guilty, corifessons, fines and all 
the est. At one time, in revusion against 
this sordid business, federal financing 
struck trie as perhaps the lesser of the 
evils. I have since reconsidered. 
firing line 
rvie 
To the editor: 
M. White's letter in the March 1 Firing 
Line addresses a set of figures on one vote 
taken at the. April 5, 1973, art department 
faculty meeting but not to the other votes 
of that meeting or to the circumstances 
surrounding the-votes—-So controversial 
are those circumstances that no minutes 
of the meeting have ever been approved. 
I would guess that a "railroaded" ap-
^rovalofthese^minutes—nearlyayear 
Is a limit of $3,000 on any individual's con­
tribution an abridgment of his freedom of 
expression? It would seem so. Would the 
bill undermine the two-party system? 
Many scholars fear it would. What advan­
tage would the scheme give to incumbents 
seeking re-election? There is reason to 
believe it would give them a powerful ad­
vantage over unknown challengers. 
The Kalmbach-Symington affair is dis­
tasteful. The $189,000 given by the AFL-
CIO to Democrats on the House Judiciary 
Committee is distasteful. The fat con­
tribution ̂ f the milk producers to the Nix-" 
on campaign is distasteful. But the con­
sequences of federal financing could be 
more distasteful still. On balance, it 
striksetter to bear the ills we have than to 
fly. to others that we know not of. 
according to standard specifications set 
by the city, it is often contended that this, 
too, is a benefit of rebates. However, since 
refund contracts were first begun by the. 
c i ty ,  the  s t a t e  has  au thor i zed  
municipalities extraterritorial powers 
which can require standardized building of 
water and sewage lines without paying 
refunds. 
Even more importantly, the defenders 
submt, the city saves money by buying ex­
cellent water and sewage lines at only 90 
percent of cost, with only 3 percent in-
terest. But there is no reason for the city 
to buy something it already owns. In a 
legal memo requested by Friedman in 
1972, City Atty. Don Butler states, "... the 
'•fact remains that the refund agreement 
does not amount to d^e purchase of 
anything by the city^under ti^ city sub­
division ordinance, pie developer is re­
quired to dedicate all water and sewage 
lines to the city, at no cost. Therefore, I 
submit that Austin would save its citizens 
much more mdftey by paying no refund at 
.  a l l .  '  '  .  v "~  :  
Setting priorities 
Austin's present growth rate is the 
climax of a 30-year developer-dominated 
City Council; and while this product 
remains, the domination has gradually 
loosened. With the repeal of the rebates 
would go the realtors' last vestiges of 
power. The 'realtors realize this, as do 
their opponents: the re-emergence of the 
rebate issue is the signal for the whole 
issue of reform for Austin's immediate 
future in terms of economy, environment 
iFidfL- £ I/OfJT ̂ K}SOU) VA/X and growth. It will open the door to re-
n / 1 ̂  I I '/ r -  I A lJ 1^/ - n t i n .  I*" k  Mitnl • i t«r nAl I^Iao in ItlAOA OfAAC H6ARP A VA, 
KMOOO ^ 
IOUT-m-
•r—-Responding te a cali for the police after the first sht was fired, a un-
itprmed city police officer burst into the already overcrowded resttoom, 
causing Morgan, with gun in hand, to spin around towards the door.— 
~ THE POLICE OFFICER, Glen Thyssen, immediately fired, killing the 
undercover agent in the undercover clothing. Neither Morgan nor 
Thyssen identified themselves as police officers before the shooting. 
A Harris County grand jury no-billed Thyssen, indicting Wilhelm and 
Lichtenwalter for murder. In Texas, a person committing a felony 
resulting in an individual's death can be charged with murder. The felony 
does  no t  d i r ec t ly  have  to  cause  the  murder ,  bu t  the  cha rge  can  be  made  i f ,  
without the person's action, the death would not have occurred. 
IN HARRIS COUNTY and across the nation, law enforcement agencies 
are piling up an impressive list of shams in their.dealings withLalleged- j 
" ot tenders ofdruglaws. An investigation by The New York Times said that 
"innocent Americans around the country have been subjected to dozens of 
mistaken, violent and often illegal police raids by local, state and federal 
narcotics agents in search of illicit drugs and their dealers." -
In Houston, members of the police force recently have been suspected 
of dealing in drugs. The Houston police department appears to be 
progressively getting more corrupt or more sloppy, or both. 
Meanwhile, two Bandidos, after roughing up a man, who they might or 
might not have , known was a narcotics agent, are awaiting trial. If the 
City of Houston wanted to whitewash last week's killing, it has*provided 
an excellent script with which to do it. 
; LAST MAY a&i in Houston, a city police officer killed a Department of 
Public Safety officer during a drug raid on anjjpastmeot where the slain 
• officer was visiting^ The grand jury no-biHe^thaUincident, also.: j 
: fio white the Houston area police officers shoot their guns at oiher 
Hoiision area police officers, charging others with murder counts, stay 
away from the taverns of Houston. You never know-whouyou^ce liable 
run InUi. Kspecially in the men's restrooms. \ — D.R. 
late — will be accomplished at the faculty 
meeting of March 15, 1974. The quan­
titative analysis contained in the March 1 
letter fails to' reveal the following impor­
tant facts: * "* 
1) The intimidating presence of Mr. -
Garvie as the faculty voted to "support" 
Mr. Garvie's policies (shades of "Big 
Brother"). 
2) The attempt to oust from the meeting 
a reporter from The Daily Texart. ' 
3) The refusal of Mr. Garvie and the 
faculty to allow students to be present dur­
ing the whole meeting. 
4) The presence of the members of Mr. 
—Garvie's seleclion commlttee for"~a~ 
departmental chairperson, who defended 
the i r  commi t t ee  and  then  vo ted  
themselves a "vote of confidence"! „ 
5) Mr/ Garvie's refusal, on direct 
questioning by pne faculty member, to* 
reveal how strongly, the report of the 
. Faculty Privileges and Perquisites Com­
mittee had ruled against his handling of 
the election of the selection committee. 
He has successfully hidden this report, 
without which the art faculty could not 
possibly make an intelligent vote, to this 
day. Does Mr. Garvie enjoy "executive 
privilege?" Is this report on erasable 
recording tape? ; 
6) The faculty vote against, the principle i 
of student participation on the committee' -
to select a new chairperson. 
- In light of the recent rulings concerning"" 
student participation in selection of 
chairpersons it should give "us" in the art. 
department concern that "we" are out of 
University — in all of the votes of that 
meeting. Since the art department seems 
to have difficulty putting the record of its 
meetings inblackandwhite;iwould hope 
there will be a representative of The Daily 
Texan at the March 15 meeting. Please 
accept this letter as an invitation from 
me. In the past I have found there is 
nothing that encourages honesty as effec­
tively as students looking over the faculty 
shoulders. 
The brief March 1 letter does not answer 
the thrust of the problems I reviewed. 
Conspicuously absent is anv reference to 
the suspicion that the selection committee 
does not appear to have made a thorough, 
effort to find a qualified art person for our 
position (since they did not send a 
representative to the recent College Art 
Conference — which is the largest and 
most effective center for art placement), 
that a scientist is being considered to head 
the art department (how many artists 
were considered to fill the recent vacancy 
as chairman of the physics department?), 
or that there are anv credentials essential 
for the position. of art department 
chairperson. 
Dr. Frank L. Kulasiewicz 
Assistant Professor of Art Education 
jects. It has come to our attention that the 
ad could have misled people into thinking 
that URC members were the only people 
who worked for these accomplishments. 
We would like to clarify that the URC was 
not solely responsible, for any of those 
projects; but instead, worked in conjunc­
tion with all those active in Student 
Government. We are sorry if we misled 
you. 
evaluation of city policies in these areas, 
stimulating jnew ideas and policies and 
close the door on the dominance of the city 
interests. • 
... Public hearing 
-To achieve this goal; the repeal of utility 
rebates, a core of interested citizens in 
student, environmental, neighborhood and 
other concerned-citizen organizations in 
Austin are organizing a citizen's group to 
foster public awareness of the rebate 
system and to work actively for their 
repeal. • The public hearing on rebates, 
called for March 28 by Councilpersons 
Friedman and Binder, is the prfect forum 
for this. 
However, the nature of this campaign 
requires that it be won, for the sake of all 
future such campaigns may hinge upon 
this one. For this reason, it is imperative 
that this issue is not only given lip service 
by campus and city leaders but their ac­
tive participation as well. Anyone in­
terested in helping organize for the repeal 
of utility rebates is encouraged to attend 
the first organization meeting, at 7:30 
p.m. Wednesday Municipal Building in 142 
or to contact me at 477-2984. 
Craig Muessig Is chairperson of the 
Kelly Eakln Citizen Council Lobby. 
Aiifiiggy 
To tbe editor 
I want to apologize to Dr. Radomiro 
Tomic for the article that appeared in the -A 
March 4 issue of The Daily Texan. I do not 
-have sufficient command of the Spanish 
language and because of this, I completely 
misinterpreted the context of the talk he 
presented Monday. , < 
IwouM l ike to  a f jo log ize fo r  t hegross  
distortion of the words spoken by this dis­
tinguished defender of democracy 
* * " ̂  ^ Nornia CiviraF 
^Clarification 
Ta the editor: 
Yesterday an act was run in The Texan 
that the University Reform Coalition 
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% ROBERT MANNING 
c1973Pacific News Service 
' FTtASr^tedX)—TelevisioHy vhich holdS undisputed sway 
in American living rooms, may soon win a place in the nation's, 
courtrooms. If an Administration-sponsored experiment now ' 
being conducted in several states meets with success, cour-i 
troom theatrics will go the way of Hollywood movies and 
vaudeville, Jurors will no longer hear witnesses' testimony and 
cumstances, sees, but is instructed t6 disregard. 
Human Factor 
Though the experiment so far has been extremely limited, the 
results from three recent trials suggest that removal of the 
"human faetorvrmay be hard on criminal defendants and civil 
plaintiffs. ' 
• A Vermont man was convicted of drunk driving after a tHal 
in which both live and videotaped testimony was presented. • 
ftgjthe winriingi lawyer in Uie San, Francisco trial, Joseph W. */fo stimulate and guide" ih the President's words,nhemove-i J 
Rogers. expressed satisfaction with the new techniques, ment for improvement of state courts." The center was set upjj-yf 
Rogers, who specializes in defending insurance companies, said as a private, nonprofit institution. However, its 1971-73 (sic) An-
he would like to see videotape apparatus set up outside cour- nual Keport shows that a majority of its projects were funded 
trooms- to record the testimony of poUce officer?, saving of- by |he National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal^! 
Iicers the time they now Spend waiting in courtrooms. Justice, the research arm of LEAA. v 
Cross-examination * * 
San Francisco criminal attorney Charles R, Garry wasiine-
Part of thp ffTAurina GS though other witnesses appeared in person 
T ,,® gn)Wlng AdministratioA-batkiJ movement to • a ~ ~ 
streamline the courts% the videotape project is being carried fered 
put by the National Center for State Courts, under a $151,000 
grant from the Justice Department's Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration (LEAA) 
' anything taken awajrfrom live cross-examination in front 
Saving courtroom time is the principal argument advanced^] 
for the use of videotape. With the new method, neither judge$4 
jury nor clerk of the court is obliged to be present for thrill; 
testimony of witnesses. Kane estimates that the San Francisc^W 
In this-experiment, witnesses testify and are cross-examined 
before the trial, in the presence of the defendant, both attorneys 
M but.wat^- dica^ both felt something was lacking. Although the jurors 
inrh vidnotann mimUnr* >Jl »n 1 ™ss"exa"lmatlon on two 23" were in agreement that hatching the trial on television had not 
inch videotape monitors setup in the courtroom^affected their ability to reach a decision, several also com-
mented that the TV trial lacked "the human element" and that 
evu^ 
and an officer of .he court. TTjese ^ons vldeoUped. The- ya^" STaS^tot £ "ESS* KST K S'^LWoi 
inadmlSl,"! SST "Of* "*Nat">"1>1 <* State Courts! dr«S. • He S tot viiJSS £5™  ̂
.4 . 
- Objectivity is another advantage cited. "If the jury is tcr^J 
disregard a point; then they shouldn't hear it anyway," says 
"not 
jury, 
more firing line 
finary cir- prosecutionhas generally been very cooperat̂ e!v^T in some circumstances i,t might be necessary, and useful." 
Kane, a state appellate justice, presided over the lower court 
trial, an unusual mflve, because,Jie explained, "This may come 
Legal objections cepter around the possible unconstitutional! 
$2 <*• 
To the editor: 
We would like to enlighten 
the Student Senate and cor-, 
rect a false impression given 
The Daily Texan readership in 
the listing of referenda ap­
proved by the body: The 
referenda in error read: 
"Would you like to see a 
Women's Course Studies 
Program added to the 
curriculum such as the Ethnic 
Studies program which 
currently offers courses on 
Mexican-American, black and 
American Indian cultures?" 
We do not question the value 
Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS DOWN 
1 Likely' 1 HlQh moun-
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44 A state 
(abbr.) 
45 Preposition 
• 46 Fruit seed 
47 Pendent 
.mass of ice 
50 Title 
52 Slave 




of a Women's Course Studies 
Program. Women such as 
LaDonna Harris, Kahn-. 
Teneta Horn and Buffy Saint-
Marie are modem examples 
of the traditional leadership 
held by Native American 
women. * 
The point we must stress is 
that there are no American In- , 
dian courses offered currently 
or at any time by Ethnic 
Studies. A catalogue check or 
telephone call could have 
prevented this misinforma-
. tion.1 , . » , , 
It would be good to have a 
Answer to Yesterday s Puale; 
EH BfflrJSiB . 
SCEHBH EEHEIIB 
GDD BSBQS SHUB 
SHE Bans BE3 
EOGnrasn tuss' 
fflBBn BUGS 
ESQ raran ssa EH 
ran Hnraci book 
BIHa tanQOHDE 
EC] EEHB E0B 
BHIItg QEHBia 001 
BDHam HiaaEEB 
•iaann ras raraw 
referenda asking for a Native 
American Studies Program. 
Yet before we can propose 
this we must open the door of 
the University to American 
Indian students, staff and 
faculty members. 
1 „ rt5 < -'^'5 Council Member 
American Indians Now Tex-
ans (AINT) 
Extended break 
To the editor: 
In planning out my spring 
a n s  
m 'f-vf. # Streamliningv 
break, I came grim 
I KUEVE 
THAT P06S ARE 
THE AW5T 5EN$ITIVE 
OF AU. CREATM&5 
bed , ^43 Three-toed 
32 Decay ' - sloth 
33 Devoured -44 High cards 
34 Aeriform fluid  ̂Edlble aeed 
35 Farm animal 47 Hostelrv 
37 Placesatln- Tl 5°®}®'̂ -,,, 
tervals 48 ^^era,e 
38 Part of leg S,e"®r®' , _ 
39 Pertaining to 49 Qu!d0 8 h'0h 
punishment note 
40 Puts up stake 51 Pronoun 
41 Mohammedan 53 Spanish for 
name "yes" 
I BELIEVE THAT BEA6LES 
AKE THE MOST SENSITIVE 
Of all Does... 
realization. Since I live more 
than one tank of gas away 
from Austin, and since the 
last day of spring break falls 
on a Sunday, I'll have to cut 
my vacation by one day and 
leave early because gasoline 
is not sold on Sunday. Many 
gas stations are closing on 
Saturday, making it touchy 
for some people to leave even 
them. I realize that probably 
most of the students here are 
less than one "tank of gas" 
away, but there are also a lot 
of students that aren't. Also, 
due to the decreased speed 
limit it takes me between 
seven and eight hours to drive 
to or from Austin, eliminating 
another day at home. Spring 
•ak will be the only-chance- -
I'll have to go home this 
semester. 
I am sure that may other 
students are in the same boat 
as I am . Texas Tech has ex­
tended the spring break there 
by one day, a Monday, so their 
students may return with a lit­
tle less hassle. I think that 
woidd; solve many students' 
prcj||k«hs. So, I propose that 
Monday, April 7, be added on 
to the spring break. -
v|s- Wes Williamson 
.•.;5;..«t.-!.ivKiSS-,M555 Jester Center 
The National Center for State Courts was set up following the 
National Conference on the Judiciary in 1971. President Nixon 
and' Chief Justice Burger addressed the conference, citing in­
creasing caseloads and cpngestion in state courts; 1 1 
Both called for the establishment of a national clearing house 
DOONESBURY 1 r~ 
concern among civil libertarians and constitutionalists that 
making electronic recording available may lead to the denial of ] 
equal protection under the law to indigent defendants. pi 
.Li' "Piitaliciiefenders and xourUa'ppointeJ 4awyers may be undu^l 
ly prone to accepting the electronic trial," commented a- i 
member of 4he Vermont Civil Liberties Dnion. "Poor and iwfc! 
educated persons, ignorant of their rights and often with subp] 
standard representation, would be guinea pigs in this exl | 
perimentation." , 
Atteatioa 
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I BELIEVE THAT I AM 
THE MOST SENSITIVE OF 
AU. BEA6LE5, 
MlfTER 6£N0ITIV£"! 
By onit« Fatare Syndicate, Inr. 
u 
m QUALIFICATIONS: 
IN -• TftvPIRA I amI RAAH i * ax I  G Local Board of Directors 
• Student Senate  ̂School of Communication 
• Austin Tomorrow, Goals Assembly 
• Darrell Royal Workshop Advisory Board 
Chairman, Student Government Communication 
Comm. 
Student/Faculty Comm. on Traffic at Parkings 
• Communications Major with. 110 Hr. at U.T 
"1%believe- that it would be more effectiv 
If or political candidates to use the Daily Tex4* 
Jfon to reach the majority of students on out 
LT. DELOIHS WALKER 
WAC SELECTION OFFICiR 
US ARMY RECRUITING MAIN STATION 
W30 BROADWAY , . 
X" SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 
PHONE: 225-5511, EXT V ^ 
f11 - SeS-i-.-aS*5 
PROGRAMS: 
• Proiset-Oriented Senate _ l 
• Student Government Insurance Program „ 
• Continue Student Gov't. Movie Program 
• implement Womens Intercollegiate Athletics 
• Student Lobby for Community Issues 
DAILY TEXAN & 
• Elected Editor - 7  ̂ ' r -
• Independent & Uncensored Editorial Page 
• Increase Community Circulation 
Continued & Increased Cooperation between 
S-.G. & Daily Texan — -
STUDENT HOUSING: 
• One Semester Contracts for Campus Dorms 
• 24 Hour Visitation Option for Residents 
• Improved Married Students* Housing 
Lobby for Better Student Parking Facilities A  ̂̂  ̂  
r A 
.. - _....s®*V,E 
CAMPUS COMMUNITY: 
• Extend Shuttle Bus Service » 
i. 'iVv 
t i 1«*•*' 
* . j -r ' 
.  . . . . .  -
• Lobby Against Senseless Campus Construction f; 




• Save the University Neighborhoods: 
k campus who are tired of having political 
phandouts shoved in their faces. While some- p 
^candidates will use this campus newspaper v 
'^|lo attack their opponents, I have chosen to 
tiist, for you what / think are the important -
programs Student Government should b&;:i 
involved in. It is. my -opinion -that- an-in^ 
formed voter needs to take an in-depth look v; 
at a candidate's qualifications, experience 
ôgranH, ?ni fi!stjo,m " 
m> i m 
-pot-fub-pairi for hy Comm. to JELtctMmrk Mllfrtr 
• Focus upon Community Problems, not National 
Issues 
Expanded Health Center Facilities for Women; 
Better Advising ft Orientation Programs. 
Lower Foreign Language Requirements 
• Extend Library Hours •»  ̂
f s < ' '  ̂s" ' vzT'kzf 
^ if^7-* $ li 
' J V/ <- A.*; , ' 
» i "£ r r. 
. •• 'v-wL-',:' -.*'t ' V ! [it — 





















Texan Staff Writer 
Texas got a chance to see 
die very best an) the very 
...worst of the -St. Mary's 
pitching staff Tuesday in San 
{Antonio, but the Longhorn 
hitUng didn't benefit,, from 
s left iriiierf!Ji 
either. , ^ 
The first game was justtoo 
lirii 
Statistics 
=•?<,>; 35r,H,n< "J-fl 
|HgCuilck, dh  ̂&'£&<& •> 
fesyJMorelsnd, 3b 
T—"t>lvef», H . . 
"" Bradity, on "* 5 
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louffer, st 
ycr%u 
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,XTk r i • n w m 
•m VHtiij.) 7 0 0 2 4 1! 
Flore* (2-0) rW& 4 2/30 0 3 3 3 
C u e l l a r  1  1 / 3 0  0  0  0 ' 0  
spoiled the Longhoras in the 
opener, a 12-0 gift. Three 
frustrated Rattler pitchers 
gave iip 11 walks, a hit 
batsman and back^to-back 
balks to Texas, now 17-0. 
, In the second game, St. 
Mary's Doug Dailey showed 
the Longhoras the toughest 
pitching they've faced all 
season in holding Texas to 
three hits in a 1-0 Longhorn 
win. 
In the opener, St. Mary's 
starter Mike Belz gave up a 
first inning run on Rick 
Burley's sacrifice fly and then 
ran into a streak of 
unbelievable wildness that 
reliever Bill Cribbin 
continued. j 
JdMi,... _ 
Stouffer and Bobby 
Clark's single loaded the 
bases and Belz, who appeared 
;to'fee .having trouble with his, 
pitching motion, balked 
across two rpns. 
After loading the bases 
iWW> 
agaiC tielz and Cftbbin either 
walked or hit Texas batters to 
force in five free ruhs. And 
when they did manage to , 'loaded jams twice. 
ifiovied tb seeotfd && Mickey 
and Wortham had to rely <% Reichenbach's ground out and 
strikeouts.to get out of basesgMscored on a single by Claxfc 
In the second game St. throw strikes, an error at 
second base scored' another 
run for the grateful 
Longhorns. 




a«,ederJ°. th™wu a feW |; BAILEY, wild was making 
strikes, and he did, but onlyii^jy ^comi start of his 
Mary's Dailey wasn't 
overpowering', but he 
managed to pick up enough 
corners and keep the Texas 
bitters off balance in limiting 
after walking in another run. 
Richard Wortham (3-0) 
went all .the way to get the 
win, despite having KTs'Iypical 
control trouble. Wortham 
gave up only three hits and 
struck out 11, but walked six 
and had to work much of the 
career after switching from 
first base, struck out four and 
^walked only one. 
Rut, It was that one walk 
that made the difference. 
Burley opened the second bji> 
drawing a base on balls after 
Dailey had been ahead of him 
after his fade-away slide 
carried him past catcher 
.Jules Monier at the plate.. ; 
Martin Flores picked up hlf 
second win of the season,, 
going five, and two-thirds 
innings before.being forced to 
:leay« *h« game - aftf* 
^collision at first base.-. 
'• Flores, who gave up tfiree 
hits and struck out three, 
suffered a hyper-extended 
elbow when St. Mary's 210-
pound first baseman Rick 
Garcia fell on him as Flores 
was covering first base. 
"We didn't feel like they 
had that kind of pitching in the 
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• LEATHER SALE • 






HOUSTON (AP) The 
Houston Oilers acquired 
running back Mel Farr from 
the Detroit Lions Tuesday for 
an undiselosed-draft choice 
with the stipulation that Farr 
-passes his physical and is, 
activated for 1974. 
. * • • ' 
HOUSTON (AP) — Three 
Rice pitchers combined for a 
no-hit 54 victory over Texas 
Lutheran in the opener and 
Mike Macha's two homers 
netted the Owls a 2-0 victory 
in the nightcap of a college 
baseball doubleheader 
Tuesday. 
Larry Reneau, Tim Holder 
and Ralph Cooley each 
worked two innings for the 
Owls in the opener. Despite 
the no-hitter Texas Lutheran 
scored its runs on four walks 
and six Rice errors. Reneau 
was the winner. 
Dailey did a great jol 
ip moving the ball around real 
..well and keeping us off 
^ | balance. He did a heckuva -
job." - m,M 
AFTER ROLMNG 'W.S 
batting statistics that • 
insinuated the Longhorns 
might be in the wrong league 
in their first 15 games, the 
total of seven hits in a 
doubleheader seemed rathe*/ 
meager. . . ^ 
• "We got a little ovei^ 
anxious after having seen sb 
many bad pitches," Gustafson 
said, "and you've got to 
expect our hitting to tail off A 
little. :,. ;v 
"Maybe this will give us 
some incentive," he said, 
and kind of wake us up. 
rn 
|UWrs 








YOU SAVE 47* 
WITH THIS COUPON 
• , iming 
Seattle's Don Watts drives against NY Knicks' Jerry Lucas. The Knicks wen, 111-106. 
Women's Basketball Team 
toT Aggies, 52-39 
Super-Bert 
W/ch«eM 
Ws tw S*yr liih mw of tUs law 
•  ^ r l W B .  ^ .  M « T  
RVipVV . win IVyVfS IT 
dwtM, H—t», limi 
mtvmI m m tanty vummm s«*d Wm. 
GOOD AU SPRING SEMESTER 
Th« Ugly P(ace with the Beautiful 








From. Europe and New York 
where she studied the latest 
t e c h n i q u e s  i n  h a i r  s t y l i n g  f o r ,  
men and women. 
• 2004 Guadalupe :1 
4WMJ22 v 
COLLEGE STATION (Spl.) 
— The University women's 
basketball team lost its 
second game in as many days 
Tuesday, 52-39, at the hands of 
the Texas A&M women's 
team in G. Rollie White 
Coliseum. 
Rodney Page, coach of the 
Texas women's team, said the 
women played well and did 
their best. "I'm liot 
disappointed in them like I 
was last night," Page said, 
referring to his teata'S 63-35 
loss to Southwest Texas. 
A&M shot well against the 
Texas zone defense in the first 
dressing room with a few 
maneuvers of their own in 
quarter as all of its starters mind as they forced A&M into 
got on the scoreboard. The 
Aggies eased into a 12-8 first 
quarter-lead and theh rapidly 
widened the margin in the 
second quarter by outscoring 
the Horns, 17-9, giving A&M a 
29-17 halftime lead. . 
A&M's second quarter 
domination of the basket was 
a result of an excessive^ 
number of offensive rebounds. 
But the Horns came out of the 
several turnovers and 
outscored them 18-10, giving 
the Aggies a slight four-point 
lead. • t 
- A&M was not to be outdone, 
however, as they held the 
Texas offense to four points 
with their zone defense and 
fed the ball to their 6-3 center, 
Cissy Auclair, who scored six 
of A&M's 13 points in the final 
period. 
w 








% IBP * 
'Tis an Irish look youH be wantin'lass, if you're 
hosting a party on St. Paddy's Day. And if it's 
convenience you're wantin' too, we have all 
you'll be needing for party goods—by Hallmark. 
St. Patrick's Day, Sunday, March 17. 





must be made by the students." 
Pd. PoHtictt Adv. br ffto* 
CHALLENGING! EXCITING! *<y° 
SE& 
ONI YEAR STUDY PROGRAM 
1 IN: ENGLISH IN ISRAEL; FOR 
AMERICAN ̂  CANADIAN 
STUDENTS AT g £ JJL& 
CAST YOUR gr Plaza Balcones 2900 Guadalupe 
Highland Mall 
RESPONSIBLE 




t J ,  s  r  ~ i f r .  
Elect 
THE UNIVERSIT^OF HAIFA 
"» Starting JULY 25, 1974 through JUNE 30, 1975 * 
PROGRAM FEATURES? / 
• Small Groups a 
• Israel and Middle East Contenipofctry Scene 
• Integration into Israel »tudent life and cultural life of Haifa 
• Guided individual student field projects 
-
ia For additional information and applications write to: 
»3.375.00 tncludM tuition, AMERICAN FRIENDS OF HAIFA UNIVERSITY , . 
transportotton, hooting, , S00 FIFTH AVENUR - SUITE 802 " 
board and. Hobrow Ulpan • NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036 
JESTER CENTER 
~ v, i i 





Texas Union Recreation Committee 
ami the Hiunanitiea Council -
present 
Battle of th« omnicients Vr 
AU UNIVERSITY IRAIN BOWL  ̂
Tonight • • 7»30 p«m* •. ^ ~ 
• • • _ . 
Your ON CAMPUS Student Store 
Weekdays StOO^til 6:00 
on MARCH 6 




Saturdays 9;OO 'til 1:00 
• BlUEBOOKS COSMETICS 
" «' gBCORPS fey|.-gj 
' • SNACK! •31 • MAGAZINES i 
Jf'Vi v.l 'P 
j'T-—* '•*»>? ....... 
Unkm Junior Ballroom CmcM: Dr, Thoma< L«« 




sports editor siSH • . i -
Moriina Inirt To»,» «^Tu *^sPrj?8' trainer Frank he did not play at all in the CottoQ Bowl except for two punt 






Texan Staff Writer 
SAN ANTONIO - Hie Te* 
as tennis team gets a chance 
for revenge Wednesday when 
they travel to San Antonio to 
: 1 .. 1 • 1 • w, ' • • •» ; * • 
early February, 6-3. 
Texas' No. $ player, Stewart 
Keller has played the best ten­
nis for the Longhorns against 
Trinity in the two matches. 




-x-r ..—-— Tm kind 6t 
For tiiree ve^ns wfptvTnmm., ir—i « * ^ V «.• .. . I1"®4, not the rah rah type," Keel said. "The longer you play 
of eaiiusJ fcT « IS i 1. ^ kin^ f00tbaU the Jess yo,i become a cheerleader. This is one thing 
Wednesday, he finally decided he had heard the coaches like about me, although I'm not sure that 
^2r°r* .... , is why they did it to me." 
i J a m ?  ° ! u S S , 4  m o r ? T i n g ' b u t h e  w a s n ' t  p a y - S  B u t  t h e r e  i s  m u c h  m o r e  b e h i n d  K e e l ' s d e c i s i o n  t h a n  s i m p l y  
t° tt.e I1cUlre- He was thinking about being demoted on the depth chart. For sure, the demotion 
^yTriaity iB^3pim. »nat<A, Trinity's David -King at. the,. 
Trinity stopped the Horns in Pan American Invitationals 
last weekend's Corpus Christi 
Invitational 6-S, after Texas 
had beaten them at Austin in 
assails 
football and all the hassles he had gone through from the 
time he was attack team quarterback at Austin Reagan High 
School to his demotion to third string this spring. And about ' 
why it was 30 important that a person who will someday do 
graduate work in computer science tfeat Oklahoma. 
be was quitting. "Besides 'hello,' I only talked to Royal three 
t b n e s  w h i l e  I  w a s  p i — •  • •  •  —  
Royal recruited him. 
, TR • .* • %• A vli BlUC| Iwyw UvlllvUwII 
made him angry, but football hads topped being enjoyable a 
w!)ile before. The game was no longer fun. 
;*'I liked some parts of practice," Keel said. "I really got a 
lack out of intercepting passes, and the most'fun was the 
games. But when you consider what you go through all week 
He wondered if the contact drills were worth it. "I went 
UT Judo 
Finishes 
tftnes while I was ptayihJ^JCed jilted, sThe J^rst jtunye, ^,. through some drills in practice that were pretty stupid. In lO 
minutes, we had 10 people hurt in one drill," he recalled, 
with a, 74, 6-4 win in Austin, 
and then followed with a 
three-set victory, over 
Trinity's No. 2 player," jtohn 
Burrmann. 
IN WEDNESDAY'S match 
Keller is slated to go against 
Jim Timmons. Timmons is 
the only other player besides 
Keller who is undefeated in 
the singles. between Trinity 
Losing all tiiree doubles®^ "We're going to play 
matches last weekend against * jNabers because he beat the 
Trinity provided the margin of^pame guy test weekend and he 
defeat for the Horns. "1 think - is from San Antonio. He might 
the wind had something to dd \ jbe a little more up than the 
with the doubles losses, it '\other guys, pitying at home,*'' 
 ̂said. 
For several of Texas' top ? 
players Trinity willbe the Ivh 
warmup before next week'f 
Southwest Conference opener1 
fagainst^Stotk 
The remaining TexasRp 
players will play at St. * 
Edward's Thursday against;^ 
Jhe Hilltoppers. '' 
'Hard To Coach' A 
' The second time, after Texas lost to Miami last fall, Royal 
got mad athim. "He told me that my attitude was bad and 
that I was hard to coach," Keel said. "He thought I could not 
take criticism. So after that I tried to straighten up, and I 
tried not to roll my eyes when the coaches said something 
and just said 'Yes Sir.' " 
The third time, Keel told Royal he was finished with foot-
ball. "Royal said, 'I want to know if you are doing this volun­
tarily, because I don't want you to think that I am running . 
you off.' For him, it was just a business of the scholarship,' 
ticking off the names of some good players' who were in­
jured.,...,,.. 
He wondered if the coaches were worth it. "Their main 
concern is winning football games," Keel said,''and they are 
concerned with the individuafOnly insofar as he can help the 
team win."., - „ 
And he finally, wondered what was keeping him from quit­
ting something lie no longer found enjoyable. 
"It goes through your mind all the time, and it finally just 
reached the point where football just wasn't worth it to me," 
Keel said. "I wondered if I was doing it to inflate my ego. I 
v \ »j A .. . . —- ,— ad always thought football was a form of self-expression, 
u signed the slip of paper Royal gave him; ;, /.that athletics was an art-form. But it is so much a business in 
Tne coaches are eager for people to quit and turn in their -' college that you lose sight of individual cofttributions." 
—j "P*6?8.*bey are a star which 1 was not," Keel Looking back at his experience, Keel thinks college foo 
^ ~ ™e,r advantage for you to quit." -1. ..;:;Tfiiball affects people differently. "One of the worst things foi' 
So, Tommy Keel, who as a isophomore led the team in iii- 'ball can do is take a person that does not have good humspt 
perceptions, stopped eating in the Jester athletic dining hall attributes and because of his athletic ability make him think 
last Friday. His paidrfor room contract in Jester will be ter® he is a worthwhile human," K«»l ' V- ' -
minated at the end of the semester. ' _ 
"Everybody on the team has throught about quitting atone 
time or another, unless they are the gung ho type," Keel 
said. "Everybody thinks about it 1,000 times while they are 
here." . 
But few doit. Quitting means losing a valuable scholarship ^ 
and often getting criticism from teammates, friends and Hoof,'' but he does not think it has changed him as'much as'it 
relatives. Keel, however, has not gotten this criticism. The , has changed the entire Texas football program, He says the 
other Texas players have been especially sympathetic.r change has been for the better. ' 
"They all understand the situation because they have all "I think Shaw makes valid points and most of the book Is 
been through the same situation," Keel said. "I haven't had pretty well true," he said. "It has had an affect on the whole 
anybody tell me I Was -chicken to quit. Everybody I have football program more than anything else. It seems like the 
talked to has said they don't blame me, and they thought it hard drills have been toned down. I heard Royal say that he 
was right." • v • ver read the book, but I'll bet that he did." 
But Keel does not necessarily leave Texas football as 
beaten two of our 
^ guys, he myst be pretty 
tough," Keller said. 1 'To say 
the least, I think we will have 
f very interesting match." 
Another interesting match 
will be the No. 1 singles 
between Dan Nelson and 
Trinity's Bill Matyastik. The 
two have split a pair of 
matches with Matyastik the 
« <. nv.u.n.UK .. u. u, eel said, , 
Then athletics takes someone with good human attributes 
and mates him feel worthless. I have seen a .lot of players 
with real hang-ups because of this." ; 
Good Change - 4* 
Keel has read segments of Gary Shaw's "Meat on the 
The University judo team 
finished second at the State 
Collegiate Tournament at 
Baylor University Saturday. 
The squad was led by 
Stearns LeSeur, who won the 
205-pound -weight division. 
Also Texas Gordon E. Craig 
finished second in the 
heavyweights while Bill Lamb 
was second in the 154-poui^d winner at Corpus Christi. 
division. 
. Texas Judo Coach Delbert 
Antweiler said the Univer­
sity's performance at Waco 
combined with its first place 
finish at the National Qualify­
ing Tournament in San An­
tonio indicates that the Horns 
have an excellent chance at 
placing in the national tourna­
ment. However, the club still 
is seeking financial backing 
from the University to make 
•  '-a' •» 
Keller said. "Since last 
weekend a couple of the guys 
are playing much better and 
that should make a .big 
difference," he added.pt 
-SCHEDULED to play for 
texas will be Nelsom Conzolo 
Nunez, Keller, Graham 
Whaling, Dan Byfield and 
Brad Nabers. 
;  , C v , . v ^ -
1 «*•«»••••••••••••••• 
''"J 
• --^5«/ecf/on J 
!RECORDERS | 
• s in Texas ^ • 
S >m$2.25«|> • 
• Recorders A • 
• •; Recorder Music 5 
• " , Amster Musk t 
t 1624 lavaca • 
% 
BHI 
 ̂ Afre-Amsrican Culture 
interviews fot Committee Chairmanships 
..L 
i^Vr 
The Texas coaches have never been crazy about Keel — 
nor anybody else with a mind of his own. Keel came to the 
University after scoring a near-perfect 1,520 on his SAT, and 
when he entered Texas he took his upper-division math and 
computer science courses quite seriously. Football games 
were something he enjoyed playing on Saturday afternoons, 
, Displeased with Keel's "attitude," the coaches took away 
• his starting position after the Baylor game in November, and k : : : • .' 
THE 




at Large , 
PI. 2  ̂
pd. pbl. adv. by Dick Pilot 
Special Student 
Membership , 
?i ARrCA c 
— ••..••rr* MVI. iivvyoan*»*J ICAGi) iWlUtt
another Gary Shaw. He leaves it hoping only that people will 
understand that there is much more to life than football. 
"A lot of my identity has been as a football player," Keel 
admitted, "I just hope people scrape back that label of foot­
ball player and find something else back there." 
People will find intelligence and sensitivity, traits that 
evidently the Texas football program will not tolerate. 
Iff You Need Help 
or 
„,s : Just Someone Who Will listen 
Telephone 476-7073 
- At Any Tim* 
The Telephone CoweUng qnd Refarrql Service 
TO PLACE A i; 
TEXAN 
CLASSIFIED AD 
CALL 471 -5244 
A SUCCESSFUL 
URC MEANS 




SOCIAL AND BEHAV, 8. 
PI. 1 
p«M for bv LyrT Iroelond 
Cultural Entertainment 
JFInis Arts • - • 
, ldsas 
JWexican American Culture 
 ̂Mandatory Orientation Sllon for pr 
,]|iuriday, March % at 4:30 (g 
Union Student-rwiulty-St|iff 
EVERY THURSDA 











Interviews held thtTWnritof March 11 
m 




I JEANS, SHIRTS, DRESSES 
We An Now Doing 
Outside Alterations at 
Easy Print £ a. <5^ 
BOB ELLIOTT'S 
242l> GuoMoiM Oa-rtn-Drai 



















Paid Polfticml Adv. by Ormg Powers mm . vr ji»V 
Vm 4 5$M i&JfrSr 
38th A Jefferson 452-5123 
m ESHEL BAR-ADON 






HAMBURGER & CHOICE 
OF SOFT DRINK 
M 
r .1,.. -•• •> j' *v 
rr>i T. /{» > 
* -'j 
- sponsored by Longhorn Band; A 
No Previous Experience Required 
• Qo By Longhom- Bend Hall 
m 
(Music iTldfl! East 600 E. 
To 8ian-Up end Qet Information Sheet #1 
• Slfln-Up Deadline 4:00 P.M., TueedavTMaroh 12 
• ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING, THURSDAY. 
MARCH 14, 7:30 P.M., BELMONT HALL 
328-iALI. CANDIDATES SHOULD ATTEND 
• Clinic for A1I Candidate* to Learn Texai Ct 
Saturday - March 16 • Belmont Hail, 
•. — - • •— g :• 
, Questions? .. 
Call Lane Littreil. 477-6290 
I -HREGULAflLY 97* 
THE OLD-FASHIONED 
IS A BIG—BIG 
I CHOICE HAMBURGE 
FASHIONED 
»LICED TOMATO, SLICED ONIpNS. CRISP LETTUCE LEAVES. 
ICICLES, MUSTARD. AND MAWNNAISEr r 
'Vf.S 
mm 
2 2230 GUADALUPE 
ON THE DRAG 
II 
, ,.fif . 
Aggressive Leadership, 
Practical Programs* 
promoting student interests for the students' 
PaklPoL Adv. MfsM/ ThnMtm 
'M 




State Rep. Larry tiatesf 
candidate for the Democratic 
tomination for the 10th 
'^Congressional District House 
}|%eat, told a University 
overnment class Tuesday 
hergy problems' and the 
impeachment of President ; 




;;^Nixon will be the two primary ̂ own-feseaFch -to act-with 












WM V^TC Bicycle Races 
Set foi§Sunday 1 
top racers and a special race between local disc,'., 
jockeys will be main attractions Sunday when the ' 
Amateur Bicycle League of America (ABLA) opens its. *: 
competitive season. ' - f • 
~The race, sponsored by the Capitol Bicycling Club, isttv 
open to ABLA members .only, but memberships can- , 
still be. obtained in time for Sunday's race, Pressley ' 
Biel, owner of a local bike shop, said Tuesday. 
"Applications for membership are available at most.u 
bike shops, and an ABLA official will be at the race to •" 
accept them," Val Hargrove, race coordinator, said, f 
Competition for intermediate girls and boys, midget 
girls and boys, junior and senior men, senior women 
and veterans will run from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
The disc jockey race, which will include 
representatives from radio stations KNOW, KLBJ-
FM, KRMH-FM and KOKE-FM. will begin at 2 p.m * 
The 52-mile race will follow, «- \ 
The races will be at the track at Westlake High and 
Camp Craft Roads. " 






• :  
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MEET ̂ E BEATLES THE BEATLES SOMETHING NEWfert, THE BEATLES STORY 





"There is probable cause to 
believeiiiNixon was party to 
a conspiracy to obstruct 
justice ... clg&rly^ftfl 
impeachable offense, i „ 
Bales proposed fhiir 
Congress should finance itjr 
•.&W&' jxy. »„ „ Mj. 
bre&klngfup and separating" 
manufacturing from 
marketing so that oil" 
companies are prohibited 
from operate, 
Touching (hi other issues, 
Bales declared himself in 
favor of socialized medicine 
"if that's what it takes to 
deliver adequate medical care 
e ' cient knowledge of vital 
_ .cpngressionalelwtions. ^ ; jssues, such as.fuej resources,, 
ourcitizens;" he said he 
Anything IS better ^han Bales advocated regulation v believes in a national nroeram 
^^hat we've got (in the of the petroleum industry by 
li s i   ti l pr gr  
of health insurance and-
^limited campaign funding. 
Bales said he believes 
busing to be the "only way 
we're going to achieve true 
integration in our public 
schools," and he supports 




rr^for women was given by the 
University Police DeparUnent 
-*1 ^Tuesday. 
•A seminar 
I(ni self-defense It also demonstrated such 
methods of defense as 
screaming, running and strik­
ing one's assailant. 
During the program, spon*- The slide show emphasized 
sored by the Union Ideas and the need for University 
Grover 
Henry C. Grover, who 
withdrew from the campaign 
for the Republican 
gubernatorial nomination 
Monday, charged that party 
leaders "are passing the word 
that they will make no effort 
to win the governor's race in 
1)974." 
He also said U.S. Sen. John 
Tower and presidential 
adviser Anne Armstrong 
sabotaged efforts to bring 
nationally-prominent speak­
ers to address fundraisihg 
dinners for him. 
Jack Warren, state 
Republican Party chairman, 
expressed surprise at 
Grover's withdrawal. "We 
''would have supported Hank 
had he been our candidate," 
Wirren said. 
Odell McBrayer, Fort 
Worth attorney running for 
. the Republican nomination for 
governor, predicted he will 
benefit 
decision. 
;;*?I think it will 
calmpaign becapse 
can pick up most oi mtv-
Grover's supporters,'% 
McBrayer' said. Dr. Jim 
Granberry, Lubbock dentist, 
now is considered the front-
running GOP. gubernatorial 
candidate. 
Harris County Republican 
Chairman Nancy Palm sal 
. she sees Grover's pullout a; 
"a major blow" to other 
Republican candidates in the 
county because he would have 
drawn strength to the-entire 
ticket. 
She said Granberry and 
vei 
carr 
Harris County" against the. 
Democratic nominee. ; ~ > 
Endorsement 
The Texas Joint Railway 
Laborv Legislative Board 
announced its endorsement of 
Gov. Dolph Briscoe for re­
election Tuesday, Billy 
Cowan, state legislative 
director of the United 
Transportation Union, said. : 
Cowan, who recently was 
elected chairman of the joint 
board, said, "Briscoe has 
maintained an open door 
policy throughout his two 
years in office and appointed 
consumer-oriented Mack 
Wallace to the powerful Texas 
Railroad Commission." 
Board members also 
; endorsed Bob Bullock for 
'state comptroller, Mack 
Wallace for railroad 
commissioner and John C. 
White for agriculture 
commissioner. '* ~ 5 
BEATLES 65 MI THE EARLY BEATLES BEATLES VI 
Issues Committee, a slide 
y~ v show prepared by the police 
- ,.^department was shown. He 
. f show, "Lady Take Warning," 
4 focused on walking at night, 
v driving and parking and dor-






A story appearing in the 
Feb. 28 edition of The Texan, 
^'Concerning a proposed long 
distance telephrae Service for 
students, contained several 
: errors, a representative of the 
Texas Students Association 
said Tuesday. 
, The term WATS Line is 
the property of the Beli 
Telephone System and 
incorrectly was used in 
reference to the lines which 
. will be installed by Texas 
. International Telephone, Inc., 
not the American 
International Telephone Co. 
Long-distance lines <LD$L 
~ is the correct naiiie. 
The 15,000 fee mentioned in 
Thursday's story covers not 
only installation but also the 
purchase of the service as 
Well. --
The Texan regrets th£ 
errors. 
women to be prepared for 
emergencies, citing 27 
reported assults and $82,000 
worth of property stolen on 
the campus during 1973. 
University Police Officers 
; Leslie Mueller and Carolyn 
Stevenson illustrated specific 
forms of self-defense, 
emphasizing the strong and 
weak points of the body. 
"Any place on the face is 
very sensitive...(and) from 
the knees down, where the 
brae is not protected," Ms. 
Stevenson said. % 
She said other weak spots 
are the stomach, neck, grdin 
and kidney areas. S 
The two officers 
demonstrated various holds 
that may be used by- an 
assailant and effective 
methods of breaking the 
holds. - •* 
Women's thy Program 
' Friday is International Women's Day. The occasion will be 
marked by a three-day celebration organized by Austin 
Women's Workers, a new organization formed from several 
independent local groups. 
Their program will open with a slide show, "Women in 
History,'' to be shown at noon Thursday at Austin Communi­
ty College. Ridgeview campus, Room 111. 
There will be a sack lunch picnic on the Capitol.grounds at 
noon Friday. The slide show will be reshown from 1 to 2 p.m! 
in Union Building 334 and -from 3 to 5 p.m; in BattS 
Auditorum. 
A woman's filrn,fr"Salt of the Earth," will be shown at 2 
p.m. in Union Building 334. 
Four separate events will take place starting at 7:30 p.m. 
Friday at the Friends Meeting House, <3014 Washington ' 
Square. * 
They include an Austiriimade wometi's sfiort'film, a slide 
show, a movie called "The Women's Film," refreshments 
and music following the evening's performances. 
A women's picnic, to which women are urged to bring 
food, sports equipment and children, will be held at 12:30 
p.m. Saturday in Eastwoods Park. ^ ~ - ,~ 
A reshowing of "Salt of the Earth" at 8;30-p.m Saturday 
at the Friends Meeting House will close the observance. / 
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•yyyA'Z -̂? -̂yz-. 
$1.39 
and we 11 pop for the pop (regular size)...or the 
.coffee, tea or milk. When you givethe chef 
this coupon^ ' 
Your money covers a lot of ground at 
Sizzler. A full half-pound of jujey beef broiled to 
J*d«„.served i3n a great 8esame bun. Plus gobs 
of golden french fries. 
It's; the 5kakr^ fair-trade plan. Get this 
coupon into the Sizzler, and everybody with you 
who orders our regular superbuiger, gets a free 
hot or cold beverage cm the house. 
fpn<y«ledihoMW»» 
• MM . ' ' 
>•«' O*»T nx*MMir' tMUKHUi .W« 
'Ml t Cmvw «f » »• .<*. 
-L T 
n0« HOMtS: 
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LIVE PEACE IN 
TORONTO 
PLASTIC ONO BAND M" vi" 
MMQamw ^ 
JOHN LENNON 
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f BAND ON THE RUN (WINGS): WILD LIFE ,RED ROSE 
SPEEDWAY & 
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By ANNE COLLINS 
Texan Staff Writer 
Impeachment has become a 
national byword; it 
•>; oar conversations, our coiha ?!? 
• sclousness, our conscience. It 
has become the sole purpose 
of a national organization, a 
bumper sticker motto and a justice of the Supreme Court and the same evidence may be 
.political hot rock not welcora- presiding, will sit as the trial used. 
! '* ed by either major partylf"^ fcourt, - " Powe pointed out that an 
It is widely misuttderst^,'ri: PRECEDENTS FOR im^-lmpeachable offense is not 
totes not to impeach, anylouna guilty, the President 
representative could move for ' would be removed from office 
impeachment on a personal and the Vice-President would 
basis. ' be sworn in immediately,. 
If Impeached, the Prraideni There Is no other punishment. 
IF HE HAS committed 
riiiiinal 
'will receive a copy of the ar» 
tides, as will Ute Senate. 2% 
assistant professor of govern-; Republicans in Congress and * 
ment, Said®^ V vlH somfe others fear th«t the 
"After all, It Was Richard ; political activists in their pa£~ 
_ NJxon who called for a.stand ties (the basic groups that_ 
of morality and law and work for and fund the party) 
order." are for the President even if. 
acts, he can be "MISUSE OF MONEY and . the congressman's district 
The Senate, with the <^ief ,^tried.,on. criminal charg« , the hidden role or large co*w- -m«y be againit him, and that 
-.1 .. porations has be eti they will not be re-elected if 
documented with devastating 
Winedaletnn: p' 19th Century architectural muMum. 
To Historic Winedale Inn 
By FRANK LOFTUS ef 
A one-day excursion to 
Winedale Inn, the University's 
19th Century architectural 
museum near Round Top, is 
being planned by the Texas 
Union for tyarch 23 and-will 
include a guided tour of the 
restored buildings and a 
demonstration of pioneer 
crafts. 
settlement "Truebsal," which;;5!? Lauderdale House, 
f tears % means trouble or vale o
in German. When Windweher 
discovered the grapes he grew 
made excellent German-style 
wine, he changed the name of 
his town to Winedale. *<-& -
The Winedale Inn wfes built 
Winedale from nea 
Brenham, is restored and fur­
nished in the original Texas, 
style. The house is-used as a'-;> 
dormitory for students in 
erforming arts and those d<H 
There is a recent story; 
'(unverified) about a poll 
taken in a midwestern state 
( 5 which disclosed that 40 per-
IA cent of the respondents 
thought the President should 
be impeadied. 
THE SAME POLL showed 
. questioned believed that 
charges being leveled against 
the President warranted his 
being brougit to trial. 
It was, of course, the same ' 
Question asked another way. 
r^>i Impeachment is the calling 
j^to'account for some high 
crime or offense before a 
.^competent tribunal, says 
moved|̂ ^ebgter's dictionary. It is not 
rw Eviction for crime, but an 
ictment, a formal charge 
peachment are few. essarily a violation of 
effect," Dodd said. "It means 
we must reassess the reality 
of American politics," 
He added that his personal 
gy vote for impeachment. 
ir> 
The trial of Andrew Johnson section of the criminal code: 
resulted in acquittal by a on^ "As a political scientist, t ' "feeling is that while it is not 
vote margin. think there is a prima facie legally necessary before im 
case that the President, with 
conscious or unconscious 
knowledge of the workings of 
his staff, has seriously abu; 
Impeachment proceedings 
were brought against several 
federal judges in the early 
rears 
peachment, the politics in the 
current situation call for un­
contestable proof. "It is one 
loi 
'•' "Hi the party appeal* to be 
going down with Richard Nix­
on, there is a slronger chance 
for impeachmenU' be said. 
_ 
DODD BELIEVES southern 
conservative Democrats, who 
went overwhelmingly for 
>rl£ 
l4i 
It is based on prima facie 
vidence, which on the face of 
between 1,834 and 1848 and ..to ethnic studies. 
served as a stagecoach stop. ^ Each year, a spring festival 
between Austin and 
V & The Winedale Inn Proper- . JHempstead in 1860. 
ties, covering 130 acres The inn has been carefully 
Fayette County approximate-
ly 75 miles east of Austin and 4 
miles east of Round Top, was 
given to the University in 1987 
by Miss Ima Hogg, daughter,, 
of Texas' first native gover­
nor. 
The area was settled by 
German immigrants in the 
early 1800s. The first German 
settlements in the state, In­
dustry and Cat Springs, are 
just a. few miles east of 
Winedale. 
Winedale's founder, Charley 
Wjndweher, first called the. 
restored and contains some 
truly unique ceiling and wall 
paintings by a local artist who 
painted them before the Civil 
War. = 
}[ The- estate is to be 
landscaped with a collection 
of native trees and plants 
taken from an area which tor 
eludes both the Big Thicket 
and the eastern edge of the 
Hill Country. More than 200. 
plant groups classed by 
botanists as rare and en­
dangered will be planted and 
protected on the grounds. 
p i    t  warrante a presumption of 
ing research in areas related^nint. 
The Judiciary Committee of 
he' U.S.* House of 
is held on the first weekend miRepresentatives is 
April, recreating the Texasri^kcQngi^r^g sucji evidence 




19th Century. ^ possible impeachment of 
The cost for the' trip td Richard Nixon. 
Winedale is 17.50 for Universi- ^;| If the committee votes to 
ty students and $10 for others^ >",impeach, the issue will go 
Reservations can be made in ''̂ before the entire House, L.A. 
Union Building 342. A max^(Scott) Powe, University 
imum of 47 persons can be ac*f ^assistant professor of law, 
commodated. said. Even if the committee 
victions. There were, 
however, some resignations 
before and after impeach* 
ment. ,\ * ^ 
The House needs only a one-; 
vote majority for impeach; 
ment, Powe said; but tb$ , 
Senate must convict by a two?' 
thirds majority. : ; 
"I BELIEVE THE two-year 
bombing of Cambodia, begin­
ning a war against a neutral 
country without any 
authorization whatsoever 
from Congress, is an im-
peachable offense,", Powe, 
said. ak ' i 
The House will try to ppove 
to the Senate both the facts of 
the case and the application of 
the law. The House can use its 
own members as prosecutors 
or hire legal counsel. House 
members prosecuted the case 
against Andrew Johnson. 
Powe thinks there will be • 
one chief counsel and several 
assistants if the President is 
brought to trial. ; 
The trial would be con­
ducted just as any trial; if 
Lawrence Dodd, University, In Dodd's view 
group in both the House and 
t he the Senate. 
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By CHRIS BARB KE 
*& ED WARREN 
:||ta the opting, a male starts 
feding his oats* old folkloTC 
states. Reoeot research shows 
that women have similar 
symptoms. University 
professors ofswaokyy and 
psychology were asked 
Tuesday If this cook) explain 
Dr. George Parker, 
associate> professor 
psychology, said the reasons 
could be found in that it 
breaks the moootoqy of life 
and adds' some excitement. 
"It is a way for males to 
gracefully demonstrate their 





'It is a lot like 
in that it 
authority and at the 
time is exciting," he said. 
STREAKING COULD be 
similar to what Plains Indians 
called "striking coop" a way 
to prove, ibeirmaabood, 
Parker explained; By 
"Striking coup," the Plains 
Indian would sneak up on his 
enemy and strike him on the 
head with a clob or st&D bis 
hbrte.: ' 
. "The purpose of tins was 
not to kill the enemy but to 
humiliate him," he said: "It is 
altogether possible that 
streaking has something to do 
Not many things are amy .fun 
any more, and streaking is 
amusingi Dr. Barbara 
Chance, an assistant 
professor of sociology, said; 
/'Women are a little more 
gatqr than in the past," Ms. 
Chance said. "Streaking is not 
jttt a nude phenomenon." 
Dr.; Paul Blaney, assistant 
ptofessor oTpsychology; said 
the reasons for streaking are 
not different from reasons for 
doing anything else. "It is out 
of the ordinary and exciting," 
he said. 
"IT IS A TIME limited 
thing. People will soon want 
to get into something new," 
Blaney predicted. 
* • • 
Business-Economics Build­
ing—At approximately 1:3# 
p.m. Tuesday, a streaker paid 
a visit to Dr. Michael 
Spiegler's Psychology 809 
class in 
Balding 150: > 
•- Jeny Marshall; 
teaching' assistant," said he 
thinks the streak was a 
planned event' "I'm sure it 
was staged," he said. "Has; 
man entered the front door of 
tbe classroom, yelled 'streak,' 
then ran across the stage 
behind Dr. Spiegler, flashed 
up the cater isle and made 
his getaway tfarougi the back 
door," Marshall said. 
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' ̂  
with exhibitionism 
1 "The motivation behind 
streaking is trivial, whereas 
exhibitionism is a reflection 
Of an emotional disorder,' ' he 
said 
"Streaking sugge&ts certain 
puritanical points of view are 
being effaced and that most 
everybody can treat it in good 
fun or moderately good 
humor," Dr. Boyd Littrell, 
assistant professor of 
sociology, said.' V, 
"A few years ago, it would 
have been considered 
shocking, Those people who 
are concerned about it are 
probably concerned -from a 
public relations viewpoint, 
basically University 
. administrators." he said. 
GREG 
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who took photos of the event. 
According to several 
eyewitnesses, the streaker 
was rather -till, had light 
' brown hair, a white mask and 
white tennis shoes and was 
said to be two-toned 
(referring to an obviously 
recent tan). 
"I ALWAYS wondered what 
The Daily Texan editor looked 
like without any clothes," 
Spiegler, assistant professor 
ofpsychology, said jokingly. " 
* • 
Jester — The Texan was 
informed Tuesday that 
several students at Jester 
Center plan to host a mass 
streak at approximately 7 
p.m. Saturday. A spokesman 
for the streakers said the 
event will start at the Main 
Building. 
Warn Weather Woo 
A youiif couple in £ostwoo& begin the taxational' panionship. love,' Rfce *hi 
spring posttime of quiet folks and shewed com- shallows of Ihe unpredictable weather of Wawi. 
Law School 
Changes 
Freshmen miike ssssgfr 
in 
By ROGER DOWNING 
Resilts of a recent survey 
show freshmen law stddents 
like changes that have been 
made in the mandatory legal 
research and writing course. 
„ Jack McClard, coordinator 
of the law school's testing 
quizmasters (TQs) law 
school's teaching assistants, 
said the changes included 
curriculum-oriented 
and short writing 
lectures 
exercises. 
GENERAL AND COMPARATIVE* 
< STUDIES , 
-V V* tA v Ii8s 
CRAIG 1SCOE 
given during, ̂ orientation 
week. 
The TQs* lecture schedule 
also was compressed to two 
lectures a week for three 
weeks instead of the former 
system of one lecture for six 
weeks. This was done to give 
the student more time for his 
other courses. 
, TQs also were encouraged 
to . give more emphasis on 
criticizing and helping the 
freshman with his writing 
style, and a "two draft" ap­
proach of writing was in­
stigated. 
Hie "two draft" approach 
entails handing written work 
into the TQ for criticism and 
then rewriting the assignment 
using the TQ's suggestions. % 
• McClard said complaints 
from former students claimed 
the course was disjointed, cut 
too deeply into time needed 
for other courses and all the 
emphasis was on legal 
research, ootwriting. .. 
: -T.'. 
'I* i 'r.' 
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& Behavioral Sciences 
Place 3 
A polished-oak carving of a 
woman's torso disappeared 
last Thursday from a display 
in the Art Building, Charles 
Umlauf, professor of art, 
Let CCIC Assist ln Mapping Out Your 
Strategy, Beginning Wed.; March 6th. 
1 For more information, call or com* by... 
CAREER CHOICE INFORMATION CENTER 
JESTER, A-115 471-1217 
At Pol Adv. by Grog Powmrs 
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reported Tuesday. 
The sculptor, graduate stu* 
dent Nancy LaRowe, said the 
art "represents weeks of hard 
work and means a great deal 
to me. I need it back 
desperately." 
Umlauf said Ms. LaRowe 
asked the person now holding 
the sculture to "please return 
it to any part of the Art 
Building. No questions will be 
asked." 
The carving, 11 inches tall 
with a concave abdomen and a 
split down tiie back, was taken 
from the Sculpture Room of 
the Art Building, Umlauf said. 
- The disappearance has not 
been reported to the Universi­
ty police. 
Academic Affairs an3 UT 
Interaction Committees 
present 
POLITICS AND THE PRESS 
pffipii?: AT 
Michael Eakin, Daily Texan Editor 1 
Sandy Kress, Student Government President 
Dr. Richard Elam, Asst. Dean, School of Com­
munications 
Thursday, March 7 ; Union 104 
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1$ '" "committed itself to the idea of?-
The aim of the concept of professional training through 
professional psychology as the PsyD program in the mid-
epitomized by the doctor of 1960s, and along with It came: 
psychology (PsyD) program the approval of the board of 
is to "maintaln excellence in regents and other influential 
training," Dr. Donald Vtiniyersity bodies., 
Peterson^ director of thei^—^. 
University of Illinois PsyD fiPROGRAM received 
program, said Tuesday. . *«s economic base in 1968 in 
^teraon's statements were «£"• federal agencies' 
part of a lecture entitled "The distaste for Q* program. 
PsyD in Professional^ Thus, the University of 
Training" and was the second J Illinois doctor of psychology 
in a series of sytnposia on the program became' Uie first of 
state of training in' its kind approved by the 
professional psychology. The American Psychological 
symposia geries is being Association (APA). 
fafeulty and psychology ~e graduate program, 
students at the Joe C:'}U In the first year, emphasis 
Thompson Conference Center, is on "training in basic 
- P e t e r s o n ;  s a i d  t h e - ~ - , p s - y  e t o t o f  y - w t t i r  t f h  
University of Illinois "introduction to practice of 
Department of Psychology; psychology. 
SSgfi#fefr> 
^ V 
Planning Council OKs 
Continuation Grants ?• 
i The Health Advisory Committee of the Capital Area 
, Planning Council (CAFCO) Tuesday approved continuation 
grants for the Austin Planned Parenthood Center and Texas 
Department of Mental Health-Mental Retardation (MH-
MR), while tabling proposed addition of beds and expansion 
of ancillary services for St. David's Community Hospital. 
The Planned Parenthood proposal calls for & 146,000 fifth-
year continuation grant from federal and local funds to 
Austin women not served by the Model Cities Program. 
The MH-MR grant will fund the second year followup of a s 
research project studying the effectiveness of the state's;; 
Alcoholism Services Delivery Program. The study seeks to1 
examine the program helping alcoholics in Texas and 
recommend needed changes. 
Debate on the St. David's Hospital proposal centered 
around the contention of several committee members that 
the planning council's Regional Health Plan is in error in 
recommending no new hospital, construction in Travis 
THE SECOND YEAR is 
marked by "laboratories in 
clinical psychology 
"general preparation 
assessment and behavior 
analysis.'- There is also a 
community intervention^ 
program. * 
Internship and a field: 
program (the JPsyDs answer 
to the PhDs- dissertation)' 
dictate the third year. The 
ideal in the program is 
"serving the public better." 
Peterson and his colleagues 
found that the "differences 
between the PhDs in 
psychology and the PsyDs 
were not in ability and 
interests," with the Ph 
interested in research and the 
PsyDs interested in practice. 
"The 'chief pro&f that the 
program is taking hold, 
Peterson said, is that the 
discipline of psychological 
science has matured 
sufficiently, "making 
professional training j 
programs legitimate." 
PRIOR TO discussion of the' I 
University of Illinois 
program, Peterson traced the 
history of the PsyD concept 
efrom the 1920s when 
'"psychoanalysis was 
burgeoning." He followed it ^ 
through a 1960s proposal by a 
committee of the APA that 
explicit professional 
programs for psychologists 
and scientifically-based PhD: 
programs be created. 
S 
For years humans have 
filled their lungs and the air 
around them with the smoke 
from cigars, cigarettes and 
pipes.' And more than a few 
have done the same with 
fames, from marijuana,! 
hashish and opium. „ 
Unfortunately fortheorally 
complexed at the University, 
even cigarette smoking is 
coming under fire from U-
Turn, a new campus 
organization which hopes to 
create new antismoking rules 
and enforce the old ones. 
person in clais who 
through a pack of cigarettes i 
,«n hour. There are 
moking signs up fi) 
fiie classroom*^ but jpiaopkl^ 
lon't obey them. iff 
"We are going to encouragqgf 
the faculty to remind students^ 
of the mHmoking signa," Ms^ 
:-:4 .v • 
<,y '1 feel that smokers need to 
De more considerate of 
nonsmokers, and should ask if 
a person minds if they smoke'las 
Medical* 
The organisation, whose 
Initials stand for University" 
Texans United for Rights of 
NonSmokers, will hold its 
, The American 
Association has estimated 
ihat at least 84 million 
Americans are sensitive to, 
cigarette smoke. It also it 
Thus Are the Mighty Fallen 
fr , The indiscriminate slaughter of Africa's elephant herds continue*, despite a recent 
ban. Currency speculators In the Far last have swltehsd from such uncertain 
is as the U.S. dollar to such durables as ivory. Hj*r«, jawbon«» from poachta 




Peace Pledge Supported 
:pM 
Thursday in the TObin Room men and 70 percent Of adu% 
in Batts Hall.,- The^j women do notsmoke. &-
jOXga n i?atiQti lf open to^ ̂  8Ueh 9tatistics te.l 
public places. 
University students, staff and ^ up nmf nQtmo] 
y' groups In America say the; 
^ "We aire interested in 'feel Justified in demand' 
protecting the health of fhe -that smoking be banned 
nonsmoker; we are not trying 
to get people to stop 
'>W: .wwir* 
U.S. Rep. J. J.. (Jake) Pickle 
and State Rep. Larry Bales 
bdth signed Tuesday a pledge 
to support the Indochina: 
Peace Campaign on three 
vital issues to Souiheast Asia, 
butv  Pickle did so with 
qualifications. 
Support for the peace 
campaign obligates 
candidates to preclude direct 
military involvement in 
Indochina and to encourage a 
political settlement based onpi^ "It is a general want to have 
the peace agreement signed "freedom everywhere^ 
by the United States. Keeling said,. 
/iPickle's reservations Solving our energy 
concerned the freedoms listed" 
in the peace agreement signed 
by the United States. ^ 
Michael Keelthg, 
administrative assistant for 
County through 1983. _ 
til Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
NICK PHELP'S QUINTET 
UFFAT 
A VERY SOUND SYSTEM 
POOL • FOOSBALL 




Pickle, said, "Rep. Pickle felt 
like these freedoms should 
apply to North Vietnam also," 
and this section of the 
agreement "will be. a hard, 
thing to administer. 
problems, solving our poverty 
problems and solving our law 
enforcement problems will 
require vast sums of money/' 
Bales said. "The defense 
Robyn Richter, co-
"Organizer of U-Turn, said 
-Tuesday. ^ 
"We feel that smoking 
should be prohibited 
"anywhere students have to go 
on campus such as 
classrooms, elevators and the 
Union Building,"JMs. Rlchte^, 
said. ' • « 
budget should be reduced y The nonsmoker explained it -
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"eading news commentator speaks on 
teoNrticiue: of Tiwâ  
Meditation and his World Plan tdtirax) > ; 
fulfillment to all men. -
TUES.MARCH5 WEQ MARCH 6 
Burdirie Auditorium 
Students' International Meditation Socie<y4774763 
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cmlw Ihwi h« It, wnsiit ONNH ON OM 
rranslm 100 wlio iImim writft tfit •nlmal*. Mid U» M«< DlMk who ' » item wert It mMI ' 
SUPERMAN (19SS) 
Ot*n Omt|* limi In • ran atom wirti M M U4. TiMwy 0«pL In wMrti aupwiimi wta u« of Do «MtM «f fcupnt. •wntmiww bMOl A hnm from Mfat to 
ETVIS PRESUEY ON 
ED SUUIVAN (1956) 
MW MiwfMl from the weict ^MHI WMIi pvouMnoa vf nyvnfM m| NWWRN ep* 
praval <M h» poundttf out "DONT II 
C*V«l.-»nd-U)V« Ml TtNDin.** Wowrt 
RICHARD NIXON'S 
CHECKERS SPEECH (1952) 
Thi moM mmpfrrttf bwiMMt ^eeeli 
JnAmitoM poNtteel MMOfy n Miaon* tfM 
Vise PrHWwtlil 
ootfuptton etiMQce* TNe 
AMOS 'N ANDY (1953) 
Wharain KlnglMi and Andy thra* » moitkay wraMh Ma • Untad Itm boo* •nanuiaeturlna plant tMa la a lafandaor ahaw, aad ona at lha maat brtMa 
hf^arleady funny aptoBdaa^^sf^yj^: 
JEIWJ.IE&E'FFS 
CSBJy ROpNCE iN B\NTOMiME 
WiHiVlRC^NiAClHERRftl. * 
IE IONE RANGER 0951} 
The Wy ItRIT epleoda. We learn vdiy Aa 
T«k«s Planter dona Me meak eni how Ha 
nuta W> <aHWni Indian companion Ton* 
-«* A' MNP maatafpieee. ; 
SERGEANT BILKO (1958) 
•tan. ol aoHraa. W OHvaia aa nan man Cnia OMw. TMa inliotn. ddad THI WAH QAMM." finds OMw Iaadhig anal HaM diiouah Wlak'i Ploat.on W» 
t «a aa MMOt 
r-v"y.1 
DRAGKFFIT (1956) 




7 and 9 p.mm-
Admission: $1.50 U;T. 
r ; S2 General 
. * a! t̂ pwuiwaiil mt 
rbe films presentation 
thursoay; prioat; %at. a 
SUN., MARCH 7. I, 9 A 10 
TWO SRPARATC AUDffOWUMS 
Witt »C USIDi SO NOTI 
LOCATIONS CARIPUllY 
THURSOAY A NHOAY, MARCH 
7 A t ATs UNIVIRSITY 
#RIS«YTIRIAN CHURCH 
UPSTAIRS AUMIORIUM, »0> 
SAN ANTONIO AT S3 NO. 
SATURDAY A SUN. ATt AUSTIN 
HIOH SCHOOL MAIN 
AUDITORIUM, tilS RIO 
GKANDC AT IJth. COMP1STI 
SHOWS NtOHTLY AT 7 4 9t4S 
PM. $1.75 ADMISSION 











.•"Tr HIGHLAND MALI 
Jbl 73365 M ill NOW IN ITS lOth WKKI W 
NOMINATED FOR— O r  F  I M  3 i u i  H I  W A Y  " 2 V O  
TOcademy awards 
% INCLUDING * 









$1.00 HI \m EXCEPT "Exorcist" 
j&i II AWARD NOMINATIONS INCUIMN6 UST ttCTURE 
NO ADVANCt SAU 






GEQHGECSCXrmi TODAY AT 1:30-3:30-5:3 
7:30-9:30 
$1.00 til 1:30 
&•&» NICHOLS 
DAY™ IXJLPHIN 
EXCEPT EXORCIST 'S®** An At«co Ehifam»v Pkmiv S» 
TRANS-*-TEXAS QPBI 1:45 
Features 2-4-6-8-10 
riX/CD REnucED PRICES TIL 6:15 
WVBR (MON.-SAT.) 2200Hua>ck Dine—453-6641 
3 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS  ̂  ̂ . INCLUDING BEST A 




Me iii St. Louis/' directed by Vincente Minnelli; 
starring Judy Garland, Margaret O'Brien, Mary Astor 
and Leon Ames ̂ Wednesday night only at the Union 
By PAUL BEUTEL 
Texan Staff Writer 
j§|f''Meet Me in St. Louis" extolls the virtues of American fami­
ly life, portraying a well-to-do household living at the time of 
the St. Louis World Fait* (circa 1904). The film's values are un­
questionably idealistic. (It's somewhat like "The Waltons," 
only without the benefits of "poverty"'-and rural 
pjrovide that family with a new crisis every episode.) 
fl^Minnelli's film! embodies the American family ideals in a 
period of warmth and attractive social formality. The movie 
presents a 
between wars. • f•1 s. -JSplit,;; •;. 
THE ERA'S major concerris'oT^?6#lng ujr^efl stfcfi liters 
, as Halloween. Christmas and thethreat of having to move to 
anqther town, leaving jour friends and childhood behind you. 
Adolescent problems centered primarily on romances and 
school, and dances provided the major source of entertainment. 
The deification of the automobile was not yet a major factor in 
social interaction, and life still proceeded at a relatively 
Social critics may brand this sort of remembrance as un­
healthy- nostalgia. It's undeniably nostalgic, but it's also a 
touching, convincing representation of ideals which once en­
joyed a liyely existence before increasing technology and social _ 
tensions began to muddy them. , 
Yet even beneath, the complexities of present society, these 
ideals still remain standard, desirable norms of the American 
family, and we still respond to them — they're part of our 
heritage. , ' 
With these elements and by breaking away from many of the 
^ conventions of the film musical prior to 1944, Minnelli created: 
INTERSTATE THEATRES 
what is easily one of the best musicals ever made. j 
- WHAT "ST. LOUIS" has that most musicals of the '30s and 
'40s don't is its meaningful and believable story line. For conr 
trast, consider just about any of the Busby Berkely films, with 
their thin plot lines serving only to connect the spectacular 
production numbers. The numbers were often great fun and-
highly memorable, but who can or cares to recall the insipid 
stories? These numbers provide little or no enhancement of the 
story, and vice versa. 
Minnelli constructed "Meet Me in St. Louis" almost as a 
series of vignettes covering a year's span in the life of the Smith 
family ian appropriate'choicfe of name, if ever.) The scenes are 
traditional bits of American family lore: Esther's (Judy 
Garland) attempts to Snare the boy next door; Tootie.'s 
(Margaret O'Brien, iii the best performance we're ever likely, 
to see from a 7-year-old — she won a special Oscar in 1944); 
Halloween adventure, and the attempt to hussle Papa (Leon 
Ames) out of the dining room before Rose's (Lucille Bremer) 
beau calls long-distance with an anticipated proposal of 
marriage. 
These events are recognizable (hot only from our own ex­
periences, but also since they have become staple plot lines for 
other films and countless television series) hi 
resnor^agSin. 
THE PRESENCE of song in "St. Louis" is totally natural. At 
the first of the film, the characters walk around the house sing­
ing a few bars of the title tune in anticipation of the forthcoming 
fair, .the spirit of whose music and gaeity becomes sort of a 
symbol for every family's domestic harmony. (When Pap^r&n-
nounces that he is being transferred to New York, one of 
Esther's comments is that now they won't be able to go to the 
fair.) 
The film's musical numbers extend logically from the plot. A 
party provides a natural setting for an infectious "Skip to My 
Lou," and gives Esther and Tootie the chance to do a cake-walk 
•number for their friends. «..«• •- ——--0— w 
Meal Esther would sing longingly of "The Boy Next Door" 05 ' 
console Tootie with "Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmasl'^f ^ 
The only nurtiber which employs musical-comedy stylization 
is "The Trolley Song,'.' but Minnelli used the song so that it also 
fits nicely within the story's framework, providing a crucial 
moment in Esther's relationship with beau John. 
JUDY GARLAND was only 22 when she made "St. Louis, 
and she was never lovelier. (Her bouts with ill health and her 
reputation for unreliability would not receive full notice for 
a n o t h e r  S o u r  o r  f i v e  y e a r s . )  - * • - -  " §  
Said British critic James Agate: "She is no Venus, let us ad? 
mit it — but how delightful is her smile, how genjtiqje her emo- , 
tion, how sure her timing, and how brilliantly she brings off he^ _• 
effects..." • • ^ *• 
: Her voice had not yet developed into the powerhouse that it . 
was by the time of "A Star Is Born" (1954), but rather it 
possessed a youthful, lilting captivation. Absent, too, are the • 
electrifying mannerisms which evolved in the latter part of her 
career, and which are also so much a part of Liza Minnelli's 
appeal. '' 
But the young Judy Garland was seldom better than she is 
married imeless, irresis piece 
Americana. 
Concert Scheduled 
P A R A M O U N T  ^  




Color by TCCHNCOLCW 
% -^1 
S  T A T  E  
: ' ' ' -- A V F N U C 
$1.00 til 3 p.m. 
w t Features 
2-4-6-8 
,1. ira, ^ 
VARSITY 






$1.00 HI 3 p.m. 
1:40-3:20-5:00 
6:40-8:20-10:00 
TONIGHT TONIGHT UFPC 
OUR 20th ANNIVERSARY 
1954-1974  ̂
Presents 
>. Orson Welle's Version 
of Shakespeare's ' 
M A C B E T H„ 11 
with Orson Welles 
PLUS 
Welles conveys a sense of impending doom 
through the feelings of claustrophobia and 
unnaturalness created through shadows, 







7 9 PJH. 
BaMsHallAud. 
$1.00 
.  A  S t u d e n t  C o m p o s e r s  
Concert will be presented at 
4:30 p.m. Wednesday in Music 
Building Recital Hall. 
Featured in the concert will 
be "Quint," by Michael 
Knepp; "The Cummerbund," 
by Jerry Young; "Quartal 
Idea," by Robert Womack; 
"Four Songs," by . Dean 
Kramer; "Virginia," by Dean 
Cazier; "Four Preludes,'' by 
Peter KingSbery; ;'«Two 
C h o r a l e  P r e l u d e s , "  b y  
J e r e m y  H a l a d y n a ,  a n d  
"Titled," by Paul Hunt. 
Wednesday night television 
offers an opportunity for all 
"Hawaii Five-0" fans to see 
how Jack Lord got his big 
break. The i967 made-for-TV 
movie that spawned the hit TV 
series will air at 10:30 p.m. on 
channel 1. McGarrett probes 
the death of a friend who 
drowned—- who would have 
thought it would lead to. this? 
In another made-for-TV_ 
movie, Meredith Baxter (of 
"Bridget Loves Bernie" 
fame) and Beau Bridges 
search for their real parents 
in "The Stranger Who Looks 
Like Me," at 7:30 p.m. on 
channel 24. Don't miss this 
t h r e e - s t a r  d r a m a  —  
remember what can come of 
these movies. Perhaps this 
one will pilot another; series 
not unlike the "Bridget" 
fiasco. 
, 6:30 p.m. 
• 7 Maude. 
9 News, v "  
24 I Dream of Jeannle 
V> Eyewitness News 
7 p.m. 
7 Sonny and Cher 
? Washington Connection 
: 24 The Cowboys -
36 Timex Presents: "Heidi" 
7:30 p.m. 
9 Theater -in America—"Paradise 
Lost" • 
24 Movie : "Tfie stranger Who Looks 
Like Me", 
8 p.m. • » 
9 p.m. 7 Cannon ' 
7 Kojak 
24 Doc Elliot 
36 Dean Martin Comedy Hour 
10 p.m. 
7, 24, 36 News 
10:30 p.m. 
7 Movie: "Hawaii Five-O" 
9 Firing Line 
, 24 ABC Wide World of Entertalh-
ment 
36 Tonight Show : 
AWARBNOMINH LAST 5 DAYS) 
HELD OVER 









12224 CnMm St.-477 1*4 
OPm 1:45 




I Riverside Twin Cinema 
PANAVISION* TECHNICOLOR* 
WKKNIOHTS 
AT 6:45 AND 9:15 P.M. 
tHE*TBES~*>W* NO 
IPGll 
1930 EAST PWtij'QE DRIVE AUSTIN, TEXAS 787.-
44i in 




about United J 
• AS ENTERTAINING : 
AND INTERESTING 
A MOTION PICTURE „ 





A U S T I N  b / t q  
2 130 SO CONGRESS AVE 
$1.00 til 7 p.m. 
RACER • 6:00-9:30 
WILUE BOY • 7:50. 
HeMl 
-THE BEST FILM 
ABOUT POP MUSIC 




6T57 AIRPORT IIVD. 
1454*271II 
HELD OVER! 





| THtORIIS OF 




'Cinema I U1AGE 









3700 W«t HiiJiwiM Iim 
HELD OVER u-
®L'% 
AT .POPULAR PRICES 





l TKfORIKS Of 1 HISTORY ANO 
AtOttOlOGr (6) 
I $1.00 tit 5 M0N.-FRI. s 
I Fcotur«l2J0-?:1M:00-5:45-7aa MS S:00-6:30>8:00>9;30 
i 




$1.00 til 5 M0M.-FRI. 
"ELECTRA GLIDE 
' IN BLUE" 
|  ̂ TIMES 1:00-3:10-5:20 
7: 
Lv r. ."i £ 




Famturlng *'* pmkMuff unt—n lltv perlormanc** from 1966 to1970, including the Mont fay, fsfe of Wight, and Woodstock FttUvalt 
k Village 
TRANSTEXAS 
16400 Buroet Road — 465-6933 
OPEN 7:00 FEA. 8:00 . 
$1.00 TIL SHOWTIME 
FEA. HARRY 8:00 & 11:40 
MEC. 9:30 
GENE HACKHIAN 
Two of today's most exciting people 
win 
. ̂ Vl Wast Airfwmn Um 





















flus "THE MECHANIC" 
%^OBf*f MDFOlto 'lidBiKT BLAKi 
Wll 
>r W 
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A film by Ernie Piittoff 
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i it* pop culture wtth flashes by: 
Paul Krassner Richard Pryor, Lenny Bruce, ̂  
The Ace Trucking Co., Joan Baez, Rhinoceros, 
Roh Carey, Tull Kupferberg, Sha- Na-Na.Aiien 
Qinsberg,  Leor iard Cohen,  Malco lm X t 3 , , s .  ,  
% PIUS BUCK ROGERS CHAPTER 4 
|AND A BETTY BOOP CARTOON y '•rt 
Cm W17 
-v -i— . ./••t'VArtS 1 
* vw w*r £ 
ii€ 
By A. GLENN 
Texan Staff Writer 
an dfficer's wife's afternoon tea. She put trte behind a screen in ... 
the corner of the room;' ' said Tom Cloutier,classical guitarist. resona'e with their performance, just as an instrumental 
engineering student and onetime director of *'0n a Clear Dayj!? " ®1' accompanied modern dance improvisation should ddt. 
King, of Spanish lineagt, spent a summer in Spain flamenco 
hunting because in Spain and Mexico flamenco guitarists ac­
company flamenco dancers. The guitarist must be keenly 
aware of the movement of the dancers and must accent and 
ist in 
H 
_ ~T«w« S*ff Hm*byDorid Nowman 
Ben King performs at Toad Hall. 
replete with 26-piece orchestra, at W^t Point.: 
And in Austin, where the University music < 
too guitar chair, and where the night scene audience is ac­
customed to country, rock; folk and occasional blues and jazz 
flavors from their stage guitars, it also is difficult to be taken 
seriously as a {classical or flamenco guitarist, even though both 
these forms have centuries-old traditions as well as contend 
porai^ writers and players to draw from. i&> r ;s, 
BEN KING, a flamenco guitarist^ and'Clo^ifer wtllgive a 
free recital from 8 to 10 p.m. Wednesday in Union Building 104;. 
King can also be heani Tuesday and Saturday nights at the Sax-
•son Restaurant, and the pair can be heard on rare occasions at 
AS CARLOS MONTOYA has said, flamenco guitar is"Spafrr& 
folk music. It is a relatively new development for the guitar to 
be removed from the diuice and spotlighted as a solo instru­
ment. 
Flamenco is a tradition based on Interaction and spontaneity 
where, as King said, "getting the right emotion is more impor­
tant than technical perfection. 
- Cloutier, on the other hand, has a decidedly classical Euro­
pean preference. He plays selections from Paganini, Carcassi, 
Iglesias, the first movement of Beethoven's "Moonlight 
Sonata" (transcribed by Austin's Joe Castle), aswell as several 
Renaissance lute pieces, relating a background for each piece; 
each is an edifying experiene even for the advanced music stu­
dent . or^usicologist. w%m 
be the foundaU<fcb^r^pe c^exRPf! 
Childhood, he became' interested in the guitar a& an accon* 
panying instrument eight year^ago. He begari by strummini 
Peter, Paul and Mary and Pete Seeger tunes and after somu 
'time came to study under Christopher Parkening at UCLA 
of the few universities in this country where guitar is offered). 
pHlS PRIMARY musicalinterest 
ipsemble playing, and he hopes to me^ musicians and Univer?^ 
sity music students with similar interests'to organize anensem-
fcle. . r .' ,i -
When Frederic Chopin was asked which'of all instruments 
was his favorite, he replied, "There's no instrument in the 
world sweeter than a guitar, save 
approaches of a Connecticut Yankee's technical finesseahd atfjft 
Austin native's proclivity for emotional expression can be'en-lS 
joyed by those Austinites who discover Tom Cloutier and Ben 
By HERB HOLLAND -
Texan Staff Writer ' 
"I don't know what they 
played," a stupefied fan said 
after*the Mothei-sof Invention 
left the stage. "But whatever 
it was, it sure was good." 
^ Frank Zappa and his 
Mothers of Invention were 
• back in Austin Monday night 
in City Coliseum, leaving the 
crowd totally confused and 
thoroughly satisiied ... the 
Zappa trademark, 
"SIT DOWN, folks," Zappa 
said, "we're gonna be here a 
while, playing some real new 
music ... and some real old 
music." 
The • Mothers began with 
some real new music ... 
something Zappa called "Is 
There Anything Good Inside 
You ...If There Is, We'll Eat 
^ability to knead thdir grains;, 
with intricate instrumental 
solos and, of course, Zappa's 
masterful guitar work, which' 
gets better with -e^ch show. 
.'/• Then; came the "real .old 
music": a medley of three 
favorites from the past — 
"Pygmy Twilight," "The 
Idiot Bastard Son" and "Inca 
Roads.'*. And somewhere in 
there, "Dog Breath", was in­
serted, even though Zappa. 
himself is probably the only 
person that knows just where. 
THE CROWD wide-eyed 
and increasingly rowdy, 
began hopping around at that 
point of the show and Zappa 
responded with a ' 'group par­
ticipation" number. t "• 
"This is a pedestrian beat," 
•he said to the crowd as the 
/Mothers played a straight 
It Later." t four-four. "It's definitely 
It was at that point that the "something you can't dance to. 
audience sensed Zappa's total "But listen to George 
Dukes,'.on the keyboards. He's 
gonna sing for you and when 
he does, follow along and do 
the Be-Bop Tango," Zappa 
said. 1 
FROM .THAT point on, Zap­
pa's <§how was an in­
describable blur of strange 
movements, stranger colors 
and even stranger music, in­
cluding a bluesy Sugar Cane 
Harris tune in which Zappa's 
burly bodyguard sang leid. 
Since the Mothers first 
appeared in 1964, about 50 
different musicians have 
shared the stage with Zappa, 
which might suggest either 
he, or his music, is hard to get 
; alongwith. 
The Mothers finally seem to 
have found the; right combina­
tion of instruments and 
musicians as they controlled 
the audience's mood and^ac-
tions throughout the eveniiig 
ordeal. t ^ 
When theshk*ende«^ zap-
pa and the Mothers kept with 
their policy of exhausting the 
crowd ^mentally, emotionally 
and physically. It took a 10-
minute screaming ovation to 
bring them back for their en­
core .;. "Montana," the onlv 
cut they performed from 
^Over-nite Sensation." 
S -Those fans who still had 
strength left, rose to enjoy 
Zappa's final offering. Those 
who djdn't listened sitting 
dQwn^^&r?^ lC-' -.4-
Many , still lay unconscious 
on the hard Coliseum floor. 
(Cdttcr't NoM: Oonlon and Dawn Sphwy, 
who pt«pui»d Ihh column, an local aUHtegm 
•pociolliinfl in natal chaiM, ponanal inlor-
viowi, analylh, and astrology dauoi.) 
AMES: You are able to communicate your . 
desires and goals to your environ­
ment and friends now. 
TAURUS: A restless feeling due to self* 
. imposed limitations gives way to a 
quiet, harmonious calm. 
GCMINIi Your mind is at rest after all the 
intellectual pressure. Something has 
been accomplished. 
CANCER:. An unknown limitation' may 
cause your attention to focus, and 
some karma can be absolved. 
• UOt Something extraordinary has tome 
about through the unification of your 
life alms and limitations. • r 
VIRGO: Through right communication, 
your profession or business har­
monizes and your relations with co­
workers Improve. 
tlBRA: A pleasure involving skill 
enhances your life experiences and' 
creates a new personal philosophy. 
SCORPIO: Attention should be paid to the 
need of a creative home situation for 
' personal rejuvenation. 
SAGITTARIUS: your skills'and techniques 
could be amplified by some formal 
education,and maturity gained. 
CAPRICORN* • You sense an opportunity to 
improve your financial standing by 
using caution regarding your health. 
AQUARIUS: - Your general initiative is 
, enhanced by the experience of a 
stimulating love affair. Pay atten-
, ."Hon. 
tHCIS. A need to reason regarding the 
. unknown will help you to understand 
* ^better. 
f l i  T  A ' A  ' '  »  m V .  *  TA STATION 
NOW HAS^mi 
• •  .v..', • -. M** 
15' BEER 
EVERY WEEKDAY 3-5 
Plus pool, Tornado foosball, and pinball. 
,• 1905 i. RIVERSIDE DR. 










Eddie Kendricks —"Mr. 
Temptations"—will be at 
* Austin Municipal 
—Auditorium Thursday. 
March 7, ht 8 p.m. 
He'll sing his current 
; hit "Keep on 

















1423 W Ben White Blvd. - 442 2333 
OPEN 5^5 $1,Q0 H1 4 p.«Si 
FEATURES 4:00-7:50-9:40 
• 
Texas Union: Arts and Theatre Committee 
MGM Musicals Series 
MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS 
Starring: Judy Garland, Margaret O'Brien, Mary Astor, June 
Tonight - Lockkart 
• 7 and 9:15 
p.m. -
$1.00 UT Students, 
Staff 
Produced by Arthur Freed 
Directed by Vincente Minelli 
SOUTH SIDE 
7IOE B«n Whi t  
444.  2296 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7M 
A 
SHOW STARTS DUSK, 
•AH 
COLUMBIA flCTURES PrmnU A METROMEDIA PWDIICERS lip 
PLUS CO-FEATURE 
h MO/iF Ml ISIPAI I 
SNOWTOWN WEST - SOWTNSIDE SOUTH 
HELL, UPSIDE DOWN 
WHO Will SURVIVE-IN ONI OF THE : 
GREATEST ESCAPE ADVENTURES EVER! 
- w CS 
* ^ riiti 











THE GRANDE BOUFfE" 
"An outrageous, inventive, funny, 
t excessive film. No one can claim 
to have seen anything like it before." ! 
One oOJjyiJUQstMarian Brando's 
fascinating and funny butter scene in 'Last % 
films of recent months ̂ Tango in Paris' seem like 
a tour de force in its -̂ an act of spartan self-
explorations of lusts : -̂ denial/'~Rex Reed, ?& 
and greed unbridled 
and sensualities 2- ] 
rampant/' -Judith Crist, \ 
r i New York Magazine: 
'A liberatingly funny pitch-black scomedy^A chillirlig/1 
hilarious dirty movie that,  t ickles us with memories r j  
of Fellini and Resnais and Buriuel, of Antonioni and ''! 
Bergman/'-Foster Hirsch, in the New-York Times 
/ 
Syndicated Columnist 












EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE SHOWCASE 3222 
5:30-7:30>9:30 
Redue«d Prlc«« 
Til 6 P.M. 
Ihru-Sat 
FEATURES 1:30-3: 
$1.00 til • - • ri il 6 p.m. 
1C ACADEMY AWABD WDHINATIDNS 
' U including BEST PICTURE/BEST ACTRESS/BEST SCREENPLAY 
SHOWN AT I^MaS-llhOO 





iiiMiiiiTTm iftR nr fim mnr 
r 
Ajoteph ErUvinc^BriR Productions 




















COMING! FRI.^SAT ONLY 
l .gv.—--
Funnier and Hornier ! 
BIO DOUBLE FEATURE $1.00 t(l 6 p.m. 
SHOWN AT 
! 
-•nKeoawawMnMij fiol Gw»/UQu s 
UjlgMfl | Kelly 
Albert i Barnes 
FRANKOVICH 
PRODUCTION 
 ̂ 6 ACADIMY AWARI) NOMINATIONS 
STREISAND p l̂iLD OVIM a REDPORD W $i.qo t» 4 p., 





«n Color' PnMibyMavaWi 
»•»*» • »  » »  
A collection of prize-winning and 
specially selected films presented 
at the Second Annual New York 















The Official Judges included: 
A1 Goldstein, Xaveria Hollander, Holly Woodlawn, 
juad Terry Southern. Executive Director of 
•r'T^j the Festival: Ken Gaul. 
. A film you woii't see oil television for a long, long time. 
RaiedX. Under 17 not admitted. 
ennis Hopper 
In count ROM 
•  » » » » » » » »  
SAUVA FILMS -
•AY 
EJEFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS 
OHMAHJW-THE-MOON 
The Paul NMnnan Production of th* t97 f 
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THE EDMLVJTE35:AMs CJASsiFjEor&as 
PHONE^411-5S44 MOM" THRU FRI QO •• SsOO 
ip 
f 
, CLASSiF t ^p^g^ERTI SI NG , 
15 word minimum -
Each word one time * -10 
Each word 2-4 timet 1 .09 
Each word 5-9 times «... * .07 
Each word 10 or more timet * .06 
Student rate each time ........,4 .75 
Classified Display 
.1 col. < one inch one time..,.; *2.96 
i col. x one inch 2-9 timet ...i S2.U 
_ l cot.-*. one-inchJOot moff-timet— 
:'. OIADUM SCH80UU "••••• 
Mtmy fuan Mkw ......... 2.00 p.m: 
Tuoday TtxOfl M«4Mav .10:00 OM. 
Md*r Twan Thundty 10:00 o.m. 
"tn Mm mm «f xtm m»*» 
MheiiiMMiitt inwwltott MNOI must he 
wilyOWlmwihI ifisorttooi* 
HfwlmMH iMd b* mm 
fMD 30 day* «rfl«f pwUkatiw.' 
fMMAlMt llf 
i.Ai claim i tor 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
IS word minimum each day .1 .76 
each additional word each day 4 .05 
. I col x one inch each day .... $2.37 
"Unclasslfieds" I line 3 days Si .00 
(Prepaid, No Refunds) 
Students must^show Auditor's 
receipt and pay In advance in TSP 
Btdg. 3.200 ( 25th 8. Whitis) from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Frida/ 
PP lV'.--Vv\ 
FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. UNF. APARTS. 
'61 MALIBU CHEVELLE *250 Or best 
offer. 2 door, v-C automatic, PS, Pfc 
Jean 444-4005 




fNORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
> Highland Mali, 8> Capital Plata, targe 1 





-j«ti omingwater Company 
1105 Clayton 
4162. Barry 
'''"'Efficiency, i/ % jM. 476-7M9. 
3? EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. $129.50 
ssjnciudej ihag, complete. JUtctien,.:. 
"CA/CH. Small community. 4204 
V',v C. ii- Speedway. 452-0986, 472-4162. Barry 




Vour time is valuable 








Offer the solution 
FOR SALE 
WE AftE THE GUITAR'S FRIEND, a 
mail order guide to acoustic Instruments 
accessories.-We carry guitars as Mar­
tin, Guild, Gibson, Ovation, Vamaha; 
Hahner harps, dulcimers, recorder's, 
.'banjos, books, and more - ami discount 
a ;25%. Our catalogue will be sent out free 
'upon request. Guitar's Friend, 1240 
; Brogan, Stourbridge, Michigan. 49285. ' , 
f 
-S STEREO CENTER 
. HAS THE BEST 
S?v ' i 
iff- STEREO DEAL FOR 
*7,J'!YOu3rr~~ 
203 East 19th 476-6733 
ESTRADA 
APTS. 
Has vacancies, 1 and 2 
bedroom 




33rd & Speedway 
Walk-UT or Shuttle at door. 




. elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms alto available. 
ShoreT centra 
^provides easy access to u.T. } " 
, ?C6me b/and sep our new efficiency^nd 
' * I bedroom apartments on the banks of 
* Town Lake; Complete with shag 
"i carpeting, accent wall, modern fur* 
- mture. plus an individual deck overlook-
• mg the water. . 
7 From S145 - all bills paid : 




- 1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
- > CA/CH, carpeting 
Large waik-in closets 
Oriental furnishings - -
Study room 
^P^aceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
- ~ 472-2147, 472-4162 
. .Barry Gillingwater Company 
SEMESTER LEASE:. Large new t V2 
bedroomt with shag, icemaker, 
tOi dubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
ABP. 2602 Whelest Lane. 92M202, 472-
BarryGlllingwatetCompeny, 
luxury .living. Beautiful studio 
li ned for 3-5 mature students, 
emporary decor. Walk-ins, n d
TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
TOP CASH PRICES peid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 40I8N, 
Lamar, 4S4-6877. 
; YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED in­
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
- etc. Custom built. 20% discount on ait: 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
WE RENT CAMERAS, lenses, strobes, 
tripods, prelectors. Polaroids, et cetera. 
Rental Department, Capitol Camera 476-
3581. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
. acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts oh 
"strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio, 476-8421. Tuev-
Sat. 10-6. - : ; , 
IRISH SETTER, registered. $85 for 
female, slOOfor male. Call 442-1090 after 
: five and weekends.. 
1959 HILLMAN MINX. 454-1779. 4:00-
6:00 weekends, will discuss price. 
GARDEN ORGANICALLY. Bulk) your 
Dome House with Solar Heating and 
" Wind .Generator. 5.1 acres Easf 476-
2134; 472-6466. 
1970 HD SPORTSTER XLCH, chopped/ 
lots of chrome, must sell make offer. 453-
5203. i 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Must sell to repay loan. Penny, 442-07(2. 
TC-580 SONY Reel to Reel In perfect con-
dition. $400. 442-4795. 
1967 MUSTANG. Good body, tlx 
cylinder, automatic transmission. $375. ' 
Call 478-9747 after 6:30. Dave. 
20 MPG DATSUN Wagon, automatic, 
air, excellent for travel, children, good 
condition, newly Inspected. 478 6880. 
12x60 FURNISHED WINSTON mobile 
home. Excellent condition, new carpet, 
CA/CH, awning, and skirting. Don, 475-
4241 or 471-4221 after 5. " ' 
SHEPHERD PUPPIES seven weeks 
- old. $10. Evenings aitd weekends. 926-. 
3557. 6908 Tuiane Drive. 
1971 VW SUPER. Beige exterior, 
black/brown interior. Great shape. All 
service records. $1700.454-8162 days. 451-
1510 nights. 
LIVING ROOM FURNITURE, including 
sofa sleeper, reciiner, and misc., good 
condition, $85; baby bed, high chair, 
stroller, rocking chair, table, and chair 
$55; twin bed S25. (after 6 p.m.) 441-1184. 
ing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
WEST AUSTIN Brand New 
Efficiency. 5 minutes to down­
town and shuttle bus to UT. 
Call today for your choice of 
color schemes. 
472-0558, 4728278, 4766707 - unit 
7551 
$129.50 
All Bills Paid 




476-6707, unit 7551. 
TWO BLOCKS UT 
One large bedroom 
apartments. CA/CH, 
carpeted, cable, dishwasher, 
covered parking, laundry. 
ABP S142.50 
477-8146 2101 Rio Grande 
LE MARQUE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
$115, one bedroom $130. two bedrooms 
$170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. r 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 452-8006 
Central Properties Inc. ji• 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus' electricity. 807 West 
Lvnn. Barry GllllrtgwaterCompany. 477- , 
7794, 472-4162. 
$115 SECLUOED one bedroom fur-
nished. AC, close to campus and shuffle 
bus, small quiet apartments. Water, gas, . 
cable TV paid. 609 East 45th, NO. Hi: 452-
11435 or 451-6533. Central Properties Inc. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur­
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
atter 4:00. 
NEAR HIGHLAND MALL. One and two . 
bedrooms, CA/CH, appliances, laundry; 
pool. From $119.50. 453-7034, 454-5238. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield Shuttle. $139 ABP. 12VV West 8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, 472-4162 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus.' Shuttle. Summer rates. 477"; 
5282. . 
WALK TO CAMPUS; huge-efficiencies 
$125 plus electric, ca/ch, adequate park­
ing, nicely furnished. Barranca Square, 
910 West 26th. 4514533. Central Proper­
ties Inc. 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on shut-
He. Two locations, two designs. 38th and 
Speedway area. Convenient to downtown 
and city bus. From S119-S124 plus elecv 




Effidenclesrstudios; Is 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect ^" Hke laundries* 
saunas, exercjse rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
tbe Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
ball courts, too. Cofne 
ww!" From 1145 •' 
, 444-1846 
4® 2101 Burton Dr. 
wtk (off East Riverside) 
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS on seclud­
ed Lake Austin inlet, 2 bedroom. Pets ok. 




^ flight'weekend iobi, with very little/no 
public contact. Must be 21, have 
transportation, no police record, be' 
- dependable. Apply In person M-Th, 6pm-
10pm. 603 West 13th. James Kent ft 
'.r—AssocUtes '̂.Security. .Ser-vices- & 
Investigations. ' , 
SERVICES 
Z mpany. 
APARTMENT FINDERS Service 
4162. 
472• 
WALK TO CAMPUS J^^GEjvPAJTM^^ave one 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money. Come live with us. For the 
next three.weeks only get your $100 gift. 
Young manager and tenants: Club room, 
volley ball court, private parties, shag 
carpet, one and two bedrooms, flats and 
townhouses, Shuttle bus. 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. V 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from $125. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394 Central Properties inc. 451-6533 
ELEVEN POOLS 
, = _ EFF., 1 and 2 • 
BEDROOMS 
FROM SJ32 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five-
architectural styles* choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all bullt-ins, available unfur­
nished for S120 all bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
bedroom apartments near campus on 
shuttle with independent AC. $136.50. 
2812 Rio Grande. 477-2977. 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag, full kitchen, 
small community living. $145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
.472-4162, 454-8576. 
& 1 •• • 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near campus ang 
shuttl̂ cenvMiiqa|to downtown. New 
furniture, poohsWf West 38th. Barry . 
Gillingwater Company. 472-4162, 454-
8576. •; 
AVAILABLE NOW at summer rates 
new efficiencies. 301 West 38th. Sequoia 
Apts. 442-2791. 
RENT THESE excellent dormitory-style 
rooms with all utilities paid. Furnished. 
S55/month. Carpeted, -air-conditiOned, 
auto parking available.. Contact 
manager at 33^£ed.fi(ver«r.ptone 4Z6-
" " - • 
TARRYTOWN. ONE BEDROOM. 
Mature single; due to special cir-
-cumstances. All bills paid, Only $125. 
459-7950. .. 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - S155.00. 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 
EastSt. Johns (by Reagan High School) 




THE TEXAS UNION 
COPY CENTER k 








./ Xerox or I BAA 
4c COPIES 






42 Dobie Mall* 476-9171 
Free Parking 
75 hours a week 
FULL TIME START $2.00. 
. Ilf" 
forth. Opportunity to super­
vise, $200 bonus to- qualified." 
Long horn Lawn Service. 454-
.4940. tvr-'.y-: • 
; LAKE WAY . 
INN ; i£ 
has immediate openings for 
housekeeping personal, 
waiters/waitresses, bus help, 
clerical help, and bartenders. 
Call 261-6600 
Holiday IRouse No. T 
Part-time production worker needed to 
work nights. Must b* able to work some 
UNCLASSIFIED 
Three afghan male pups. 136-412$. v 
Waiited : • good canoe. 92M43* T~ 
'71 Plntg. AT, air. $1795. 477-33U. 
Stereo wholesale! All brands.. 441-4110 
Marantz, Pioneer 25% offt 441-4110 
Wetsuit Wom.md, Ik. new $40.441-5086^. 
Greco-12 string $125. 47*4622. : ^ 
W BW Admiral TV $40 477-0848. 
-7OT«y«tar$9O0,^5342ttTrtter-7~— 
CarpooJ to Ft. Hood. 459-9410. ^7 
Waterbed wanted. Must-see. 836-5181.-
Sublet large efficiency. 459-8364. > 
Free cats/ kittens. Call 5 p.m. 477-2837. 
1973 Honda CB450. $1200 new. 447-3490. 
Mental Patients Liberation 474-4172. 
House plants save money, 474-1100 ' 
Garrard turntable 5100, $20,153-3118. t 
TYPING 
tW  ̂
North of 27th 
Guadalupe 
• Sĵ |\ 
M.B.A. 
Typing, Multilfthirig, Binding f;" 
"Vthe Complete Professional 
j! ; FULL-TIME Typing 
- "' jService' ' -
— withtjrwithoofijtcttrresr" 
2 Day Service :• - , 
472-3210. and 472-7677 
i . 2707 Hemphill. Park— 
TYPING II 
A Responsive Typlng Service 
ROOMS 
ROOMS - HEMPHILL PARK aree,. 
seml-prlvate bath, kitchen privileges, 











FEMALE THREE BEDROOMS fur-
. nished,.yard, own room, pets welcomed, 
Prosrj'Ti. APP'V at 1003 Barton Spring^ cklyton' ,W 0D "6nu\ 452"uw- "°%-
Rd. between 5-) p.m. dally. vwyton. 
weekends. Excellent position for college 
students, due 1o our scholSrjhTp SHuttie: iSO^O "6111*." 
m 
COPY SHOP II ^ 
RBC/Bond Paper Super 
Copies ,, 
T R AIN NOW for you r 
SUMMER JOB, Young men, 
women who are willing to 
learn and work during your off 
hours. This could be the start 
of something good. Excellent 
training and top money could' 
lead you to the kind of full-
time job during the summer 
where you could afford to stay 
in Austin and still save next' 
yearns—toftionr—Oestre-nritr-
overcome all obstacles. So call 
454-4841 for an appointment 
with Mr. Patton. 
CHUCK CARPENTER Associates is 
now taking applications for part time 
and full time employers. Salaries range 
from $400-$800/month. 476-7757. 
AUSTIN PEOPLE TODAY Magazine 
needs part-time subscription Sales per­
sons. Earning potential is great. Name 
your own hours. No hard sell.' Call Betty 
Moore. 474-6021. 
• • . ; . Sj 
PAINTERS or experienced.helpers, call;; 
anytime. Leave name and number or 
after 6 p.m. 477-4104. 
PART TIME COOK for day care center^ . 
453 1657, 478-1959. 
TUTORING 
MATH TUTORING that you can unders­
tand. 476-0757. 
FRESHMAN CHEMISTRY and Biology 







n 0B WANTED! 
MOVING? My pickup makes the going 
easier.' One truckload: $12. Two loads: 
"S20. 258-1891. 
A TYPING SERVICE 














Save Time -Save Money 
.Next to Gourmet on the Drag 
Kalograph 
Ti n
PART TIME WORK. $300/per month. 
Call 452-2758. -
APPUICATTONS are now being 
accepted for fail resident assistant 
positions at Dobie Center. Pick up 
applications from 9:00 a.m.-lO:QO p.m. at 
thejfAain Desk in Dobie. ' 
TWO EVENINGS and Saturday will get^ 
you $70/week. 7524 North Lamar, No. 
207. 1 or 4 or 7 p.m. sharp/today. • 
BOBBYE DELAFVELD, IBM Selectrlc, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books,' 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your University work. Fast, accurate, 








2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town,***" 
474-5550 
Going fast! 
$124 bUls paid 
477-3651 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Dr. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North. Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle 
end Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses, extra large. Two bedroom 
flats; one and .two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, pool, maid service it desired, 
washateria in complex. See owners, Apt. 
113 pr call 451-4848. 
MARANTZ 2270 - $449. Dual 1229, Shure 
M91EO - $210. Marantz Imp. 7's -
$260/pr. All new, in-carton! 44.1-4110, 
after 7. 
14x60 MOBILE HOME. Two bedroom, 
many extras, like new, unfurnished 
S6650, furnished $7000. 385-3352 after 1 
—B-m x 
MARANTZ 2230. $400 receiver plus $25 
walnut case. Nine months old. in 
warranty. $250. 478-299$. 
BOXER PUPPIES. Handsome, spunky, 
lovable companions. AKC, quality line-
bred. Impressive pedigree. Healthy, 
*tert:-stwt$r267-!33fc 
HP-80 BUSINESS/LEGAL 
calculator. BesLoffer over 1300. 8 
after 6.. ^ 
1966 BUICK SKYLARK, good running 
condition. Automatic transmission, air, 
$350. Call Gary at 474-2819. 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E. Woodward Office 107 
444 7555 
1, 2, or 3 bedrooms 
•unfurnished or furnished 
From $140 - $265 
to UT, miautes to Bjfc.F.B.^steps from-
IRS. on bus line. BILLS PAID, Free 
channel TV. 
FACULTY 
Large 3 bedroom duplex town house in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
yard, large wtalk-ins. 64I3B Auburn. 926-





Apartment living vs block from Campus 
individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River • 476-5631 
A Paraqon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW . 
I've Got a Secret Apartments 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. Ktrtock to shuttle. $149.50 





NORTHWEST. Close in. Ideal location, 
adiacent shopping, all conveniences, 
and facilities. $129. Recorded- descrip­
tion,472-8682. 
$80 EFFICIENCY APARTMENT 
Enfield-Baylor. Pool. Sao Paulo Apts. 
One biock from shuttle, 15th, Pease 
Park, Tavern. 476-4999, 476-5072. 
NEED TO SUBLEASE Immediately one. 
bedroom apartment on West 32nd $155 
all bills paid. 476-0461. 
'•2 MONTH RENT FREE. Large fur-
nished one bedroom. CA/CH, cable. 452-
3076, 258-1832. : 
2 BEDROOM STUDIO apartment. Han-
cock,. shuttle, no lease. Pets, children. 
4708 Depew. 5175/month. 476-8575, 478-
0502, 476-6749: _ 1 
AVAILABLE NOWrLarge one bedroom, 
CA/CH, -dishwasher, -disposal, new 
carpet. $140 plus electricity. The Con­
quistador. 2101 San Gabriel. 472-7746 for 
information. 
NOB HILL APARTMENTSO-2 bedroom 
furnished, pool, dishwasher, disposal, 
bills paid, laundry, VaUlock to 1C shuttld. 
2520 Longview. 477-8741. 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY. Furnished 
one bedroom apartment on shuttle, 
includes CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, 
- shag carpeting; cable, $125. 4105 
Speedway, Apt. 202. 451-2832, 345-4555. 
FREE RIBBON 
With any typewriter or \ 
adding machine repair. 
Reasonable rates. „ 
Sales, Service, Rentals. 
MasterCharge BankAmericard 
Call 474-2566 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. 
Free pick-up and delivery. 
VW PARTS AND SERVICE 
Quality work at reasonable prices. Tune-
. up Sl0i50 plus parts..; Free diagnosis. 
Estimates and compression checks. 
Please try us I (We have, moved to 1003 
Saue Brush). For Information call 836-
3171. Overseas Engine and Supply. 
Thanks! 
FAST... 
tomorrow morning from sunriie -to 
sunset. It's the Fast of Esther. 
...THEN FEAST 
Learn the laws of Purlm (come by~311 E. 
3lst. No. 206) and celebrate Purlm, 
, Same place at!7:10 Thursday.. 
PROBLEM 
PREGNANCY 
Austin Maternity Counseling Service 
offers residential and non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251. 
We have been in this business 
W*BYL SMAtLWOOD Typing i last 
minute • overnight available, Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
.MasterCharige. BankAmericard.' 892-
0727 or 442-8545. ; 
COWBOYS AND HANDS WANTED for FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex-
New York camp. Wrangler-counselors. perlehced, law theses, dissertations. 
«pply^n°w:-Hlgh-<:haparralRanch,Rt.-^f-^nlJjCrrptS7 453«»0.T-~r—"^ 
... ,u' , , —" "EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 36-26-36. WE'RE calling the play for an 
attractive person to serve Austin's finest 
beer -customers. Don't punt - A 
touchdown is yours - at The Draught 
House. 4112 Medical Pkway. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SKYDIVE! 
Austin Parachute Center 
For information Please call 
272-5711 anytime 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zunl Indian 
lewelry; African and Mexican Imports'. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814., Closed 
Mondays. 
THE PRIMAL PROCESS: Contact: The 
Feeling Training Center, P.O. Box 303, 
Wimberley, Texas 78676. 512-847-2410 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles ahd sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and underoraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenlg 
Lane. 459-7205. 
TYPEWRITE SERVICE, efficient typ-
Ing at reasonable rates. 926-3254. 
THESES, DISSERTATIONS, PRS 
: typed. Experienced typists. Book yours 
nowl Call 476-9312 or 472.5928 after 5. 
M AND J. TYPING of theses, resumes, 
dissertations, duplication, binding: open 
everyday. 442-7008. Not at old address.. 
Please ca|l before coming. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
65 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing. Reports, theses, -dissertations, 
resumes. Copy service available. 453-
7577. 
—theses and dissertations 
—law briefs 
—term papers and reports ; 
; Prompt, Professional 
Service 
453-7577 
Pick-up Service Available 
Reports, Resumes 
Tneses, Letters 
All University and 
business work 
Last Minute Service 
Open 9-9 Mon-Th 8, 9-5 
iERVICE FrlSM 
472-8936 30A Dobie Center 
A to.Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
. 1 0 9  E a s t  1 0 t h  S t .  
... -. . 472*0149 . ' 
Theses, Dissertations; themes, 
P. R.'s, BC-Reports, resumes ' 
Multilithlng, Binding ; i 
Everything From A to Z 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
-dissertations/- PR'sr-etc. Printing ;and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. K 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist; 




producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members in every 
lield for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses; and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon rib­
bon typewriter. All work proofread. 478-
0762. 
Just North of 27th 
Guadalupe & 
LEARN TO PLAY GUtTAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew\Thomason. 478-
2079. 
SELF-ACTUALIZING process. Call 
Human Dynamics .Institute. 452-8705. ; -
EMBROIDERY, advanced guitar, 
mosaic, knitting, sailing, crochet, |azz 
improvisation classes (plus othersk-
Register Union 342. v 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional 
7". 444-0816 
Typing (507page), Printing 
and Binding - -
wedotype 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! , ;~ 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park - * 
• I Brack Campus 
• Maid Service Free Parkfifo I6f; 
-paneled^ balconies^ shag 
aulo Apts.y one block from 




' 4999/ 476-5072. 
I H H M , t . l l g 1  r 11 ri iki A D DTr 
ru i \N .  A rAr i l j .  
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
area, kitchenette. Private 
looms Available. 
ONE BEDROOM. 3 blocks North from 
UT. Gas, water, S155. After 6:00. 478-
1194. 
;NCY, SISl/month, iust com- jr 
pleted. 3rd floor balcony overlooking • 
cr^k an«t wood* P1«B mlniiHn IIT UlI^ 
-FEAAALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: One 
bedroom luxury apartment on Town 
Lake, *82.50, ABP. NR shuttle. 447-3797 
after 5. -
FEMALE NEEDS ROOMMATE share 2 
bedroom apartment. Kitty, 452-8192, ext. 
207, 8-5 p.m., 478-2919 after 6:00. _ 
OLDER MATURE FEMALE roommate 
to share comfortable house, $60. Split 
-b»U.459-6798.-NorthwestAustln. 
1908 University Ave. 
478-2185 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, with 
side railings. Just, arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
MARANTZ 2270 receiver with case, 
perfect condition - under warranty -1475 
or best offer. 441-8180 before noon, after, 
seven. 
1970 DODGE POLAR A - excellent condi-
tlon- new radial tires • AC. PS, PB. Must 
sacrifice; S875. 451-4229. 
35 MPGI '65 Opel wagon, refrigerator 
while economy box. Needs some engine 
_ «*fk. *300. 476-2903. 
1970 HONOA 3505L. Recent overhaul, 
tuheup. 50 mpg. *650. 477-2191. 
GIB&OM 5 string, long neck ban|o, wltt> 
hard case. *145. Doug. 836-1614, day. 345-
S3HRiight». 
t«WeO¥* M>*pe«d blkr <72-S220:1107 ' 
Juniper. 
: 33 CHEVY! 1 owner, runs well, good 
feondition, Thurs. or Friday afternoon, 
«M«ke<MiS. 454-5410. 
Live in Wooded Seclusion , , S 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con­
venient central location. 
1 Bedroom 
S145 unfurnished *160 furnished 
2 Bedroom ' 
SI78 unfurnished *198 furnished 
— All Bills Paw — 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms furn. or unfurn. only 3 
min. from downtown. 5 min. from UT. 
Large walk-ins, extra storage, private 
balconies, lots of glass. From *179 plus 
E- OAK KNOLL. 620 South 1st (use 
Timber creek entrance). 444-1269. 472-
4167. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED one 
bedroom. Pool, cable, shuttle, city, 
buses. *130. West 6th Street area. 476-
8835. 
NOW LEASING new efficiency apart­
ment, One semester or longer. 
(135/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; 477-4118. 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201. 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam ceil-
ing, shag carpet throughout, all built-in 
kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool. 
600 South First St. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag • paneling 
444-0687 giant waTk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
....„ 444-8118 472-4162 
•BarryGiinngwaterCompffly 
HIGHLAND MALL 
- AREA ON ' 
SHUTTLE 
1212inor . 
^ - wlm iarge wetk^ns? beairtiful landscape" 
'447*3312 bedroom, pool* .1 bilhi, Convjfjlint to in,iio ^ w campus and Highland Mall. Available 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater Com-
THUNDERBlRO 1965 for sale. 19ft Ji®?' ,uriV5SU,VS.i?i? 
e l̂ne. compleiegower. ^w>dcondition. T! 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. *134.50 
-bltt*-T>aid. 452-5533, 451-6533: Centra) 
Properties Inc. 
: ccctncMrict—mt-pu., 
Pool, AC carpet, paneling, no pets. Hun­
tington Ville. 46th and Ave. A. 4544903. 
We specialUe in resumes, 
.letterheads and envelopes. 
Check Our Low Rates 
2200 Guadalupe 
Just-Across The: Street 
PERSONAL COUNSELOR,  a l l  
problems. International authority et 
garapsycho logy  and  ESP f rom wltzerland. Confidential appointment, 
258-5316. r 
SOIL CONDITIONED and tilled for spr-
ing planting. 474-1088 for estimate and 
appointment. 
handbills, ~ MALE, 3 BEDROOM house, S80/month, 
utilities paid. North .of Airport. Phone 
text 
DON'T SWEAT IT 
We Can Help You Find The 
Right Apartment. Where you wanf it, 
and at the right price! Our service 
is free, we're waiting for your call. 
453-7322 ( . 35), 926-8001. 
-MALE GRAOUATE student needs quiet 
non-smoker privacy, *62,50/month. 1212 
Baylor <477-9043. 
UT AREA, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, CA/CH, 
walk-In closets, laundry, pool, utilities, 
reasonable. 477-2608. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED, own room 
*42.50, close to campus. Call Sally or 
Nick, 472-6029. Alphonso cell. 
M y r t l e  — W i  1 1  i a m s  — a n , d  
Associates 
SHARE NICE THREE bedroom home. 
TENNIS RACKET strinoln North off Rundberg Lane. Vantage own room 




. WEST- „ 
'1 Br. Furn. *145 
.. ............. 2 Br. "Furn. *190 
- Dishwasher -Shag Carpet 
Central Air * Heat 
1403 Norwalk . 




m Ml bills pal 
454-9475. 
2 BEDROOM furnished 
Good location, near cam-
center, and shuttle bus. 
or more Information, call 
ECONOMY MOVING. Conscientious 
Servloes at the lowest rata 
anytlnji*. 3854509. 
VACANCY (obviously) ARK Co-Op. 
, good food. Friendly, Slfc 
•ouble. 2000 Pearl, 5 block* 
c,M-M Pool, llbrar 
^camptrt. 
" "9W 
LOST & FOUND TRAVEL 
—' • BAN JO. 
' leave note. 
rfJW-oHerw 1300. 478-3 
•??n VEGA. 2 dr„ 3 spd^ AM/PM.fadl« 
Zfh. 454-5055 atter 7 p.m. *2230. 
iDQAL nilbase,1 dust cover. Sfeur*-
.V15 Type M with new Stylus.-Perfect 
_ ĵwMnian. SMS. «M01. . 
«« FORO FiffRiANe. Automatlc. *ir, 
^--ĵ Mnall V-8, alt new brakes, master 
STEPS TO UT. I t 2 bedroom efficien­
cies-. Nice pool: aree. Study room, orieiH: 
' ialfurnlsWnos.FromlU9AaP.4M East 
JUL. 472-2147, 472 4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
QUilT ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom t 
With built-ins. vaulted ceilings. Smalt • 
community living. fti9.5o ptu* etetfrict,"' ~ Convenient 






NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce de Leon III, ... . 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two *10 REWARp - LENS. SOKhm camera 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. l*n* lost Feb, 24. On Town Lake. Please 
- Most outstanding apartments In the un- bring to- 1201 Town Creak, No. 237 
4verslty areaf Call Rod Wetiel at 472- ICIofslere), or " 
•941 or 472-8253. 
*149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. I bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
,4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 451-
itrai Properties Inc.--— 
rnished, .. l#dro°^* 
"|'"P 
BLOCKStrpm Law SctlbcH; 2 btocSL 
ittte tw. One bedroofTr-yiM: AC.-
pjH7 oisowasner, disposal, walk-in 
closets, ttnd and Interregfonat. 472-1995, : 
.. ENTS,' also .one and two ' 
;n»se, to campus. .Fully . 
. Black and whltecat named Jenrv-
son. Black mustache.. 45th and Airport, 
451-49*5, ReWOrd • 
. j'.-rQ'.'.'-v''-.-
- LOST LARGE BLACK/Brown 
; 5heph»rd-Cotiie;TTil». vary fnondiif; 
Answers to Bru|o. REWARD , 454-9020. 
KNIFE with Mma *n«rav«i. 
-Call 472-9944-evanlngierMfk#. - ' 
, INTERESTED IN 
iNO-FRILLS LOW-COST pc-
JET TRAVEL 
to Europe, the Middle East, the-Far • -
East, Africa, AT practically anywhere? 
EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS can help you 
find the least expensive way for getting 
whereyou want, to go. Phone us toll-free 
_  mhtSswr >•:. .  • - • . ' v : - " 7 ^ "  
SE l̂l-STRAIGHT MALE, travel compin 
nlon. Burope, thraaweeks thl»^ummer.' 
Cost (S00. Call Mtke, 44M177: — . 
UNF. HOUSES 
STOCK REDUCTION SALE . 
^^i.AA8030 Receiver'25 rms Watts per channel. List $299.95. 
SANSUI turntabW, new model SR-2lf. List SV49.95 SCI-1253 3-
way speaker, 12" woofer, 5" mldranger, 3Vi" tweeter, clear 
sound. List $"M9.95 each, Total List Price 5749.95 each. 
IANSUI 771 receiver, 45 rms watts per channel. List $389.95. 
P.U^KJt?dust cover, Shure M91ED cartridge. 
List $201.80. SCI-1253 speakers, List $149.95 each. Total List 
p.rice $891.65 • " 'iV: -'*5 .:--' 
~r STOCK 1?EDUCTrONPFj^iCE-$499,00^ 
HARi^AN KARDON receiver, 22 rms watts per channel. List 
$199.95. DUAL 1214 changer complete. List $201.80. SCl-12ft 
speakers. List $149.^5 each. Totar LTsT Pr!ce $701 65 
STOCK. R E D U GtlON PR I CE $395 00 
-fMONEER XP'300 FM stereft cassette for your car, List $149.%S 
STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $114 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood 
poof, all built-in kitchen. Fro RETAIL ZONING. Urge older home «lnt, plenty of 
fMcGrew. 459-
-near UnlvefiHy;-rFre*h pa 
ĵrktî  »275/month,OeTt'i 
, tmttttK 
rite Box Itt Shuttle ' i block:. I300 AvenueA. 451-6531,454-64zt. cenfrti undamaged. 512^72-1061 
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A new coffee service io the MCAT*DAT will be covered iJrlnUng, life drawing/rand&f!,v v &,C?'WL' 
Student-Faculty-Staff Lounge at 8 p.m. Thursday in Home making ant) glyptics (or<^n»»AR^uT3m wS£?« * " 
on the Union Building second Economics Building 106 
flot 
15; 
w will continue until March I' Dr. Ralph W. CaiW.-Jmestone). 
riamental|^|Hrving In 
Texan Staff Writer 
new system for prisoner 
.rehabilitation was a subject of 
•the testimony heard by Gov. 
;p;Dolph JBriscoe's Interagency 
fiuesoay. 
^ The force, composed of 
co?nmissioners and directors 
of the Texas Departments of 
Welfare; Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation* Health, 
" Education, Rehabilitation and 
the Texas Youth Council, 
weekly hears testimony with 
proving services to youth in 
Texas. 
- SHERIFF JACK Landrum 
of Abilege proposed to the 
; force the buffding of regional 
jails which would 'provide 
facilities offering prisoners 
' vocational education skills 
and allowing them to work 
within'a community on an in-
out basis. 
Landrum said this system 
would be effective for' the 
young offender who often has 
no job skills. 
"Under the present system, 
offenders often sit in the coun­




(Editor's Note: the follow­
ing platform did not run in 
Tuesday 's edition of Tlie Daily 
Texan. In the interest *6f 
fairness, The Texan presents 
it below.) • J ' 
Dean Ornish 
Place 1: Neile Wolfe 
Place 2: Dean Ornish 
1) Seek means to maintain 
the present rebate level. -
2) Establish means of 
generating greater student 
participation in deciding Co-
Op policies and priorities. 
3) Expand Co-Op activities 
into the West Campus 
community; 
4) Participate in Austin, 
community tax. f 
5) Search for equitable 
solutions to current employe-
management problems, 





Aide to City councilman 
Jeff Friedman 
Co-chairman Save the 
University Neighborhood 
(SUN) 
Co-founder Nexus, Housing' 
Cooperative ' 
North American Student 
Cooperative Organization spr­
ing conference coordinator 
Board member Austin 
Neighborhoods Council 
City Council Lobby Com­
mittee 
Dean Ornish: 
Texas Union Ideas and 
Issues Committee 
North American Student 
Cooperative Organization 
member _ . - § 
Represeiitatlver UT "Sociat 
and Behavioral Sciences 
Council " , |
Student representative, 
iRice University Standing 
' Committee on Undergraduate 
Teaching $ 
Middle Earth volunteer S 
4.0UTGPA -
STUDENTS! 
' ' " ' 
professoi' '/ Courses begin Monday and 'viauhtudymmmnoyriirm«*t«t4p. Union dining service -associate 
Aon Mancuso said mathematics education and each class wilt meet three vtb 
iy. v " Dr Julie Bichteler, assistant 
Mancuso said the service, professor of library science, 
Wednesday la tha Cafholte Sti 
tenter to dl*cun,future activity 
All member* are tirged to attend. 
Wednesday'4n Jetfer Center „ 
ax 
$8 to $15 for faculty, staff and ;v't? m *c*mt L#* h«1i 
will he featured speakers at students', slightly more forAW^^r^«^l»m^2;. 
this session, sponsored by the^ers, __ ___ '™iL 
ealth Professions Office,, - Wore information can be ob- „ ,or "* 
nUnion Coursesfitted by calling 47«6ie. . $i n 
Registration for Te*4te,."s .. «««* «>*»«*«wmt,#*e 
wndwlch seminar at noon Wadnaar 
Department, of Corrections. 
Landrum explained the 
regional jail would servte as a 
jails and state penitentiaries 
for short-term offenders. 
Force Chairman Charles 
Purnell said.. the. Dallas 
Sheriff's Department whole-' 
heartedly supported tjie 
regional jail, .. -vj 1 
The task force also heard 
from Claude Hicks, past presi­
dent of the Texas Association 
of Executives of Children's 
Homes,. an association of 
private homes for problem 
children. 
Hicks stressed the need for 
foster homes for abandoned 
children who need the en­
vironment of family life 
rather than the atmosphere of 
an institution. -
"PARENTS ARE mdre 
than willing to take the 
beautiful babies, but no one 
wants to take the deserted 
children and problem 
teenagers," Hicks said.d!: 
He suggested to the forte' 
implementing vocational 
education in junior high 
schools. 
,^'The greatest percentage of 
the drop-out rate occurs 
between j unior and senior 
high school levels. If marginal 
students can become in­
terested in vocational skills 
they might be saved frojn 
dropping out," Hicks, said. • 
which began a week ago at 
faculty and staff request, has 
not been as successful as H i e, 
hoped. He said he would con* 
tinue the experiment until 
March 15 before deciding 
about continuing the service 
for the remainder of the spr-
ijig semester. 
gfftoughnuts and coffee'are 9*. ^d^sandf^ 
- sold for 10 cents each from 9 r^^m.-t^^ pitti. Saturd^. 1.,<«>. 
M.to 10:30 a.m. on weekdays. Courses include jewelry 
Mancuso said all persons us- .construction, lathe operation, 
"*lng the Union Building are in- basic 'film developing and 
Union Spring courses will con- !<^RTtnm$ wuNwrootniJin meat at 7 
tinue through Saturday in the P.m. Wednesday in Farm and Hoiym^ % 
Union Arte and Praftc Pontor Savings, 1400 Lavaca St., to see union atis ana craits i^nier, flls, srMj ,,Ue*tion a physician about 
Room 333, from.noon to 9:30 arthritis. Interested persons can call 
ijit day in the Union Junior Ballroom 
Law Prof. UnoGraglta will speak on T% 
''Realism and ConstHkHlonaf,/ 
RlBhts." ' fcBfe: ... wtum somen.ooumoi «w nu&J-. 
TM BUMS coMwnai win iwve 
sandwich seminar at noon Wedne% '7| 
p.w. Wednesday at 105 w. l«h Sti^X^ day )n Unlpn Building 334. A panef 
W 'k' AMaMl MMflnn All am »#i /•» ' 
Jewelry Lecture 
Texas Union Academic Af­
fairs Committee will hold the 
third lecture in a consumer 
topics series, "Jewelry as an 
Investment," at noon Wednes­
day in Union Building 104. 
D.M. Sheftall, owner of 
Sheftall's Jewelry, will speak. 
His lecture will cover the; 
."1 
SHrff PWa if *Ml aimf 
Barking Up the Wrong Tree 
ssian 
to Energy Crisis: 
Atomic Dirigibles 
By Zodiac News Service 
The Soviet news 'agency 
Novosti reports that Russian 
scientists are designing gigan^' 
tic atomic-powered dirigiblespj^ 
as possible solutions to the 
energy crisis. 
According to the reports. 
tfr- » general meeting. ll woi 
are invited. _ . ... 
«MAMA CHA KRWAMU wilt meet at-7;!®: 
p.m. Wednesday'ln Russell A^Sfein^ 
and "basing of the Swahlll play| 
'-'Klnt«ketlle," NeW members ar« 
discussion on "Laboratory Con-1 * 
dltlons Within the College of Natural«J 
Sciences" will be presented with Or&J 
Hugh Walls, assistant provost, Or.^S 
of botany ^n^l Or. Meivin OaKes, 





University tre« trimmer Raymond Taggart finds that̂  
it taket some pretty difficult maneuvers to get to the 
menacing mistletoe entangled in the branches of a 
large oak tree in font off theUttlefield Heme. 
history of gems and gold-, and' 
he will explain the gold situa- > -one Soviet design calls forth' 
tion with respect to the, construction of an airship witl 
, jewelry business. 
S>f: MCAT Review 
TO PLACE A TEXAt«fg?rS 
" CLASSIFIED AD®M¥fe*f! 
CALL 471 -5244 
CHow to review the Quan-
tative (math) and general in-, 
formation subtests of the-
a payload of 180 tons 
freight. This airship could be 
modified to carry 1,80(1^ 
passengers, and could cruise' ^ 
-jat speeds of 190 miles an hour,' 1 
*" "Novosti saVs. • 
OPEN FOR LUNCH 11:30 
2 for 1 MIXED DRINKS TILL 6:00 
38th and IH 35 452-2306i 
M L .  
Fabric, Mar* 
- - v, IAIC Wc&icnS 
OJfttiali&na itt rHatvaUati'<Fa6ric  ̂
Malt* a Cowboy Shirt, (Or our saamstress 
wMl make it.) Bast selection of cotton 
prints in .town. $.99-$1.99/yd. All calon 
& sizes. Paari snaps. 
Owned & Run by UT Studmt 
21(H) (frtadaiupe 






paid political advertisement 
by Jan Hunter for 
Senate Corttmittaa 
• SHINER BEER NITE •. 
Every Wednesday 6 p.m. - Midnight 
•ifflsBK 






11 A.M, - MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY 
Turt.-Sat. Mar«h 5-March 9 
SILVER CITY SADDLE TRAMPS 
|f>Tue»..Sat. March 12-March 16 
^ BRUSHY CREEK 
Happy Hoor 5-7 ^ !43» 
APARTMENTS 
MASSAGES 
pr." HOT OiL SWEDISH STEAM ROOM 
sit MAGNETIC TOUCH WEIGHT UIFTIfilGt 
,. BODY MA8SA0E FOR GENTLEMEN ' 
Young Lady Mattautat in Complete Prlyacyl 
*1104 KOENIQ LANE 
J - AUSTIN, TEXAS 
XO A.M. to 12 Midnight 






f A T ^ 
Mexican American Culture Committee^ 
i, ' BMpresents 
v . ' v  M o n t o p o l i s T $ 2 ®  
A Narrative Histor 
"  ̂ with Beatrix Gonzalez 




j k» f 
U > ff A 
Haircuts for people 
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m* —fr 
r 409 W. 14th 476-4890 ^ . ̂ 
Melissa, Maey Alma 
^^Austin, Texas 78701 
sr. 
DINE WITH US 
i thick, juicy/ 
from $1.95 to $6.95 %|| 
Delicious Sourdough Homemade 
Bread, Tasty Salad Bar 
JOiY'S Sizzler 5 oz. Top Sirloin wHh tout bated petote 4 triwiwlini 
*2.50. 
1411 W. Ben White 
march 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDERillLANK 
* WILL GIT m, 
VAII • ' - '.'iu TUU A 
W.'*' cP0'r̂ :,' ~i:-- • 
4 
. 























.iv > "Sv.i'r s 
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
SsBwratortsaMfflw.---''.1-.'--• • Vcs. 
WRITE YOUR AD HERE-
6 
i ^ ^ ' 
f 
W t k .  & n o , '  ^ 
29, 
PE 
a r e j s i »i-"« 
pn-pl 
Now accepting advertising for the March issue. 
KARL * 
eelTeeeee e eeeH e e eetl 
WaatMy Sappliwaiit ta flit Daily TexM 
>***********«eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Use this Handy chart to qtik 
' at cost. 














Cestper word U ;:::.35: 40 1.20 
15 1J0 2.70 5.2S 9.00 1840 
14 1.40 2.11 5.40 9.40 19.20 
17 1.70 3.04 S.9S 10.20 2(t.40 
It JM' 124 4.30 10.80 21.40 
_LML 3.42 4.45 11.40 22.10 
Amount Enclosed. 
Number of Days 
Mail to: 
DAILY TEXAN CLASSIFIEDS 
P.O. BOX D - UT STATION 
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i 
on Oil Walks 
WASHINGTON (AP> -Optimism that the Arabs will completely lift their 
oil embargo against the United States continued here Tuesday as Secretary of 
'State Henry A. Kissinger briefed President Nixon on his Middle East trip/ 
Iv Ki^il^eiuapent^ Jtunutes-^th^Nixcm at the White House. Afterward, 
Gerald L. Warren, the deputy press secretary turned aside all questions with 
; ;the comment, "the embargo is a matter for the Arab countries to address." 
v However, other, U.S. officials said any assumption other than they are. 
-hoping for a removal when the Arab oil ministers meet Sunday in Libya " would 
-be absurd.". 
Kissinger also had lunch with Sen. J.W. Fulbright, D-Ark., chairman of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Kissinger testifies on Wednesday at a 
-.-dosed session of the House Foreign Affairs committee. 
•y* Authoritative sources have predicted a complete removal of the embargo 
^with supplies snapping back to preOctober War levels. They say prices are like­
ly to drop to about |7 a barrel from the current $11.65. r: -
iif Saudi Arabia's oil minister, Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani, said in Riyadh that 
* the Arab oil embargo against the United States should be lifted, The Wall 
Street Journal reported. Ifoe newspaper said Yamani, in.an interview, said the 
' embargo.no longer served any useful purpose. ' r - V » 
end to the embargo, nor is he saying as he did Feb. 6, that continuation of it 
%^would be "construed as a form of blackmail." 4 4 
M-Vest said, "Hie secretary of staters position is that no useful purpose 1$ tobe 
••' Served by speculating publicly,".. . (a , f '8V W 
ImmediateIm 
WASHINGTON (AP)r- An/early end to the Arab oil fc, 
embargo, now hoped for by U.S. sources, might ease the * 
threat, of gasoline rationing knit would nq^nece^&^yjq^. 
ing a quick return to business as usuali^.<: 
It probaBly would take at least a month for tankers 
carrying Arab oil to begin reaching the United States once ' 
the embargo is lifted* and it could be several weeks more 
before the. rate of imports increases, to pre-embargo 
levels. ' 
Beyond those built-in delays; however, remained two 
big qustions: < . 
f How soon would the embargo actually end? 
( « And how much oil would t|ie Arabs permit , to be 
produced and exported to the United States? 
If the 
be too late' 
oline, in time for spring and summer vacation seasons. 
Just as big a question is whether the Arabs would 
remove.all limits from;their production and imports;' 
alldwing the United States to go back-to meeting all'de-
Instead, the Arab .nations could limit their production 
and refuse to provide ever-increasing exports of oil to 
meet a rising U.S. demand; in that case, the United 
States would have to continue its fuel-saving measures or 
face-a growing Oil shortage. v- - --- -
Authoritative.U.S. sources, hoping that a meeting of 
Arab oil ministers scheduled for next Sunday would bring 
an end to theembargo, nevertheless seemed to think it 
$puld not lead to unrestrained production. 
the expectation appeared to lean toward a "^Instead, 
embargo imports could raise imports back to the 7.1-mil-
lion-barrel rate; but U.S. petroleum demand presumably 
would have continued to grow in the meantime. 
• The, National Petroleum Council (NPC) estimates 
that increased demand would require imports averaging-
7.5 million barrels daily by the second quarter of this 
year. 
""Vjf tt»Tembargo continued, the"NPfTIaicr, the nation 
would have to increase its conservation efforts to save 
that additional 400,000 barrels per day ; clearly, the same •i ;.v. •' a. . - . ' duuli U tuUiUW udiicu uci u jf, vicdujff uu; actiuc 
return to pte-embargo production levels, requiring co^'wouid be true if the embargo were lifted but Arab prOduc-
Unu«i U.S. conservaUon efforts. ^^ Mion was limited at past levels. -
A few statistics show the situation: ^ - • - -IBM Still another question to be answered Was whether the 
embargo continued much longer, its ending could S^V^^a' U.S. petroleum importspeaked lastNovembef 'Arabs .would also reduce the high oil prices they imposed 
ate to increase U.S. supplies, particularfybf gas- at . about. 7.1 million ^.barrels per.day, then plunged , since the "embargo began.v" 
downward as the Aratr embargo took- effect.,^--:;.v • v t 
• In recent weeks, total petroleftm. imports have 
averaged around 4.9 million barrels daily, about 2.2 
apftfe; Sft-
Arab oil that sold at about $3.01 per barrel before last" 
'October's embargo now. sells at about $11.65 a barrel, a, 
price which poses payment problems that appear serious 
V 
White HouselAsks 
i • Sfel 
To Waif 
Longer for% Response 
, JERUSALEM (AP) — Premier Golda 
• Meir announced Tuesday she will spve 
•another term in office and"Moshe Dayan 
will continue as defense minister in her 
.... . . . „ 
, next government. '^ ; 
ifJfjA communique from Mrs. Meir's office 
said she would meet President Ephraim 
Katzir on Wednesday to announce her 
ToConti 
WASHINGTON JAP) - The White 
House asked for one more day Tuesday to/., 
respond to the House Judiciary Com­
mittee's request for evidence for its im­
peachment inquiry, averting an im­
mediate resort by the committee to its 
subpoena power. /y>; 
- Chairman Peter W. Rodino, D-N.J., left 
little doubt, however, that a subpoena will 
be issued if the White House fails to 
deliver the requested material on 
schedule. 
"THE COMMITTEE is of a mind to ex­
ercise its power of subpoena if there is a 
James D. St. Clair, specpl presidential 
counsel, asking for a day's delay. 
"I will try to expedite a response to your 
requests, but I do not believe it can be ac­
complished before Wednesday," St. Clair 
told Doar. ~ 
Doar and Jenner attended a closed 
meeting Tuesday afternoon called by 
Sirica to discuss Wednesday's hearing. 
Other participants in the meeting in­
cluded attorneys from the White House, 
the special prosecutor's office and counsel 
for seven men indicted on Friday. 
CBS-TV News reported that one of the 
refusal to honor our request for Mor-^ttorneys, John J. Wilson, filed a letter in 
mation," Rodino said at a news am- court asking Sirica either to destroy jhe 
CAflliu) »nnn<4 I A. i.. it!*_ : • ference after a closed session of the com­
mittee. 
The issuance of a subpoena could raise a : 
serious constitutional question if Presi­
dent Nixon invokes his presidential 
powers to resist the congressional power 
of impeachment. 
Rodino said the committee also feels 
that its constitutional authority to conduct, 
impeachment proceedings is sufficient to 
give it access to the-secret evidence and 
findings delivered to U.S. Dist. Judge John 
J. Sirica by the Watergate grand jury, if it 
bears on the investigation. 
The judge has invited the committee to 
send counsel to a Wednesday hearing at. 
which he will hear arguments on what he 
should. do with the material, which is 
believed to relate to the possible involve­
ment of Nixon in the' Watergate coverup. 
RODINO SAID John Doar, chief counsel -
for the committee, and Albert E. Jenner, 
ehief minority counsel, will attend the 
bearing but wilTnot place themselves un­
der Sirica's jurisdiction. 
"In accordance with the instructions of 
the committee, counsel will appear mere­
ly in response to the invitation," Rodino 
said. "In no way will counsel be party to 
any proceeding or submit to the jurisdic­
tion of the court." 
Doar said he would advise Judge Sirica 
of the committee's authority to conduct 
the impeachment inquiry and tell him it 
was prepared to receive the material if it 
related to the investigation. 
He would not speculate as to what the 
committee would do if Sirica declined to 
turn over pertinent material, but speaking 
in general terms in response to a question, 
he said he believed the committee had ,a 
• right under its constitutional powers to de­
mand any material it felt it needed. 
ALTHOUGH §pME MEMBERS called 
for issuing, a subpoena now for the White 
House -documents requested last Feb. 25,' 
Rodino managed to postpone action until 
.-Thursday on the strength of a letter from 
sealed report or return it to the grand 
jury-
Wilson, attorney for indicted former 
White House aide H.R. Haldeman, 
claimed the jury lacked authority to issue 
the report and prejudiced his client with 
an act that was "wholly illegal and 
improper," CBS said. _ 
Wilson, declined to comment, on the 
report. 
Sirica ordered all participants to say 
nothing about the meeting. Tlie judge told 
newsmen later that it concerned the up­
coming hearing, but he refused to give any 
other details except to say he had called it. 
In other developments Tuesday: 
• Sirica, expressed displeasure at 
publication in the Washington Star-News 
of a memorandum he had written which 
disclosed that special Watergate 
prosecutor Leon Jaworski expects a dozen 
more major indictments. JaworSki had 
advised Sirica of the likely caseload in a 
^letter sent to the judge around Jan. 1. 
Sirica said the memorandum was "for 
the sole use of our judges" and he also said 
he had objected in a telephone conversa­
tion with a reporter "to the publication of 
this confidential matter, but apparently to 
no avail." 
• Sirica also permitted Charles W. 
Colson, former White House special 
counsel,--to change his defense counsel. 
-David I. Shapiro, a ColSon law partner 
'who has been representing him, may be 
called as a witness. Colson asked that 
Sidney DicksteinT another partner, be per­
mitted to replace. Shapiro. 
• Sen. John G. Tower, R-Tex., said he 
believes that key evidence in the 
Watergate case will show that President 
Nixon is iagftcent of any wrongdoing. 
~ Sen. ̂ g«fTnan Talmadge, D-Ga.f a 
member of the Senate Watergate com-
mittee, said the House Judiciary Com­
mittee should be given the sealed grand 
jury report turned over last week to 
Sirica. 
I 
Israeli Defense Minister MmIm Dayan (I) listens to Gad Yacobi (r), deputy 
transport minister, at a Tel Aviv committee meeting. 
.'decision formally. 
THE COMMUNIQUE said Mrs. Meir 
"intends to complete her efforts concer­
ning the formation of anew government ... 
The defense minister, Moshe Dayan, in­
formed the prime minister that he is 
ready to serve in the next government in 
his present post..." 
The dramatic turnabout came at an ex­
traordinary meeting of the Cabinet called 
to discuss; a 'security matter. Well-
informed sources said an important 
development may have cropped up on the 
Middle East scene that prompted Dayan 
to retract his decision to stay out of the 
next Cabinet. _. t! 
The official announcement, however, 
gave no hint of an impending national 
emergency. It said Mrs. Meir "responded 
^ to the Labor Party executive's plea" tore-
- main as head of the government. 
•' The cabinet met uiider its titTe of" 
. Foreign Affairs and Seciirity Committee, 
which automatically imposes a news 
2? blackout on its deliberations. 
jg, THE DE3CISION by Israel's two major 
pleaders to reverse threats to resign came 
:k;.:after weeks of political crisis that began -
- when the ruling Labor Party lost its 
" - parliamentary majprity in Dec. 31 elec­
tions. 
; Dayan refused to remain as defense 
minister in a minority government 
because of criticism of his handling of the 
October ftftddle East war. and because he 
said he favored ,a national unity govern­
ment embracing the right-wing opposition; 
Likud bloe, / ' ,, , ^ \\ ; 
MRS. MEIR stormed out of a party, 
meeting two days ago and vowed to resign v 
after failing to win approval for a minority 
Cabinet - " .. 
A 1 ' | « 
Earlier Tuesday more than 500--
members of the Labor Party's 615-1 
member Central Committee gave Mrs.. 
Meir ah overwhelming vote of confidences 
The ailing 75-year-old premier did not at-1 
tend the meeting. [ 
f:The Laborites passed a resolution, witK 
only four' abstentions, urging "the im-; 
mediate formation of a government able 
to take action, and decisions headed by* 
Golda Meir." 
There was no immediate word on why 
Dayan changed his mind. 
SwHILE DAYAN was threatening to 
resign, Mrs. Meir had nominated Yitzhak 
Rabin, former ambassador to Washington 
and a former chief^>f staff, to be defense^ 
minister. 
The fragile minority cabinet Mi's. Meir 
8^ 1 
1̂® 
ing, among other things, n^otiations with 
the Arabs through • Secretary of State. 
Henry Kissinger. It would represent only 




By JOHN MORRIS 
Texan Staff Writer ^ 
The Texas Highway Trust Fund will be 
virtually unchanged by the Finance 
Article of a new constitution, unless 
changes are made when the full 
Constitutional Convention takes up debate 
on the article 
The Finance Committee will send its 
article. to delegates Wednesday or 
Thursday, committee chairman Rep.. Neil 
Caldwell of Alvin said Tuesday. 
DEBATE ON THE FLOOR of the 
convention will not begin "for a couple of 
weeks," however, Caldwell said. 
The fund, which provides for 
construction, maintenance and policing of 
the state's highways, and the Permanent 
University Fund, are two of the article's 
more controversial issues. 
Citizens and lobby groups which 
testified before the committee had sought 
a portion of the highway fund for mass 
transit systems. 
Revenue for the fund comes from the 
motor fuels tax and from automotive 
license fees. 
.. . Three-fourths of this revenue goes into, 
the highway fund, and the remaining one-
fourth goes to the Available School Fund, 
from which comes financing for schools 
below the college level. 
"The article's language is basically the 
same, except with some additional 
language. Any increase in the gasoline tax 
goes into the general revenue fund," 
committee member and convention vice-
president Sen A.M. Aikin Jr., of Paris 
said. "7'": " lv •. 
OTHER WITNESSES before the 
committee represented the Texas Good 
Roads Association, the Texas Highway 
Commission, county commissioners' 
courts and municipal leagues, Caldwell 
said, "and they all favored retention" of 
existing provisions. 
Caldwell admitted the energy crisis has 
lent credibility to arguments for expanded 
<r 
Held 
Not Valid Cause 
For Dismissal 
By BOBBIE CRISWELL 
S Texan Staff Writer 
Attorney General John L. Hill won the 
hearts of many women's libbers when he 
ruled Tuesday that a state employe may 
•Hot be fired because of pregnancy. 
The ruling also says a pregnant employe 
may be required to take a leave of absence 
for health reasons. _ 
;; HILL WAS MOTIVATED to make a 
ruling by Rep. Joe Allen of Baytown, who 
asked the attorney general for a iggal 
mass transit systems but said he did not 
think the constitution Should include such. 
systems. / 
"I don't think we ought to have another 
constitutional fund," he said. "I frankly 
believe we'd be much betteP off with a 
statutory highway fund, but constitutional 
funds only invite problems." 7 
Although interest groups supplied the 
majority of witnesses before the 
committee, Caldwell 'said he knew of no 
undue pressure on Committee members. 
"I don't know of any inordinate 
pressure, and there certainly has been 
none on me," Caldwell said, "but the 
threat is implicit any time an organized 
group states a position." 
RATHER THAN include mass transit 
in the new state charter, Caldwell 
suggested investing in the Texas Highway 
Commission the authority to deal directly 
with mass transportation. 
Presently, the Texas Highway 
department has a -mass transportation 
division, which primarily researches mass 
transit systems for large urban areas. 
"It might take an affirmative statement 
by the Legislature'' for the Highway 
Commission to support more actively 
mass transportation, Caldwell said. 
"The energy crisis has provided an 
impetus for expansion of mass transit 
lines," he said, but concluded that the 
constitution is not the place to alleviate 
specific problems; . / ^ \ 
HE DOES ANTICIPATE committee 
approval of the article as it is now written. 
"Based on previous votes, I'd have to 
think the committee will pass it," he said. 
;" Aikin was more cautious. He said 
although the committee report probably 
will be approved, debate before the 
convention "could take three weeks, if it's 
anything like the Education Article." ( 
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Tehran 
ruling on the rights of women state 
-employes 
As debate on tiie Education Article 
dragged on into the early evening 
Tuesday, Constitutional Convention 
delegates heard repeated reminders from 
Lower Rio Grande Valley representatives 
of a : "border buttermilk" party 
immediately following the session. 
"Border buttermilk" is a daquiri-like 
drink made from pink lemonade and-rum. 
When the session finally adjourned, at 
Downtowner Motor Inn, where they dined 
on boiled shrimp, shrimp cocktail and chili 
con queso. 
The party followed a marathon session 
on the Education Article, which has been 
debated since Feb. 15. 
Although not in attendance at"(lie party; 
Convention president Price Daniel Jr. said 
he thought the reception had littie to do 
with the decision to recess. 
S Y R I A -
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. Previously there was no statewide 
ruling concerning pregnant employes. 
Department policies varied from no 
policy at all to one department which 
enforced a condition of "temporary 
disability" after six months of pregnancy, 
Hill said. 
Liz Levantino, special assistant to the 
attorney general, said she knew of one 
department, the Texas Employment 
Commission (TEC) which at one time had 
a policy of terminating pregnant 
employes. The policy was taken to court in 
a case, Shoppman v. TEC, in which the 
court upheld TEC's policy. 
Later, Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission guidelines prohibited firing 
female state employes because of 
pregnancy. i 
MS, LEV; 
department would decide individually 
with their employes on the length of their 
leaves of absence. 
State employes may receive pay during 
their leaves depending on the amount of 
vacation or sick leav6 they are allotted 
and have used up, Ms. Levatiho said. 
'. Hill emphasized that pregnancy may not 
be treated differently from any other 
temporary disability. A woman will be 
allowed to use vacation time and sick 
leave upon taking a leave of absence to 
have a child. 
The woman's right to fiitur 
_BEmUT iUPl)-Iraqi and Iranian troops baUled Tuesday The fighting took place at a fronUer point 1<*> miles northea|t 
with heavy artillery, mortars and machineguns for the second, of Baghdad; The Iraqis said they suffered 15 wounded. The 
consecutive day m the latest outbreak in the longstanding Iranians reported one army commando killed and three 
border dispute between the two oil-rich Near East -nations, wounded. 
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employment should be determined exactly 
as if her leave was caused by an injury or 
illness.If an employe's job is terminated 
because of pregnancy, she would be 
entitled to certain remedies including 
reinstatement with or without back cay. 
Hill ruled, W 
neuis 
J.M. 
Wilson Sets Up New Administration 
: LONDON (AP) — Prime Minister Harold Wilson chose a new Cabinet 
with a left-wing look Tuesday and ordered swift action to tackle Britain's 
gravest economic crisis since World War II. — \ -v « 
He aimed first at settling the strike of the nation's 280,000 coal miners 
"so that the country can get baick to fulltime Work. Other key goals in his 
program were arrangements to set up billions of dollars worth of foreign 
credit to keep Britain solvent and steps toward renegotiating terms of 
Britain's membership in the European Common Market. 
Democrat Luken Wins Ohio Race —" f 
CINCINNATI (AP) — Thomas A. Luken, a Democrat who won a U.S. 
.» § . .-'Mvall •sUUugiiUlU, IldS palu |lc DClIcVCo 
President Nixon should be impeached if former top aides are convicted of 
crimes. 
'Inspired' Market Closes High 
NEW YORK (AP) — Thie stock market, inspired by the news that the 
end appeared in sight for the Arab oil embargo, treated itself to its best 
and busiest day in.more than two months Tuesday. ~ 
'The Dow Jones average of 30 
industrials soared 19.24 points- to 
872.42, its highest close since tt 
fisished atB76.85 on Jan. 
"The gain in tte i>ow 
New York Stock Exchange closing 
index: 
Indus t r i a l . . . . . 5 , . . , . s« .w  up  143  
Trahsportatiwi..;.f.i...38.90 up 0.73 
Utility......... 
Finance. fui, v w. .... .... 
.>...35.78 up 0.24 
85 .21  up  0 , "  
was 
iL& 
second-biggest this year, failing to 
match only the 25,37-point surge 
recorded Jan. 3, when the Federal 
Reserve Board eased the down-
payment requirement for stock purchases on credit. 
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